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Izvle£ek
V disertaciji raziskujemo tri lo£ene probleme s podro£ja teko£ekristalnih disperzij.
Preu£ujemo fotonske lastnosti teko£ekristalnih kapljic in topolo²ke lastnosti tankega
teko£ekristalnega lma. Predstavimo dve razli£ni fotonski mikro-napravici, osnovani
na teko£ekristalni kapljici, ki deluje kot mikroresonator. Poleg tega razi²£emo tvorjenje topolo²kih defektov v lmu pasivno gnanega nematika.
V prvem delu preu£ujemo moºnost uporabe principa deplecije s stimulirano emisijo (STED, ang. stimulated emission depletion) za nadzor svetlobe s svetlobo. Razi²£emo, kako je deplecija s stimulirano emisijo v teko£ekristalnih vzorcih odvisna od
teko£ekristalne faze in od parametrov STED ºarka. Kasneje princip STED-a uporabimo za razvoj povsem opti£nega preklopnika, ki ga sestavlja kapljica obarvanega
teko£ega kristala, sklopljena s polimernimi opti£nimi valovodi, po katerih v kapljico
in iz nje vodimo svetlobo. Kapljica deluje kot mikroresonator, v katerem se oja£i
svetloba z resonan£nimi frekvencami.

Pokaºemo, da s STED-om lahko uga²amo

"whispering gallery" resonance v mikroresonatorju in da preklapljanje poteka na
sub-nanosekundni skali.
V drugem delu disertacije preu£ujemo kapljice feromagnetnega nematika in njihov odziv na zunanje magnetno polje. Le-to spremeni konguracijo direktorja v kapljici, kar vpliva na njene opti£ne lastnosti. Kapljice delujejo kot mikroresonatorji,
v katerih lahko pride do "whispering gallery" laserske emisije.

Prek spremembe

efektivnega lomnega koli£nika magnetno polje povzro£i spektralni premik laserskih
£rt. Premik je linearno odvisen od magnetnega polja, smer premika pa je odvisna
od tega, £e polje kaºe v ravnini kroºenja svetlobe ali ne.
V tretjem delu preiskujemo pojav kontinuiranega nastajanja in anihilacije topolo²kih defektov v sistemu smekti£nega teko£ega kristala, ki pride v kontakt z vodno
raztopino fotoiniciatorja (2-hidroksi-2-metilpropiofenon). Fotoiniciator, ki prehaja
v teko£i kristal, ga raztaplja in v njem povzro£a tokove, tako da dobimo pasivno
gnan nematik. V nematskem lmu, ki nastane na vodni povr²ini, analiziramo gibanje defektov in z uporabo mikro-delcev ²e gibanje tokov. Nazadnje preu£imo ²e
nastanek defektov.

Klju£ne besede:
opti£ni preklopnik, deplecija s stimulirano emisijo (STED), povsem opti£ni nadzor
svetlobe, pod-nanosekundno preklapljanje, teko£ekristalni mikroresonator, "whispering gallery" laser, feromagnetni nematski teko£i kristal, kapljice feromagnetnega
nematika, ugla²evanje z magnetnim poljem, nastanek topolo²kih defektov, pasivno
gnan nematik

PACS: 47.57.-s, 42.60.Da, 42.79.Ta, 78.15.+e, 61.30.Gd, 47.57.Lj, 61.30.Jf
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Abstract
In the thesis we examine three separate problems in liquid crystal dispersions. We
study photonic properties of liquid crystal droplets and topological properties in
a liquid crystal lm. We design two dierent photonic micro-devices out of liquid
crystal droplets, acting as microresonators, and investigate formation of topological
defects in a liquid crystal lm of a passively driven nematic.
In the rst topic we study stimulated emission depletion (STED) as a mechanism
for all-optical control of light. We investigate STED eect in bulk liquid crystals and
check how the depletion depends on liquid crystal phase and STED beam parameters. Later we use STED principle to create an all-optical switch, based on a dyed
liquid crystal droplet. We produce tapered polymeric waveguides to couple light in
and out of the droplet and show that STED can switch o whispering gallery mode
resonances inside this microresonator, working on a sub-nanosecond timescale.
In the second topic we study droplets, made of a ferromagnetic nematic liquid
crystal, and their response to external magnetic eld. When exposed to the eld,
the director conguration of a droplet acting as a microresonator gets distorted,
which aects its optical properties. We show that whispering gallery mode lasing,
supported by the microresonator, can be tuned by the applied eld. The resonance
wavelengths shift linearly with the magnetic eld. The direction of the shift depends
on whether the magnetic eld is applied in the circulation plane of the whispering
gallery modes or not.
In the third topic we investigate a phenomenon of continuous topological defect
creation and annihilation in a system of smectic liquid crystal, coming in contact
with aqueous solution of 2-hydroxy-2-methylpropiophenone photoinitiator. We rst
research experimental geometry and characterize the system. Photoinitiator diusion causes ows and liquid crystal melting, resulting in a passively driven nematic
system. Later we analyze the movement of defects and the underlying ow. Finally
we study defect formation and compare it to the theoretical proposal.

Keywords:
optical switch, stimulated emission depletion (STED), all-optical light control, subnanosecond switching, liquid crystal microresonator, whispering gallery mode laser,
ferromagnetic nematic liquid crystal, ferromagnetic nematic droplet, magnetic eld
tuning, topological defect formation, passively driven nematic
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Fast technological development in the last decades resulted in rapid increase of data
being transmitted and processed, which created a demand for much faster signal
transmission.

In electronic circuits, information is passed by a ow of electrons,

which is limited in speed. In photonics on the other hand, information is carried
by a ow of photons. Usually though, the optical signal is still translated from an
originally electronic signal and then back into it after transmission by optical bers
[1]. This is rather costly in terms of energy and speed, so new methods, enabling
light modulation by light are a necessity.
Lately a lot of research has been focused on soft matter photonics, an idea of
making micro-circuits out of soft matter materials such as liquid crystals (LCs) [1
5]. Soft matter photonics is a research eld combining the approaches of photonics
with soft materials and their unique physical properties.

Its aim is research and

development of photonic devices made of soft matter that could replace solid state
components in photonic micro-circuits.

Many soft matter photonic devices have

already been realized: LC droplet microresonators and lasers [6, 7], droplet lasers
from biocompatible materials inside living cells and tissues [8, 9], dierent sensors
in the form of a LC droplet [1012], colloidal photonic crystals [13], LC bers that
act as waveguides [14], LC droplet vortex generators [15], etc. The main advantages
of the soft matter photonic devices in comparison with the solid state devices are
the simplicity and low cost of their production, and their tunability.
To build photonic circuits one needs photonic devices and connecting structures.
In such circuits the ow of electrons, used in classical electronics, is substituted
with a ow of photons that act as signal carriers. The light in the circuit has to be
optically modulated. The principle of stimulated emission depletion (STED) could
be used for all-optical switching, enabling the control of light by light.
The STED principle is mainly known from STED microscopy, developed by S.
W. Hell and J. Wichmann in 1994 [16], although it was studied also by other groups
for dierent purposes [17]. STED microscopy is a type of uorescent confocal microscopy that enables resolution under the diraction limit [18, 19].

It was rst

experimentally conrmed in 1999 [20]. In the basic version a pulsed laser is used
for uorescence excitation.

Another pulsed laser, STED laser, synchronized with

the rst one, has a higher wavelength, resonant with the electronic transition of the
uorescent dye in the sample. The STED pulse must arrive before the uorophores
have had time to relax by the process of spontaneous emission, by emitting uorescent photons. It then causes stimulated emission and depletes the excited state in
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the illuminated area, eectively inhibiting uorescence. In this area the uorescence
is switched between on and o states by applying (or not) the STED light pulse.
In this thesis we are concerned with photonics and topology, and their interconnection in liquid crystal dispersions. Topology is a mathematical area, studying
properties of space that are preserved under continuous deformations. In liquid crystal physics, complex topological structures arising from geometrical constraints have
drawn a lot of attention in the past decade [4, 2126]. New liquid crystal materials
with interesting properties, based on topology, have emerged [13, 23, 27, 28].
Liquid crystals are well studied materials that exhibit interesting physical properties due to their anisotropic structure. They are composed of anisotropically shaped
molecules (e.g. rod-like or disc-like). This results in mesophases that have properties
of liquids as well as those of solid state crystalline materials. They ow as liquids
while possessing some degree of order which is characteristic for crystals. Whereas
crystalline materials are perfectly ordered structures with three-dimensional positional ordering, the LC mesophases exhibit orientational ordering and in some cases
also one- or two-dimensional positional ordering [29].
The most basic LC mesophase is called nematic. In a nematic LC, the molecules
are ordered only orientationally, meaning that on average all molecular axes point
into the same direction, which we call the director. When the LC exhibits positional
order in one dimension in addition to orientational order, we talk of smectic LCs.
The preferred orientation of the molecules in space is usually represented as
a director eld.

Due to the boundary conditions, which enforce certain director

conguration at the boundaries, and intrinsic properties of the LC, such as chirality
of its molecules, it is a non-uniform quantity. The discontinuities, which the director
eld can possess, are called topological defects and are ascribed a topological charge,
which is a conserved quantity.

The director eld can be inuenced by applying

external magnetic or electric elds.
Liquid crystals are complex materials, interesting to study already in the equilibrium stationary state, as they exhibit beautifully colorful hard-to-understand topological structures.

When driven out of equilibrium by external elds or changing

boundary conditions, they can switch between dierent stationary states, which
makes them ideal for several applications.

Even more interesting are the non-

stationary states, where the liquid crystals are constantly being driven by internal or external stimuli. The ow in the LC can be perpetuated by the activity of
the LC constituents themselves or by gradients of concentration or temperature.
In this way we can get active nematics and passively driven nematics (and other
mesophases). These are especially interesting in the topology studies, since creation
and annihilation of dierent topological defects can be investigated.
Liquid crystals have been used for a broad range of applications, such as liquid
crystal displays, LC tunable lters, LC lasers etc., mainly because of their high optical anisotropy and easy tunability with the external electric elds. They can also
be tunable with the external magnetic elds - in 1970 Brochard and de Gennes proposed a ferromagnetic liquid crystal, made as a colloidal suspension of ferromagnetic
nanoparticles in a LC [30]. In recent years such a material was experimentally realized for the rst time by mixing scandium-doped barium hexaferrite single-crystal
nanoplatelets into the nematic LC [31]. This material can be used for magnetically
responsive LC microresonators. Lasing in such a microresonator can be tuned by
applying external magnetic eld, which makes the droplet a magneto-responsive

14

photonic device.
The goal of this thesis is to address some open questions in soft matter photonics, the rst one being all-optical control of light. To control the uorescent light in
the system by light, we make use of the STED principle. We rst study the STED
mechanism in bulk LC samples and later use STED to make a new soft matter
photonic device: a LC droplet based optical switch. The second topic we cover, is a
magneto-responsive LC laser. We use a recently invented ferromagnetic nematic LC
and make a dispersion of droplets in a viscous medium. The droplets act as whispering gallery mode (WGM) lasers that can be tuned with an external magnetic eld.
In the third part of the thesis we deal with a more topological view of LC dispersions. We study an interesting phenomenon that we came upon while researching
the stabilization of smectic bers and related structures in an aqueous environment.
By adding a photoinitiator into the medium, we managed to drive the LC out of
equilibrium and melting it into the nematic phase at the same time. In this driven
passive nematic we were able to observe and study formation of topological defects
and their movement.
The thesis structure is as follows.

In Chapter 2 we provide an overview of

liquid crystals, explain anchoring and topological defects, and describe the eect
of external elds on the LCs. We present the ferromagnetic nematic LC and talk
of dynamics in LC systems. Chapter 3 covers the basic theory of photonic devices
and principles we will come across later.

It describes the microresonator nature

of LC droplets and explains whispering gallery mode resonances and WGM lasing.
We also add a basic theory of lasing. We explain the STED principle and present
its use in STED microscopy. In Chapter 4 we describe materials and experimental
methods that have been used and in Chapter 5 we describe the experiments. We
present experimental setups and sample preparations. Results are presented in the
following three chapters.

Chapter 6 presents main results regarding the optical

switch, both in bulk LC samples and in an actual device. In Chapter 7 we show
magnetic tuning of WGM lasing in droplets made of ferromagnetic nematic LC.
Chapter 8 deals with formation of topological defects in a LC lm on the water
droplet surface. In Chapter 9 we summarize the results of the thesis.
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Chapter 2
Liquid crystals
In 1888 an Austrian botanist Friederich Reinitzer observed an interesting coloring
behavior in melts of cholesteryl acetate and cholesteryl benzoate as well as a weird
"double melting" behavior of the latter [32]. He described that the crystals he was
◦
studying rst melted into a cloudy liquid at 145.5 C and when heated further, they
◦
transformed into a clear liquid at 178.5 C. This observation is usually considered
to be the discovery of liquid crystals.

In his studies Reinitzer connected with a

German physicist Otto Lehman, working on polarization microscopy, who observed
the phenomena under the microscope and noticed that the material is homogeneous
and has properties of crystalline materials although it is apparently uid. He was
the one who rst used the term "liquid crystals" [33].
After the discovery and initial debates whether a state of matter combining
properties of solids and liquids can actually exist, the scientic community accepted
liquid crystals. First classications of dierent types of LCs were published by G.
Friedel in 1922 [34]. Until 1960 the interest in liquid crystals was rather low, but
then it started growing rapidly as it turned out that the LCs could be interesting for
technological applications. The rapid development in the LC research got another
boost in 1991, when P. G. de Gennes was awarded a Nobel Prize for his work in the
eld of LCs. The interest in LC research is still growing today, when LC displays
are used everywhere, from kitchen appliances to airplane cockpits [35].

2.1 Overview of liquid crystal phases
Liquid crystals are substances that combine the uidity of liquid matter with ordering and anisotropic properties of solids. Two main groups of liquid crystals can
be distinguished: thermotropic and lyotropic. In thermotropic LCs the LC phase is
stable in a certain temperature range. By heating it, the sample may pass through
dierent LC phases and eventually reach isotropic phase.

By cooling, it will end

up in the crystalline phase. Lyotropic LCs are composed of a LC component and
a solvent.

Their LC phases are concentration dependent.

In this thesis we will

stay limited to thermotropic LCs. Figure 2.1 shows the most common LC phases smectic A and nematic - and an isotropic phase.
Another way of dividing LCs into two groups is by the shape of their building
blocks. LCs with rod-like shaped molecules are called calamitic, whereas disc-like
shaped molecules form discotic LCs.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of an isotropic phase in panel (a), nematic in
(b) and smectic A in (c).

2.1.1 Nematic phase
Nematic LC phase is the simplest of LC phases. Its name comes from Greek
(nema), which means thread.

νηµα

This is due to thread-like topological defects often

observed in nematics. In a nematic, the molecules are not positionally ordered, i. e.
their centers of mass have no long-range order. They only possess orientational order,
meaning that all molecular main axes preferentially point in the same direction,
which we call the director.

In a calamitic nematic, the director is parallel to the

long molecular axes and in a discotic nematic, it is parallel to the molecular axes that
are perpendicular to the disk-like structure of the molecules. Director
unit vector, the states

n

n

and -

are not distinguishable.

n is a headless

Due to its orientational

order, a nematic is optically a uniaxial material with its optical axis pointing along

n [29].

The degree of ordering in a nematic is usually given with an order parameter. We
can dene a microscopic scalar order parameter

S

that describes average molecular

ordering along the director. It is given by

1
S = h3 cos2 θ − 1i,
2
where the average
the director

hi

is taken over the whole ensemble and

n and the molecular axis [36].

(2.1)

θ

is the angle between

In an isotropic phase the molecules are
1
2
completely disordered, which means that hcos θi =
and S = 0. In the nematic
3
state the less the molecules uctuate around
, the closer the value of S gets to 1.

n

In the perfectly orientationally ordered state, where all molecular axes would rigidly
point along the director, the value of

S

would be equal to 1. For a typical nematic

liquid crystal 5CB (4-cyano-4'-pentylbiphenyl) the values of

S

are between 0.3 and

0.6, depending on the temperature [37].
The scalar order parameter

S

does not contain information on the direction in

which the molecules are ordered, merely the amplitude of ordering.
information on the direction of
instead of the scalar

S.

To include

n , usually a tensorial order parameter Qij

is used

For a uniaxial nematic the tensorial order parameter is
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dened as [29]

Qij =
where

i, j = x, y, z (ni and nj

S
(3ni nj − δij ),
2

(2.2)

are therefore the i-th and j-th components of the direc-

is the Kronecker delta. Qij is symmetric and traceless. When diagonalized,
− S2 , − S2 , and S , with being the eigenvector corresponding to
the largest eigenvalue S .

tor),

δij

n

its eigenvalues are

In Landau-de Gennes theory, the free energy density of a uniform nematic near
the nematic-isotropic phase transition can be written as a Taylor expansion of the
order parameter

Qij :

[29]

a
b
c
fU = (T − T ∗ )Qij Qji + Qij Qjk Qki + (Qij Qji )2 .
2
3
4
Here

T∗

denotes the nematic supercooling temperature,

a, b,

and

(2.3)

c

are material

coecients, and summation over repeated indices is implied.
The free energy density can be rewritten in terms of

fU (S) =

S

as [29]

b
9c
3a
(T − T ∗ )S 2 + S 3 + S 4 .
4
4
16

(2.4)

In a system without boundaries or other constrains, the nematic director is uniform.

However, boundary conditions can force the LC molecules into a certain

orientation, which then propagates into the sample.

To satisfy all constraints of

the system, director can undergo twist, bend and splay deformations, schematically
shown in Fig. 2.2. Due to these distortions the director eld can exhibit singularities
where the direction of

n

is not dened.

These singularities are called topological

defects.
The free energy density

fU

in Eq.

(2.3) describes a system without spatial

variations of the director. In a distorted nematic,

Qij

is spatially dependent. One

way to account for the distortions in the free energy density, is to add additional
terms involving gradients of

Qij .

The new part to the free energy density is then

the elastic free energy density [29, 38]

∂Qkl ∂Qkl
1 ∂Qij ∂Qij 1 ∂Qij ∂Qik 1
+ L2
+ L3 Qij
,
fE = L1
2 ∂xk ∂xk
2 ∂xj ∂xk
2
∂xi ∂xj

(2.5)

Figure 2.2: Schematic representation of twist (a), splay (b) and bend (c) deformations.
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where

L1 , L2 and L3 are elastic constants and again summation over repeated indices

is implied. To calculate the director eld of a LC system, a minimization of the whole
free energy density should be performed.
Another approach to the elastic free energy is the Frank-Oseen approach. Twist,

n(r) and the
deformation energy can be described in terms of spatial derivatives of n [36]. The
splay and bend correspond to spatial deformations of the director eld

Frank-Oseen elastic free energy density of a nematic (N) can be written as

1
1
1
f N = K1 (∇ · n)2 + K2 (n · ∇ × n)2 + K3 (n × ∇ × n)2 ,
2
2
2

(2.6)

where the rst term describes splay deformation, the second one corresponds to twist

K1 , K2 and K3 are Frank elastic constants.
combinations of L1 , L2 and L3 from Eq. (2.5) and the

deformation and the third one to bend.
They can be expressed as
scalar order parameter

L1 =

S

as [38]

K3 + 2K2 − K1
,
9S 2

L2 = 4

K1 − K2
,
9S 2

and

L3 = 2

K3 − K1
.
9S 3

(2.7)

K3 is usually the largest of Frank elastic constants. For a typical nematic 5CB
11
at room temperature, the constants amount to approximately K1 = 0.6 · 10 N,
K2 = 0.3 · 1011 N and K3 = 0.75 · 1011 N [39]. By increasing the temperature, the
elastic constants

Ki

decrease rapidly, however, their ratios remain more or less the

same [29].
In an often used one-constant approximation (K1

= K 2 = K3 = K )

the free

energy density can be rewritten as

1
f N = K[(∇ · n)2 + (∇ × n)2 ].
2

(2.8)

2.1.2 Chiral nematic phase
In some liquid crystals the molecules are chiral i. e. they do not possess mirror
symmetry.

Equivalently, chiral molecules can be added into a non-chiral nematic

LC [36].

In this case, some twist can inherently emerge in the system. A liquid
∗
crystal of this kind is called chiral nematic (N ) LC or also cholesteric LC, since
cholesterol esters were the rst studied examples of such a material. Without outer
constraints the director in such a system helically turns in space.

Namely, if we

z -axis to be along the helical axis, then the director eld can be written as n
= (cos(q0 z + φ), sin(q0 z + φ), 0), where φ is arbitrary and q0 is the amplitude of the

dene

wave-vector of helicoidal modulation, describing intrinsic twist [29]. The distance at
which the director turns for

2π is called the pitch and can be written as P = 2π/|q0 |.

Free energy density of a chiral system can be written in the same way as the one
for non-chiral nematics (see Eq. (2.6)). The only dierence is that for cholesterics
the twist term now contains an addition in the form of intrinsic twist

q0

that is

characteristic for these systems [36]:

1
1
1
∗
f N = K1 (∇ · n)2 + K2 (n · ∇ × n − q0 )2 + K3 (n × ∇ × n)2 .
2
2
2

(2.9)

Because of their helical director structure, chiral nematics exhibit unique optical
properties. Similar to the energy bandgap that the electrons feel in a crystal due
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Figure 2.3: Schematic representation of a chiral nematic phase.

to its periodic potential, the dispersion relation

k(ω)

for light in a chiral nematic

also exhibits a bandgap due to the medium dielectric periodicity.

The chiral LC

reects circularly polarized light of the same handedness as that of the helix, with
frequencies within the photonic bandgap. Light of the opposite circular polarization
gets transmitted. In a chiral nematic LC, Bragg reection acts as a method of light
connement [5, 7, 29, 40].
Some chiral LCs form blue phases in the temperature range between chiral nematic phase and isotropic phase. In a blue phase the director twists in two orthogonal
directions, creating double-twist cylinders. They combine into a three dimensional
structure with defect lines at the merging areas. The dispersion relation for light
propagation has a band-like structure.

The name comes from the fact that they

appear blue under the microscope due to Bragg reection, as the pitch corresponds
to optical wavelengths.

2.1.3 Smectic and columnar phases
Liquid crystals with one-dimensional positional order are called smectic LCs. The
name comes from a Greek word for soap

(σµηγµα).

Smectics are layered materials

with a constant interlayer distance. Inside a layer, the LC can ow, as there is no
positional order. The molecules within are ordered only orientationally. In a smectic
A, on average their axes point perpendicularly to the layers.

In smectic C phase

they make a certain angle with the layer normal, which makes this material biaxial.
If molecules are chiral, smectic C* phase is formed. In this case the director forms
some angle with the layer normal as in smectic C, and additionally the plane of the
director and layer normal turns helically from layer to layer. There exist a number
of further smectic and smectic-related phases which we will not describe here.
In discotic LCs one can also observe columnar phases. They have two-dimensional
positional order, which means that the discotic molecules are ordered into columns.
Within a column the orientationally ordered molecules are a one-dimensional liquid.
Columns are positioned so they form a two-dimensional crystal, most commonly in
hexagonal symmetry[29, 41].
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2.2 Anchoring at interfaces
Whenever a liquid crystal is in contact with another material, the material to which
it borders causes a certain orientation of LC molecules at the interface.

This is

called surface anchoring. In the case when the LC molecules align parallel to the
surface we talk of planar anchoring. It can be degenerate, when there is no preferred
direction of orientation in the plane of the surface, or non-degenerate when all the
molecules are aligned along the same direction in the plane. When the LC molecules
orient perpendicularly to the surface the anchoring is called homeotropic (see Fig.
2.4). It is also possible for the molecules to anchor at a certain angle to the surface.
In the case of a free surface, when the LC stands free in the surrounding air,
the molecules usually orient parallel to the surface. However, for some LCs (e. g.
MBBA), the molecular axes make a certain angle with the plane of the free surface
[29, 40].
On a surface of a crystal the LC molecules usually like to orient along certain
crystallographic axes, parallel to the surface. In contact with a clean glass surface,
the LC molecules usually orient parallel to the surface. If we rub the surface, than
we get a non-degenerate planar anchoring [29].
In an experiment we can treat the substrate (usually glass) to achieve appropriate surface anchoring.

For planar alignment the glass surface is coated with

a thin layer of polyimid or nylon and baked.

It is later rubbed with a velvet

cloth to impose a preferential alignment direction.

When LC is introduced be-

tween two glass plates, which have been rubbed in the same direction, its molecules
orient along this direction, and we get a planar LC cell.

For homeotropic an-

choring the glass is dipped in water solution of DMOAP (Dimethyloctadecyl[3(trimethoxysilyl)propyl]ammonium chloride) for a couple of minutes and then baked.
Molecules of the DMOAP silane attach to the glass and orient perpendicularly to it.
When the LC is lled into a cell made of two such substrates, the LC orients along
the silane molecules, perpendicularly to the glass surface.
In experiments where the LC makes an interface with a uid medium such as
water or glycerol, the LC orientation at the interface depends on the medium. For
the most common thermotropic calamitic LCs (5CB, 8CB, E7, etc.) at a pure water
or pure glycerol interface the anchoring is planar. If we want these LC molecules to
align perpendicularly to the interface, a surfactant has to be added into the medium
(or LC). We can add SDS (Sodium dodecyl sulfate) or CTAB (Cetyltrimethylammonium bromide) into water, for glycerol it is best to dope it with lecithin (L-αphosphatidylcholine).
Anchoring at the interfaces can be described by a surface energy density term.

Figure 2.4: Schematic representation of planar and homeotropic anchoring.
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In the Rapini-Papoular model [42, 43] it can be written as

fsurf = −
where
and

W

n0

W
(n · n0 )2 ,
2

(2.10)

is a constant describing the strength of anchoring,

n is

the LC director,

is the so called easy direction, the preferred direction of orientation at the

boundary.

2.3 Topological defects
Constraints, which are imposed on a LC system by boundary conditions, can result
in singularities of the director eld. These are regions, where the direction of

n is not

dened. The director eld around such a region cannot be continuously transformed
into a homogeneous conguration - that is why the singularities are called topological
defects.
Topology is a eld in mathematics, dealing with properties of space that remain
unchanged when subjected to continuous transformations such as stretching and
bending. Operations such as cutting and gluing are not continuous, so creating or
closing holes on a geometrical body does not preserve its topology, whereas changing
its shape from say a cube to a sphere is topology conserving, since a sphere and a
cube are of the same shape in terms of topology.
In LC systems we come across wall defects, where director is singular on a certain
plane in space, line defects, where director is undened along a line in space, and
point defects, where the singularity is present only in a certain point in space. We
can best describe the defects by rst limiting ourselves to a case, where a nematic is
conned to a plane. In this 2-dimensional system a quantity to describe the nature
of the defect is the winding number

˛

k:
dθ
ds = 2πk.
ds

(2.11)

θ is the angle the director
s is the path of integration. The winding number

Here we integrate along a closed loop encircling the defect:
makes with a selected axis in plane,

tells us how many full turns the director makes when we encircle the defect. Due to
the specic property of LCs that the directions

k can be an integer or a half-integer.
1
winding numbers ± and ±1.
2

number
with

n and -n are equivalent, the winding

Figure 2.5 shows 2-dimensional defects

By extending the space to three dimensions, the winding number is locally still
a good way of characterization for line defects. We measure it by taking a crosssection through a defect line and proceed to calculate

k

in the cross-section plane.

However, in a 3-dimensional space a way of characterization of point defects and
line defects on the whole is needed.

q

is introduced for defects

n · (∂θ n × ∂φ n) dθ dφ.

(2.12)

Similarly as in the previous case a topological charge
in 3D

1
q=
4π

‹

The integration takes place on a closed surface around the defect, which is parametrized
with

θ

and

φ.

To calculate

q,

the director eld is represented with a vector eld,
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Figure 2.5: Schematic representation of topological defects in two dimensions. Winding number

Figure 2.6:

k,

characterizing line defects, can have integer or half-integer values.

Schematic representation of topological defects in three dimensions.

Point defects are characterized by topological charge. (a) Radial hedgehog is conventionally ascribed topological charge +1. (b) Hyperbolic hedgehog conventionally
carries topological charge -1. (c) Topological defects appear near objects, inserted
into the LC, to retain the overall topological charge, set by the general geometry of
the LC connement.

i.e.

the director

value. Because

n

is ascribed a direction.

The topological charge has an integer

n and -n directions are equivalent, the sign of topological charge is

not uniquely determined. Conventionally the +1 topological charge is assigned to
the radial hedgehog and -1 charge to the hyperbolic hedgehog, as shown in Fig. 2.6.
The topological charge of the system is a conserved quantity (as is the winding
number in a 2-dimensional system), subjected to symmetry constraints and limitations [44, 45]. By introducing a particle into a LC system, we insert a topological
charge that has to be countered by a topological defect of an opposite charge. That
means that next to a spherical particle with homeotropic anchoring, which can be
ascribed a topological charge +1, a topological defect with a -1 charge will form.
This can be in the form of a hyperbolic point defect (as shown in Fig. 2.6(c)) or
1
in the form of a − defect line, creating a ring around the particle. A defect line,
2
forming a loop, can be continuously shrunk into a point defect, making the overall topological charge of the loop equal to the charge of the point defect. Another
option for a line defect to appear in a LC system is for it to be pinned to the LC
surface.
The loops that we can observe in a LC system can also be knotted, either by
themselves or to other loops [23, 25]. This makes LC systems a wide playground for
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topological studies [24, 2628, 4649].

2.4 External eld acting on LCs
Liquid crystals are materials, highly sensitive to external elds. Especially their sensibility to external electric eld has made them useful materials in display technology
and other applications.
Depending on their chemical structure they can be highly birefringent materials exhibiting dierent dielectric constants along principal axes: dielectric constant
along the director (ε|| ) and the one perpendicular (ε⊥ ) to the director. The dierence
between the dielectric constants is called dielectric anisotropy and can be positive
or negative, depending on the molecular structure of the LC:

∆ε = ε|| − ε⊥ .

(2.13)

∆ε have
The ∆ε can

Materials with positive dielectric anisotropy

an induced electric dipole

moment pointing along the molecular axis.

be especially large, when a

highly polar group is attached to the end of the molecule, provided it does not disturb
the nematic ordering [29]. This is for example true for cyanobiphenyls, such as 5CB
(4-cyano-4'-pentylbiphenyl) or 8CB (4-cyano-4'-octylbiphenyl), containing a polar
CN group at one end. They do have large DC dielectric anisotropies,

∆εDC ∼ 13

for 5CB [41]. The larger the dielectric anisotropy, the larger is the coupling between
molecular orientation and the electric eld.
In the case of negative dielectric anisotropy, a material has an electric dipole
moment perpendicular to the main molecular axis. In an applied electric eld the
molecular axes will orient degenerately in the plane perpendicular to the electric
eld.
To nd the equilibrium state of the LC in the electric eld one has to minimize the
N/N ∗
from Eqs. (2.6),(2.9))

elastic energy density for a bulk nematic/cholesteric (f
with added electric terms [41]:
∗

∗

ftot = f N/N + felec = f N/N −
Here

ε0

1
1
ε0 ε⊥ E 2 − ε0 ∆ε (n · E)2 .
2
2

is the vacuum permittivity and

E is the electric eld.

the case of a positive dielectric anisotropy the electric part

n points along the electric eld.

felec

(2.14)

We can see that in
is minimized when

Liquid crystals are usually diamagnetic materials, especially when their molecules
contain aromatic rings [29]. They exhibit dierent magnetic susceptibilities in direc-

n (χ|| ) and perpendicular to n (χ⊥ ). The susceptibility anisotropy
∆χ = χ|| −χ⊥ is positive in calamitic nematics and negative in discotic nematics [41].
−6
Typically the magnetic susceptibility anisotropy amounts to 10
[41]. Therefore,

tions parallel to

B, whereas the discotics
B. Magnetic terms in the

the calamitic nematic will align along the magnetic eld
will orient degenerately in the plane, perpendicular to
elastic energy density can be written similarly as
∗

∗

ftot = f N/N + fmag = f N/N −
where

µ0

felec

in Eq. (2.14):

1
1 −1
2
µ0 χ⊥ B 2 − µ−1
0 ∆χ (n · B) ,
2
2

(2.15)

is the vacuum permeability. In usual nematics the magnetic eld can be

used to orient the sample, but the magnetization is only present as long as the
magnetic eld is applied.
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2.5 Ferromagnetic nematic LC
In 1970 Brochard and de Gennes predicted ferromagnetic nematic and cholesteric
LC phase, which could arise from a colloidal dispersion of uniaxial magnetic grains
in a LC [30]. More than 40 years later Mertelj et. al. showed that such a material
can indeed exist [31]. Since then several aspects of such a material have been studied
[5057].
They produced a genuine ferromagnetic liquid, composed of a nematic liquid
crystal and scandium doped barium hexaferite nanoplatelets (see Fig. 2.7).
nanoplatelets were treated to have homeotropic anchoring.
nematic suspension with spontaneous magnetization along

The

In this way a stable

n was formed.

Magnetic

dipoles of the barium hexaferite platelets are perpendicular to the plane of the
platelet. The thickness of the nanoplatelets is 5 nm while their diameter distribution
has a mean value at 70 nm with standard deviation of 38 nm: the nanoplatelets are
quite polydisperse.
The structure of the material is guided by the combination of the elastic and
magnetic interactions. In Ref. [31] they give the following explanation of the material
structure.
Due to the homeotropic anchoring, the platelets orient with the platelet normal
pointing parallel to

n.

A topological defect in the shape of a saturn ring is formed

around the platelet perimeter. The platelets interact as elastic quadrupoles. The
elastic energy is minimal when the line connecting two neighboring platelets and
◦
the director make an angle of approximately 50 . When the suspension is dense and
the neighboring platelets are close enough to each other, they are able to interact
magnetically. This results in a ferromagnetic ordering.
The system has typical properties of a ferromagnet.

When it is cooled in the

presence of the external magnetic eld, a monodomain sample is formed. Otherwise
the sample is experiencing domains of dierent magnetization directions. The do-

Figure 2.7: Ferromagnetic nematic LC. (a) Schematic representation of the ferromagnetic nematic LC with the director eld shown in blue and magnetic eld in
yellow.

Red arrows represent directions of the nanoplatelet magnetic dipole mo-

ments. (b) TEM image of the ferrimagnetic nanoplatelets. Reprinted by permission
from Springer Nature Customer Service Centre GmbH: Macmillan Publishers Ltd.,
Nature [31] (Ferromagnetism in suspensions of magnetic platelets in liquid crystal,
A. Mertelj et.al.), copyright (2013).
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main walls move when external magnetic eld is applied. By switching the direction
of the applied magnetic eld, a hysteretic behavior can be observed.

2.6 Active and passive dynamic LC systems
Lately, dynamic LC systems have come out of the shadow with LC microuidics
on one hand [58] and with active LC systems on the other hand [59, 60].

They

can be divided into passive and active systems. In active LCs, the building blocks
are moving by themselves, mostly by being able to transform chemical energy into
kinetic energy. Therefore, the system is continuously driven out of thermodynamic
equilibrium. Dynamic passive systems are LC systems, where the constituents move
around due to underlying ows exerted by pressure gradients, applied shear, temperature and concentration gradients, etc. All these conditions can also contribute
to ows in active systems.

2.6.1 Active nematics
Active matter is a relatively new topic within the soft matter research eld. Active
LCs have been mostly studied theoretically [6168]. Experimental systems of active
nematics are few, one of the best being the 2D system of microtubules, studied by
the Dogic group at Brandeis University [59, 60].
Their active nematic sample is conned to a water/oil interface. It consists of
microtubules and kinesin molecular motors. The kinesin causes the microtubules to
slide one along the other by transforming chemical energy from ATP hydrolysis to
the movement along the microtubules. Initially the active nematic constituents are
dissolved in the water phase, and a non-adsorbing polymer (PEG - poly(ethylene
glycol)) is added to provide attractive interaction through depletion forces. In a bulk
water phase the addition of PEG results in creation of microtubule bundles, but when
the water phase is bounded, the depletion force expels the microtubules to its surface.
There they form a lm, lying at on the surface. The microtubules move one along
the other due to kinesin. Due to their extremely elongated shape, the microtubules in
the lm possess orientational order and form nematic phase if their concentration is
high enough. Topological defects of half-integer charge can be seen to spontaneously
form, travel around and annihilate. Dogic and coworkers rst studied ows in such
an active LC and the creation and annihilation of defects [59].

They found that

the defects form, when "the uniformly aligned nematic domains extend, buckle and
internally self-fracture" [59], as shown in Fig. 2.8. At the ends of the fracture line,
defects of opposite charges are formed. The defects move around, unbound to each
other, until nally meeting an oppositely charged defect and annihilating.
Later the group studied defect orientational dynamics on large spatial and temporal scales and found that defects self-organize into an orientationally ordered phase
[60]. The orientational ordering takes place over macroscopic distances and lasts for
hours, although the defect lifetime is well below a minute.

2.6.2 Driven passive nematic
In a passive nematic system the ow is perpetuated by applying shear or gradients
of temperature, concentration, pressure, etc. Had none of these external drives been
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Figure 2.8: Creation and dynamics of half-integer positive (red) and negative (blue)
topological defects through a buckling instability in a 2D microtubule active nematic. Scale bar 20

µm.

Reprinted by permission from Springer Nature Customer

Service Centre GmbH: Macmillan Publishers Ltd., Nature [59] (Spontaneous motion
in hierarchically assembled active matter, T. Sanchez et.al.), copyright (2012).

present, the LC would remain in a steady state.
One of the most clear examples of such a system is liquid crystal microuidics.
Due to precise control of boundary conditions and accurate ow control via a micropump, microuidics enables systematical studies of externally driven LC ows at
a micro-scale [58].
In a liquid crystal the ow and the director eld are coupled.

A theoretical

description of nematic hydrodynamics was developed by Ericksen [69], Leslie [70]
and Parodi [71].
the ratio

α3 /α2

Shear viscosity is described by the six Leslie coecients

αi .

If

is positive throughout the nematic phase, the LC material is called

ow-aligning. In shear ow

n aligns at a small angle to the ow velocity.

Most of

the nematic LC materials are ow-aligning, including 5CB [58].
Nematics with a negative ratio

α3 /α2

also exist, though they are less frequent.

These materials are called tumbling nematics. In shear ow the director does not
reach a steady conguration, it does not align at any angle to the ow velocity,
rather it experiences tumbling, rotating in the shear plane [58]. Some nematics are
only tumbling near the Sm-N phase transition, e.g. HBAB [72], whereas others show
tumbling behavior throughout their nematic phase, 8CB being one of the latter [73].
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Figure 2.9: Orientational ordering of topological defects in a 2D microtubule active
nematic. (a) Weak ordering in a thick active nematic lm. Scale bar 200µm. (b)
Strong alignment in a thin active nematic lm.

Scale bar 200µm.

(c, d) Large
1
scale defect ordering with the red line denoting average alignment of + defects in
2
a given part of the sample. Scale bars 2 mm and 10 mm, respectively. Reprinted
by permission from Springer Nature Customer Service Centre GmbH: Macmillan
Publishers Ltd., Nature Materials [60] (Orientational order of motile defects in active
nematics, S. DeCamp et.al.), copyright (2015).
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Chapter 3
Photonic devices and principles
Photonics is a science and technology dealing with light: its generation, transmission, amplication, modulation, switching and detection. The name "photonics" is
derived from the Greek word "photos" meaning light.

The term appeared in the

late 1960 after the invention of a laser. It was coined by analogy to "electronics" to
name a research eld tying together the elds of optics and electronics. Similarly
as the electronics deals with the control of the ow of electric charge, photonics is
about controlling the ow of photons. Photonics aims to replace classical electronics
by making photonic circuits where the electronic micro-devices are exchanged for
photonic devices and the information is transferred by the ow of photons instead
of the electric current [74].
Photonic devices such as microresonators and waveguides are usually made of
solid state materials such as silicon, but it has been demonstrated that such structures can also be made from soft matter. In this thesis we are concerned with soft
matter photonics and soft matter photonic devices, for example self-assembled from
liquid crystals, when they are dispersed in an immiscible uid [6, 14]. Soft matter
photonic devices are simple to make, usually they are self-assembled. They can be
tuned by relatively low electric elds. Their production, apart from being simple, is
also cheap in comparison with the solid state photonic devices. These are the main
advantages of the soft matter devices.

3.1 LC droplets as optical microresonators
When the liquid crystal is dispersed into an immiscible medium such as water or
glycerol, it will form spherical droplets due to surface tension. If the refractive index
of the LC is higher than the refractive index of the carrying medium, the light inside
the droplet will stay trapped due to total internal reection. The droplet will act as
an optical resonator.
An optical resonator is a device that is in its simplest form composed of two
mirrors.

The light in between gets reected from one mirror to another.

If the

distance between the mirrors

L

λm /2 (L = m λ2m ),

is an integer, constructive interference results in a

where

m

corresponds to a multiple of the half-wavelength

standing wave that is formed in a resonator. In this case the light is trapped inside.
The resonant frequencies are equidistant (in frequency space):

νm =

c
c0
c0
=
=m
.
2L
λm
2nin L
nin m
31
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c is the speed of light inside the resonator, c0 is the speed of light in vacuum
nin the refractive index inside the resonator, so the 2nin L is actually the optical
path of one round-trip inside the resonator. The frequencies νm correspond to the

Here
and

various standing wave states that can resonate inside the cavity.

The shape and

size of the resonator dene the properties of the light that can be kept inside. The
c0
)
spacing between neighboring frequencies is called free spectral range (FSR =
2nin L
and is inversely proportional to the resonator size.
In the case of a LC droplet, the cavity does not consist of two mirrors, rather it
is a spherically shaped chamber of higher optical density than the carrying medium.
Figure 3.1 shows a spherical microresonator and how the light is kept inside by total
internal reection. The light that has been coupled inside such a cavity, can arrive
to the interface at an arbitrary angle. It will get reected, if this angle is larger than
the critical angle for total internal reection

θtot :

θtot = arcsin
nin

where

nout
,
nin

(3.2)

is the refractive index inside the cavity and

nout

the refractive index of

the surrounding medium. Due to the law of reection and the circular geometry of
the cavity all the subsequent reections happen at the same angle of incidence.
Similarly to the case of a two-mirror resonator, the light is resonant with the
spherical cavity if it is in phase after one round-trip.
(R

 λ)

In a large spherical cavity

one round-trip corresponds to light traveling a distance, equal to the

cavity circumference

2πR,

where

R

is the droplet radius.

condition, this must equal a multiple of wavelengths

To fulll the resonant

λm :

2πR = mλm ,
m-th resonant mode.
nin is given as

for the
index

The free spectral range in a large cavity with a refractive

FSRsphere

Figure 3.1:

(3.3)

=

c
.
2πnin R

(3.4)

Total internal reection on a spherical surface.

critical angle

θtot

(red trajectory) or larger angles (θ2

> θtot ; blue trajectory) will
< θtot ; green trajectory)

get reected, whereas if it arrives at a smaller incidence (θ1
it will be refracted and leave the droplet.
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It is inversely proportional to the microresonator radius. Here the geometric dispersion for the resonator frequencies is not taken into account [75].
The quality of a resonator is usually given with a quality factor

Q.

It measures

the sharpness of a resonance with regards to its central frequency. The quality factor
is dened as the ratio of the energy, stored in the resonator to the energy that is
lost per optical cycle [76] but in general it is more convenient to write it in terms of
frequency or wavelength:

Q=ω

stored energy
power loss

=

ω
λ
≈
.
∆ω
∆λ

(3.5)

In a microresonator many factors contribute to the power loss and therefore to
the quality factor [77]. Curvature of the spherical microresonator can lead to high
losses in case of very small resonators, but can be neglected in a 20

µm

droplet we

mostly use in experiments. Power losses further appear due to scattering on inhomogeneities and contaminants on the resonator surface, absorption and scattering
in the resonator material and in the case of a LC droplet, due to scattering on the
local changes of refractive index, imposed by thermal uctuations.
Quality factors for LC droplet microresonators have been measured to be very
high, depending on the droplet size. In smaller droplets (diameter 10-13

more

Q-factors between 4000 and 6000 and
µm, the Q-factor is more than 10 000 [7].

of the light is lost due to leakage, giving
droplets of diameters bigger than 30

µm)

for

3.2 Whispering gallery modes
Standing waves that form inside a resonator, the eigenmodes, are completely determined by the resonator properties, as well as the corresponding eigenfrequencies.
In a spherical or cylindrical resonator, where the light circulates the perimeter, the
eigenmodes are called whispering gallery modes (WGMs). The name originates from
Rayleigh's study of acoustic waves in the Whispering gallery in St. Paul's cathedral
in London [78]. The WGMs in optical microcavities have come into focus with the
onset of photonics and have been thoroughly studied in the past years to be used in
photonic devices such as lters, lasers, sensors, etc.
The WGMs are eigensolutions to Maxwell's equations in spherical coordinates
with suitable boundary conditions. Each mode is characterized by the polarization
(TE or TM), and the mode numbers

n, l,

and azimuthal directions, respectively [6].

and

m,

corresponding to radial, polar

The radial mode number

intensity maxima in the radial direction, and the polar mode number

n counts the
l the number

of intensity maxima around the circumference of the resonator, where the light
circulates. Eectively,

l

tells us the number of wavelengths within one circulation of

light inside the resonator. The azimuthal mode number

m

indicates the inclination

of the WGM circulation plane with respect to the reference frame [79].
In an isotropic dielectric sphere the characteristic equations for TE and TM
modes are [80, 81]

(1)

[xnl hl (xnl )]0
[nr xnl jl (nr xnl )]0
=
(1)
jl (nr xnl )
hl (xnl )

for TE,

(3.6)

for TM.

(3.7)

(1)

[nr xnl jl (nr xnl )]0
[xnl hl (xnl )]0
=
(1)
n2r jl (nr xnl )
hl (xnl )
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Here

nr = nin /nout

is the ratio of the refractive indices of the resonator material and

xnl = nout ωnl a/c is a product
the wavenumber knl = nout ωnl /c in the surrounding
the spherical Bessel functions of the rst kind and hl

the outside medium, respectively. The size parameter

a and
functions jl are

of the resonator radius
medium. The

the spherical Hankel functions. The primes denote derivatives with respect to the
argument [80].
For each

l,

there are many solutions to these characteristic equations, corre-

sponding to dierent radial modes with dierent

n.

The frequencies

ωnl are complex,

meaning that the modes are leaky and the stored energy is continuously dissipated
through radiation. The real part of

ωnl

corresponds to the central frequency of the

resonance, while the complex part gives the width of the resonance [79, 80].
In a spherical microresonator, supporting whispering gallery modes, the eigenfrequencies are not equidistant when also taking geometric dispersion into consideration. Though the resonances can be calculated exactly, it is informative to look
1/3
into an asymptotic expansion for the dispersion relation, written as a series in L
,
1
[81, 82]:
where L = l +
2

 1/3
L
ζ
−p
2
n2r − 1



  −2/3
−1/3

3αn2 L
αn ζ(n2r − 32 ζ 2 )
L
−1
+
−
+
O
L
,
20 2
2
(n2r − 1)3/2
2

ωnl nr a
' L + αn
c

where

αn

are n-th negative zeros of Airy function,

ζ = nr

for TE modes and

(3.8)

ζ = n−1
r

for TM modes. The rst term, proportional to l , is the same as the resonance con1/3
dition in simple ray optics model (Eq. (3.4)). The second term (∼ l
) comes from
the fact that WGMs radii depend on their radial mode number
For modes with a higher

n,

n

the resonator is eectively smaller.

implicitly accounts for the evanescent eld. In the case, where

and wavelength.
The third term

nr ≈ 1,

this term

diverges - the modes become unconned [75].
Figure 3.2 shows an example of a WGM spectrum for an isotropic sphere, calculated in an asymptotic expansion. Sphere diameter was set to 15
index of the sphere was

nout = 1.43.

nin = 1.52

µm,

refractive

and refractive index of the carrying medium

The code was written and kindly permitted to use by dr.

Matjaº

Humar.
In an anisotropic sphere, such as our radial liquid crystal droplet, where the
local optical axis points radially, the eigenfunctions in the radial direction are again
spherical Bessel or Hankel functions of the rst kind and in the azimuthal and polar
directions the eigenfunctions are spherical harmonics. The characteristic equations
for the resonant frequencies

− jl (nr xnl ) hl (xnl ) + xnl

ωnl

are [6]

∂hl (x)
∂x

!
xnl

+ hl (xnl ) jl (nr xnl ) + nr xnl
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∂jl (x)
∂x

!
=0
nr xnl

for TE,

(3.9)

3.2. Whispering gallery modes

− jl̃ (nr xnl ) hl̃ (xnl ) + xnl

∂hl̃ (x)
∂x

!
xnl

∂j (x)
1
+ 2 hl̃ (xnl ) jl̃ (nr xnl ) + nr xnl l̃
nr
∂x
Here

nr = no /nout

!
=0

for TM.

(3.10)

nr xnl

is the ratio of ordinary refractive index and the refractive

xnl = nout ωnl a/c is proportional
a and wavenumber
K
,
l
is
the
integer
azimuthal order number and
nl
p
˜l = ˜l(l) = 1/2(−1 + 1 + 4(no /ne )2 l(l + 1)) is the non-integer order number. We
index of the medium, as before the size parameter
to the radius

can see that TE modes depend only on the ordinary refractive index and are the

Figure 3.2: WGM resonant peaks in a dielectrically isotropic sphere. Sphere diamn
n
eter equals 15 µm, nin = 1.52 and nout = 1.43. Resonant TEl and TMl modes
are calculated in an asymptotic expansion for a large radius, code courtesy of dr.
Matjaº Humar.

Figure 3.3:

WGM resonant peaks in a dielectrically anisotropic sphere. Sphere
µm, no = 1.52, ne = 1.74 and nout = 1.43. As TEnl and TMnl
modes feel a dierent eective refractive index, beating can be observed. Reprinted

diameter equals 15

by permission from Springer Nature Customer Service Centre GmbH: Macmillan
Publishers Ltd., Nature Photonics [6] (Electrically tunable liquid crystal optical
microresonators, M. Humar et.al.), copyright (2009).
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same as in an isotropic sphere with a refractive index
TM modes depend on both

no

and

ne .

no

(Eq. (3.6)), whereas the

A representative spectrum for WGMs in

an anisotropic sphere can be seen in Fig. 3.3. Material properties that were used,
were the following:

no = 1.52,

sphere diameter was 15

µm, ordinary refractive index inside
ne = 1.74, and refractive index of

extraordinary refractive index inside

the carrying medium

nout = 1.43.

3.3 Optical coupling between a waveguide and a microresonator
Whispering gallery modes are the eigensolutions to Maxwell's equations in a spherical connement. At the microresonator surface however, the electromagnetic (EM)
eld does not fall to zero stepwise. It decays exponentially outwards into the carrying medium with the penetration length being in the order of 100 nm. This decaying
EM eld is called an evanescent eld and can be used as a source of coupling between
dierent objects, e. g. a microresonator and a waveguide.
In a waveguide, the eigensolutions to Maxwell's equations are traveling TE and
TM modes. The EM eld again decays exponentially outwards from the waveguide
surface into the carrying medium.
When a microresonator and a waveguide are positioned close enough for their
evanescent elds to overlap, they become a coupled system with its own eigenmodes
and eigenfrequencies. The coupling eciency, and therefore energy transfer, depend
on spatial overlapping of evanescent elds and their phase matching.
The coupled system's eigenmodes and eigenfrequencies can be approximated by
a linear combination of the eigensolutions of isolated objects by using a coupledmodes approach. The overlapping integral tells the overlap of the two evanescent
elds [83]:

¨
ηW M (M W ) (z) = NW NM

(n2M (W ) − n2out )EM · EW dx dy.

(3.11)

M (W )

z is the direction of propagation, x and y are the lateral directions, indices W
M correspond to waveguide and microresonator, respectively. NW and NM are
normalization constants, nW , nM and nout are refractive indices of a waveguide,

Here,
and
the

a microresonator and the outside medium, respectively.

EW

and

EM

are electric

elds of the eigenmodes of isolated waveguide and microresonator.
The strength of coupling is given as a coupling coecient

ˆ

κ:

∞

p
ηW M (z)ηM W (z) exp [i(βW − βM )z] dz,

κ=

(3.12)

−∞
with

βW

and

βM

being the propagation constants for waveguide and microresonator

modes, respectively. For the phase mismatch to be as small as possible, the propagation constants should be very close, which can be realized by an appropriate
selection of materials [83].

Depending on material and geometrical parameters,

there can be a nonzero optimal surface-to-surface separation, where the coupling is
maximal [12, 83].
It has been shown that for a coupled system of a microsphere and a tapered
ber, the taper diameter for the most ecient coupling has to be slightly smaller
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than the one to achieve complete phase matching between the waveguide and the
resonator modes [84].

3.4 The principle of lasing
Laser is a light source emitting spatially and temporally coherent light.

In the

relatively short time period since its rst appearance in 1960, when it was rst
realized by Theodore H. Maiman, it has found its way into virtually all areas of life,
from something as banal as hair removal to the state-of-the-art large scale scientic
experiments searching for gravitational waves.

The term "laser" originated as an

acronym of "light amplication by stimulated emission of radiation". The principle
of stimulated emission was described by Einstein already in 1917. At the time it
provided an armation for the Planck's radiation law. However, it also served as
the theoretical foundation for a laser [85].
Light interacts with matter through absorption and emission. When a photon
with a certain energy meets an atom, it can get absorbed. Its energy is used for the
atom to reach an excited electronic state by rearranging its electron conguration
into an energetically less favorable one. In a dense medium some of the excess energy
can be transferred to the neighboring atoms by collisions.

The excited electronic

state has a lifetime of around 10 ns[85]. After that time the atom will emit the overload of energy in the form of a photon. This process is called spontaneous emission.
Einstein found out that there exists a third process, now called stimulated emission,
where an incoming photon causes an excited atom to relax by emitting a photon
in-step with the incoming one. The emitted photon is equal to the stimulating one.
Figure 3.4 shows schematics of the processes of absorption, stimulated emission
and spontaneous emission in a simplied system of two energy levels
The two energy levels have energies of

E1 − E0 = hν .

dN0
dt

N0

and

E1 ,

population

N1

uν

and

|1i.

|0i to absorb a photon

= −B01 N0 uν .

is the population of atoms in the ground state,

coecient, and

|0i

and the energy dierence is

The probability for an atom in a ground state

can be written as

Here

E0

(3.13)

B01

is the absorption

the spectral energy density. Because of stimulated emission the

of the excited state

|1i

dN1
dt

reduces with time as

= −B10 N1 uν .

(3.14)

Figure 3.4: Schematic representation of light and matter interaction processes in
a two level system.

(a) Absorption.

(b) Stimulated emission.

emission.
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From Einstein's theory it follows that the stimulated emission coecient
to

B01 ,

B10 is equal

meaning that the probability for an atom in the ground state to absorb a

photon is the same as the probability for an excited atom to relax by stimulated
emission.

We can write

B = B01 = B10 .

The rate equation for the spontaneous

emission is usually written as
dN1
dt

A

and

= −AN1 .

(3.15)

B

are known as the Einstein coecients and they are proportional to one
3 −3
another (A = B 8πhν c ).
A laser is composed of an active medium and a resonant cavity. For it to work, a
pumping mechanism is needed, usually in the form of electric current, light, chemical
reactions, etc. In an ordinary system most of the atoms are in the ground state, so an
incoming photon will most likely trigger absorption. In a laser, the pumping mechanism is used to excite the active medium inside the optical resonator and achieve
population inversion of electronic levels. That way, most of the active medium is in
the excited state, and stimulated emission becomes the most probable process. The
photons, emitted by the process of stimulated emission are all the same regarding
phase, polarization and direction of propagation, and they stay trapped inside the
optical resonator. Therefore, they can trigger further stimulated emission processes,
as the excited state is all the time being lled through pumping.

Thus the light

inside the resonator gets amplied.

3.5 Fluorescence
Spontaneous emission from matter, which has been excited into singlet states by
absorption of photons, is called uorescence.

In excited singlet state the electron

has the opposite spin as the electron in the ground state - they are paired, and the
transition from the excited singlet state is allowed [86]. Therefore, the uorescence
lifetimes of typical uorophores are relatively short, ranging from 0.5 to 20 ns.
With respect to the absorption spectrum, uorescence emission is typically shifted
towards longer wavelengths.

The Stokes shift is due to the fact that in a typical

uorophore, the energy levels are actually bands of vibrational states, as depicted
in the schematics in Fig.

3.5(a).

After absorption takes place, the molecule rst

relaxes to the lowest of excited states by vibrations. This transition is very fast, on
−12
the order of 10
s [86]. Transition from this state to the ground state, or one of
its vibrational states, happens by emission of a uorescence photon with a smaller
energy than the absorbed one, and therefore with a longer wavelength. The emitted
photon propagates into an arbitrary direction.
Due to the spectral and possible spatial separation of the emitted light from the
excitation, uorescence is widely used in microscopy. Samples are usually labeled
with uorescent dyes. These are usually organic molecules containing a combination
of aromatic rings. They can be used on their own, only dissolved in the material, or
covalently bonded to macromolecules, e. g. to tag proteins. Their main advantage
is that they can be made to selectively bond (or dissolve) to specic parts of the
sample.
One of the main challenges in uorescence microscopy and uorescent marking
is photobleaching. After having been illuminated for some time, the signal of a uo-
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Figure 3.5: (a) Jablonsky diagram for the process of uorescence in a typical uorophore.

(b) Schematic representation of uorescence.

Spontaneously emitted

photons go into random directions.

rescently labeled sample will substantially decrease. A molecule in the excited state
can undergo a permanent structural change, disabling it from uorescing further.
This is a non-reversible process, after the uorophore has bleached, it cannot be
reanimated to uoresce again. Though the process of bleaching is not well understood, it is thought to arise from interactions between excited uorophores and O2
[87]. These are more probable to happen, when the uorophore has been excited
into a triplet state, from where transitions to the ground state are forbidden. The
triplet state is therefore long-lived, allowing the uorophore more time to come in
contact with O2 . A uorophore in the triplet state is also very reactive by itself, and
may experience irreversible chemical reactions to organic molecules in its vicinity
[87].
Bleaching is especially problematic in small volume samples, where the bleached
molecules cannot be replaced by new ones, diusing in their place.

3.6 Stimulated emission depletion
The process of stimulated emission depletion (STED) is mostly known from the
STED microscopy, a method of super-resolution uorescence microscopy, for which
a Nobel Prize in Chemistry was awarded in 2014 to Stefan Hell. In 1994 Hell and
Wichmann proposed a new type of a scanning uorescence microscope that enabled
imaging with a resolution well under the diraction limit [16].
STED microscope is based on a laser-scanning confocal uorescent microscope.
As in an ordinary confocal microscope, uorescence in the sample (usually dyed with
a uorescent dye) is excited with a laser. The wavelength is selected to coincide with
the spectral region, where the dye absorption is high. For the Nile Red dye, which
was used in our experiments, the absorption is highest in the green part of the
spectrum.
In a typical uorescence process, after vibrational transition to the lowest of the
excited states, the uorophore is left alone to relax further to the ground state by
spontaneous emission.

However, in the process of stimulated emission depletion,

depicted in Fig. 3.6, a second laser is used to deplete the excited states. The STED
laser has to have a wavelength at the red edge of the dye emission spectrum to
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Figure 3.6: (a) Jablonsky diagram for the process of stimulated emission in a typical uorophore.

(b) Schematic representation of stimulated emission.

Emitted

photons are identical in energy and direction to the in-coming STED photons. (c)
Laser proles for STED microscopy: Gaussian excitation beam prole and LaguerreGaussian STED beam prole. (d) Laser proles for optical switching: both beams
have a Gaussian prole.

be most ecient. Usually pulsed lasers are used, with the STED pulse arriving to
the sample right after a uorophore has had time to relax to the lowest of excited
states.

The system undergoes the process of stimulated emission:

a red photon

interacts with the excited molecule, causing it to relax to one of the ground states
by emitting a photon, identical to the stimulating one in terms of energy, phase,
polarization, and direction. Spontaneous emission photons on the other hand travel
in random directions and their energies are limited to quite a wide range. Therefore,
the photons emitted by spontaneous emission can easily be separated from the ones
emitted by stimulated emission, by spectrally or spatially limited detection.
In STED microscopy this is used for improving the resolution of the microscope
below the Abbe's diraction limit.

The excitation beam with a Gaussian prole

illuminates a spot on the sample and causes the uorophores within the area to get
excited. In the rst experimental realizations [20, 88] of a STED microscope, the
STED beam had the same prole, but it was slightly displaced with regards to the
excitation beam. The area, illuminated with the STED beam got depleted which
resulted in a considerably narrower point spread function (PSF) of the microscope.
In later (and contemporary) STED microscopes, the STED beam prole is shaped
dierently, to have a zero-intensity spot in the center, as shown in Fig. 3.6(c), and
can therefore be completely aligned with the excitation beam [89103].

When it

illuminates the excited area, it causes the molecules at the perimeter, where its intensity is maximal, to relax by emitting stimulated photons. Only the molecules at
the center of the excited spot stay excited long enough for the spontaneous emission to occur and contribute to the uorescence signal.The signal is detected in a
direction, dierent from the one where the stimulated photons have gone.
In optical switching STED is meant to be used to switch uorescent light on and
o over the whole illuminated area, so both beams are to have the same proles, as
depicted in Fig. 3.6(d).
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Materials and experimental methods
In the current Chapter we rst present materials that were used in the dierent
experiments we performed.

After this overview we explain experimental methods

that were employed.

4.1 LCs, dyes and carrying medium
We made a variety of dierent experiments for which we used several dierent materials.

In this section we present the used liquid crystals, uorescent dyes and

materials for carrying media.

4.1.1 Liquid crystals
Physical properties of liquid crystals used in our experiments are listed in Table 4.1.
For the bulk LC samples and for passively driven nematic experiments we used 8CB
liquid crystal (4-cyano-4'-octylbiphenyl by Frinton Laboratories, Inc.). It exhibits a
smectic A phase at room temperature. It has a phase transition to nematic phase
◦
◦
at 33 C and to isotropic phase at 40 C. It has a positive dielectric anisotropy and
quite a large birefringence (∆n

= 0.157).

The low transition temperatures are conve-

nient to study certain phenomena in dierent LC phases. To create LC droplets we
preferred using 5CB (4-cyano-4'-pentylbiphenyl by Merck GmbH), the most comon
LC component. It shows a nematic phase at the room temperature and has a phase
◦
transition to isotropic phase at 35 C. The ferromagnetic nematic was made of E7
liquid crystal (by Merck GmbH). E7 is a LC mixture composed of four components: 5CB, 7CB (4-cyano-4'-heptylbiphenyl), 8OCB (4-cyano-4'-octyloxybiphenyl)
and 5CT (4-cyano-4-pentylterphenyl). At room temperature it exhibits a nematic
◦
phase and has a phase transition to the isotropic phase at 58 C.

4.1.2 Fluorescent dyes
The liquid crystals that we used were usually dyed with a uorescent dye. The dye's
function in a microresonator is to act as an active medium for lasing. We used Nile
Red dye (by Sigma Aldrich Co.) to dope the LC. It is a lipophilic dye, composed
of rod-like molecules with a dipole moment pointing along their long axis.

The

absorption is polarization dependent: it is maximal when polarization is along the
long molecular axis and minimal when it is perpendicular. When dissolved in LCs
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Liquid crystal

Phase transitions

5CB
8CB
E7

Cr
Cr

21◦

C

−−−→
Cr

24◦

C

−−−→
SmA

−10◦

C

−−−−→

N

35◦

33◦

C

−−−→
N

C

−−−→
N

58◦

C

−−−→

I

40◦

C

−−−→

I

I

n⊥

nk

∆n

1.535

1.714

0.179

1.516

1.673

0.157

1.522

1.739

0.217

Table 4.1: Physical properties of liquid crystals used in our experiments. Refractive
indices at room temperature and at 589 nm.

that we used, Nile Red can be eectively excited with green light (around 532 nm)
and has an emission maximum at around 600 nm.
In experiments with a passively driven nematic we performed some studies with
a confocal microscope, where we dyed the LC and the carrying medium. For the
8CB liquid crystal we used Nile Red dye, while the carrying medium was dyed with
Fluorescein-5-isothiocyate (FITC by Invitrogen). We found that for low enough concentrations, the FITC does not aect the observed behavior. Its emission spectrum
can be well separated from the Nile Red's and it stays limited to the water solution
and does not protrude into the LC with time. FITC has an absorption maximum
at 495 nm and an emission maximum at 519 nm.

4.1.3 Carrying media and surfactants
To make an emulsion of liquid crystal droplets, the LC was dispersed into a carrying
medium such as water or glycerol. For a water dispersion we used deionized water.
Water by itself causes planar anchoring of the LC molecules at the interface, making
the droplets have a bipolar structure with two boojums at the surface.

For our

experiments we preferred to have radial droplets, so we added some surfactant into
water, to induce homeotropic anchoring. The surfactant we usually used was SDS
(Sodium dodecyl sulfate, by Sigma Aldrich, Co.). Critical micellar concentration
◦
of SDS in water is 8.2 mM at 25 C. Above this concentration it starts forming
micelles that dissolve the liquid crystal. To avoid this we used concentrations up to
4 mM, in the majority of experiments the concentration was 1 mM.
There are two downsides of using water for lasing experiments. The rst one is
its small viscosity. The LC droplets with 20

µm diameter are subject to considerable

Brownian motion due to low viscosity of the surrounding water. If the droplet is not
xed by some mechanical constraint, it will move around too much for consistent
measurements, since the laser spot that is used to excite the lasing behavior is xed
in one spot. The second downside is water's low index of refraction with regards
to the LC. For the WGM resonances to appear, the outside medium has to have a
lower index of refraction than the LC. However, if the dierence in refractive indices
is too big, then the total internal reection will be possible for a large number of
modes.

Higher modes will also be observed and the spectra will be very hard to

analyze.
In experiments with an optical switch where the droplet was xed in a position
either by a micropipette or in between polymeric pillars, the water viscosity wasn't
a problem. To decrease the number of observable WGM modes we used a mixture
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of glycerol (by Carlo Erba reagenti) and deionized water in weight ratio 3:1 as a
carrying medium.

To achieve homeotropic anchoring we dissolved SDS into the

mixture, to the concentration of 2 mM.
In experiments with the ferromagnetic nematic LC, the droplets were self standing in the carrying medium. We used glycerol due to its high viscosity to minimize
the droplet movements.

For homeotropic anchoring we added 2 wt% of lecithin

(L-α-phosphatidylcholine by Avanti Polar Lipids).
When researching smectic structures formation, the 8CB was exposed to a saturated water solution of hexadecyl-trimethyl-ammonium bromide (CTAB, by Sigma
Aldrich Co.) as a carrying medium. CTAB is a cationic surfactant with a critical
micellar concentration of 1 mM. In water at room temperature it reaches saturation at 100 mM. Smaller concentration of the surfactant were not enough to trigger
ber formation.

It turned out that by adding some oleic acid to the LC, or us-

ing 8CB from a dierent manufacturer (Synthon Chemicals GmbH & Co.)

the

needed CTAB concentration for smectic structures formation was much lower, the
solubilization mechanism could be observed for CTAB concentrations between 10
and 100 mM. When we tried to polymerize the carrying medium, Poly(ethylene
glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA hydrogel, average

Mn

700, by Sigma Aldrich Co.) and

2-hydroxy-2-methylpropiophenone photoinitiator (PI, by Sigma Aldrich Co.) were
added to the CTAB/water solution. For the experiments where we studied formation of topological defects in a driven passive nematic, the LC was engulfed with
water containing 1 wt% of PI. The PI is poorly soluble in water, 1 wt% is close to
a saturated solution. It is much better soluble in the LC.

4.2 Polarization microscopy
Liquid crystals are optically anisotropic media and as such they are most frequently
studied with a polarization microscope. Their refractive index varies with the changing direction of light propagation.

In all experiments we have been dealing with

uniaxial LC phases with positive birefringence
refractive index along the optical axis and

∆n = nk − n⊥ > 0,

where

nk

is the

n⊥ is the index of refraction perpendicular

to the optical axis [104].
On a polarizing microscope the sample is illuminated with linearly polarized
light that is transmitted through a polarizer located before the condenser. Usually,
a rotatable analyzer is positioned after the sample.

When the analyzer is turned

perpendicularly to the polarizer, it transmits light, polarized perpendicularly to the
illumination light. In this case we say the sample is viewed under crossed polarizers.
If we were to be viewing an optically isotropic material, the linear polarization
would stay the same after passing through the sample. The light would therefore
be completely blocked by the analyzer and the sample would appear dark.
With a birefringent sample, generally the light gets divided into two orthogonally polarized components, an ordinary and an extraordinary ray.
feels ordinary index of refraction

no

The rst one

and the other one the extraordinary one

ne .

Consequently, the two rays are propagated through the material with dierent velocities, which results in a phase dierence

δ=

2π
(ne − no )d.
λ
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λ

Here,

is the wavelength in vacuum and

d

is the distance, travelled in the sample.

The previously linearly polarized light gets elliptically polarized when passing the
sample, and the component parallel to the analyzer is transmitted to be detected.
The sample is usually mounted on a rotatable microscope stage, allowing observation
while varying its orientation with regards to the polarization of the illumination light.
The ordinary and extraordinary indices of refraction,
with the principal refractive indices,

nk

and

n⊥

no

and

ne ,

are associated

as

no = n⊥
and

ne (θ) = q
where

θ

(4.2)

nk n⊥
n2k cos2 θ + n2⊥ sin2 θ

,

(4.3)

is the angle between the optical axis and the direction of light propagation

[104]. In general the transmitted intensity can be written as

δ
I = I0 sin2 (2φ)sin2 ,
2
where

I0

(4.4)

is the intensity of the incident linearly polarized light and

φ

is the angle

between its polarization direction and the projection of the optical axis to the sample
plane [104].
If

θ = 0◦ ,

as is the case in a homeotropic LC cell,

ne

will be equal to

no .

The

sample will appear dark, as there will be no phase dierence between the ordinary
and extraordinary ray.

The polarization of the light will not have changed while

passing the sample, so it will get completely blocked by the analyzer, as in the case
for isotropic materials.
In a cell, where the optical axis would lie in the plane of the sample, the light
◦
will propagate perpendicularly to it, so θ = 90 and ne = nk . The ordinary and
extraordinary ray will now feel the two principal indices of refraction.
In a planar cell, where the director orientation of the whole sample is uniform,
the sample will appear dark if the input polarization was parallel or perpendicular
◦
◦
to the optical axis (φ = 0 or φ = 90 ), as all of the light will either feel ne or

no ,

respectively. While rotating a planar cell, the sample will therefore appear dark

when the director will be parallel to the polarizer or analyzer, and it will appear the
◦
brightest when the director will be at a 45 angle to the input polarization.
When the director is not uniform throughout the sample, the image taken under
crossed-polarizers can give us valuable information on the molecular orientation
projected to the sample plane.

Dark patches correspond to the areas parallel to
45◦ angle, as shown in Fig. 4.1(a).
◦
However, the areas where the director is oriented at a 45 angle to the incident
◦
polarization and the ones, where the angle is −45 cannot be distinguished. This is

either polarizer or analyzer, bright ones to the

why polarization microscopes are usually equipped with a retardation plate. Firstorder retardation plates are also called red plates, lambda plates and full-wave plates.
◦
A lambda plate is inserted between the sample and the analyzer at a 45 angle
to the polarizer direction. It introduces additional retardation to the light that has
passed the sample. If the slow axis of the retardation plate is parallel to the slow
axis of the LC (for LCs with a positive birefringence this corresponds to the optical
axis), the retardation will be added. For a thin enough sample the region will appear
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Figure 4.1: Polarization microscopy imaging. (a) Nematic LC under crossed polarizers. Black regions correspond to areas, where director is parallel to polarizer or
◦
analyzer, in bright regions director is oriented approximately at an angle of ±45 .
(b) Nematic LC, imaged with a lambda plate. Yellow and blue colors correspond to
director orientation, represented in the schematics on the right.

blue. If the slow axis of the retardation plate is parallel to the fast axis of the LC,
the retardation will be subtracted and the region will appear yellow, as shown in
Fig. 4.1(b). Color changes depend on the retardation that the light has gathered
while passing the sample.

Regions, where the director is parallel to either of the

polarizers, will appear magenta colored. By rotating the sample, we can determine
also the director orientation in these regions. Lambda plate imaging enables us to
get to know the complete 2-dimensional projection of the director on the sample
plane.
To get the 3-dimensional director eld, a uorescence confocal polarizing microscopy (FCPM) can be used. This is a microscopic method combining polarizing
and confocal microscopy that has been developed by Smalyukh et. al. [105, 106] and
recently upgraded by Posnjak et. al. [22] to image complex director elds, such as
can be found in cholesteric droplets.

4.3 Confocal microscopy
Confocal microscopy is a uorescence microscopy method that enables 3D imaging
of the sample.

In ordinary uorescence microscopy, samples are either dyed with

uorophores or their autouorescence is used. They are illuminated with light of a
narrow spectral band, selected to excite uorescence. Dierent objects within a sample can be dyed with dierent dyes. In this way they can be imaged separately either
by separate excitation, where only a certain dye is excited with a specic illumination wavelength band, or by separate detection, where the uorescence emission
spectra of the dierent dyes are distinct enough to be detected separately.

Both

principles can also be applied at the same time.
In a classical microscope the light coming from the focal plane produces the image
in the detection system, but this image is blurred by the out-of-focus light coming
from the whole depth of the sample.

z -direction

Although we can improve the resolution in

by using objectives with high numerical apertures (NA), to some extent

the image is still averaged through a considerable sample depth.
In a confocal microscope, the out-of-focus light is blocked with a confocal pinhole
and the image is formed only by the light coming from the focal plane, as shown in
Fig. 4.2. The sample is illuminated by a laser, scanned over the eld of view. In
each moment only uorescence form a 3D limited volume is arriving to the detector.
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Figure 4.2: Schematic view of the confocal microscope. A confocal pinhole lets only
the light coming from the focal plane to pass to the detector.

By laser-scanning a 2D image of a focal plane is acquired and by collecting a stack
of such 2D images at dierent depths, a 3D image of the sample can be constructed.
We were using a Leica TCS SP5 X confocal microscope, shown in Fig. 4.3. It
is based on an inverted microscope Leica DMI6000B. A supercontinuum white light
laser (WLL) source is used for illumination. It has a continuous spectrum in the
wavelength range between 470 and 670 nm, produced by a photonic-crystal ber.
Up to eight narrow wavelength bands can be simultaneously selected for illumination
by an acusto-optic tunable lter (AOTF). An acusto-optic beam splitter (AOBS) is

Figure 4.3: Confocal microscope Leica TCS SP5 X. (a) The system is based on an
inverted microscope. A supercontinuum white light laser is used for illumination.
Image taken from [107]. (b) Photonic-crystal ber is used for supercontinuum production. Image taken from [108]. (c) In a detection system light is dispersed with
a prism and selected parts of the spectrum are guided to dierent detectors. In the
setup we used, there are three detectors. Image taken from [109].
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used to direct the laser beam into the optical path. Laser scanning is achieved with
a pair of galvo-mirrors that can work in a conventional mode, where the laser scans
with a constant speed, or in a resonant mode, where mirrors swing sinusoidally,
achieving fast imaging at 8000 lines/s at a price of image quality.

4.4 Two-photon photo-polymerization
Microstructuring process where micro-patterns or individual microstructures are
produced from materials, sensitive to light, is called photolithography.

In princi-

ple, it is very similar to classical photography: a photo-sensitive material, called a
photoresist, that has been deposited on a substrate, gets illuminated, which triggers
chemical processes causing a structure to get imprinted.
Typical photoresists absorb in the UV part of the spectrum.
mination is usually achieved with a UV light through a mask.

Patterned illu-

This is especially

useful for industrial purposes, where the same micro-pattern has to be printed over
and over again.

In research however, exibility in pattern design is more impor-

tant. That is why direct laser writing is more preferred as a method of illumination.
Here a UV laser illuminates the sample. Patterned illumination is achieved either
by laser-scanning or by moving the sample through the laser beam.

In classical

photolithography, the photoresist is spin-coated onto the substrate to make a homogeneously thin lm, and is illuminated throughout the lm thickness. This results
in a 2D pattern with a xed third dimension.
To produce 3D structures, two-photon photo-polymerization can be used.

In

this method the photoresist is exposed to a nonlinear process of two-photon polymerization. It gets illuminated with a near-IR laser beam, focused by a microscope
objective.

Only in the focus the photon density is large enough for two photons

to get absorbed simultaneously, providing enough energy for polymerization. The
spatially 3D limited polymerization process enables polymerization of one voxel at
the time, so by moving the laser focus in a designed 3D pattern (or by moving the
sample through the focus) structures of arbitrary shapes can be 3D-polymerized.
After developing process, we get 3D microstructures that can be used as colloidal
particles of exotic shapes, micro-optical and micro-mechanical elements, etc.
We used the Photonic Professional GT system by Nanoscribe GmbH for 3D printing of microstructures, in our case tapered waveguides. The machine is located in a
clean room environment with yellow-light illumination, to prevent the photoresists
from polymerizing due to ambient light. The system is based on a Zeiss inverted
microscope with an auto-focus system and is shown in Fig. 4.4.

For illumination

it uses a built-in near-IR ber laser with a central wavelength of 780 nm,

∼ 100

fs

pulses, 80 MHz repetition rate, and 180 mW average power. Samples are mounted
on a motorized coarse positioning stage (xy stage) equipped with a
for ne positioning.

Laser writing is computer-controlled.

xyz

piezo stage

The sample is moved

along a user-dened path, using the piezo stage, while the laser focus is stationary.

4.4.1 Printing procedure
For printing the tapered waveguides we used the dip-in laser lithography (DiLL)
mode. Here, a special 100x objective with a NA

= 1.3 is used, where the photoresist

also acts as an immersion medium. In this writing mode, the photoresist is in contact
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Figure 4.4: Two-photon photo-polymerization system Photonic Professional GT by
Nanoscribe GmbH. (a) The system is based on a Zeiss inverted microscope.

A

near-IR ber laser with 780 nm wavelength is used for illumination. (b) Schematic
representation of the two-photon direct laser writing process. The bright red ellipsoid
corresponds to the region, where two-photon absorption is above the threshold for
polymerization. Images are from [110].

directly with the microscope objective below, and with the substrate above. The
polymerization starts at the substrate surface and continues downwards into the
photoresist.

DiLL is especially appropriate for printing tall structures which was

the case with our waveguides.
We used IP-Dip photoresist (by Nanoscribe GmbH) developed specically for
the DiLL. Its refractive index amounts to 1.52, so in order for the auto-focus system
to nd the interface, special DiLL substrates (by Nanoscribe GmbH) were used.
Alternatively we used ITO coated coverglasses, which also provided a large enough
interference signal for the interface to be found. With these, the laser would sometimes burn the photoresist, as the ITO is highly absorptive.
The structure production procedure was as follows. First, the writing path was
programmed in MATLAB and checked in DeScribe.

Substrates were thoroughly

cleaned. They were wiped with lint-free wipes and put rst in an acetone ultrasonic
bath for 30 minutes, followed by an isopropanol ultrasonic bath for another 30
minutes, and nally put into an isopropanol vapor degreaser. They were put into
◦
an 80 C oven until used.
Before use, a substrate was plasma treated to activate the surface, and then a
drop of IP-Dip photoresist was cast on it. The substrate was glued to the holder and,
after the device initialization and stage calibration, it was mounted on the stage with
the photoresist facing the objective. The system found the photoresist/substrate interface using the auto-focus tool, and the laser-writing could begin. As programmed,
one tapered waveguide took approximately 1 h to get printed. After printing all the
structures, the sample was dismounted and soaked in the developer (SU-8 Developer, by MicroChem) for 20 minutes. After that it was washed with the isopropanol
and gently blown with nitrogen.
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Experimental setups and sample
preparations
This Chapter is divided into three sections, each dedicated to one of the experiments
we performed. In each section we present the experimental setup we used and details
on sample preparations. We include thorough descriptions of the experiments.

5.1 Optical transistor experiment
In this section we present the experiment leading to a soft matter optical transistor.
We started the experiment by studying the STED eect in liquid crystals in general.
Here we rst explain the sample preparation for these experiments, which is followed
by a description of the basic STED optical setup that we built. After the STED
experiments in bulk LC samples, we did experiments with LC droplets, for which
the experimental setup was upgraded. We also present how the samples for this set
of experiments were prepared.

5.1.1 Cell preparation for experiments in the bulk LC
To study the STED eect in bulk samples we used a planar 12

µm

thick glass cell.

A cell is made of two glass plates, treated to give planar orientation, as shown in
Fig. 5.1.
A 0.7 mm thick large glass plate is rst thoroughly cleaned in acetone and isopropanol baths in the sonicator, than it is put in the degreaser and later plasma
cleaned. Right after the plasma cleaning, a drop of polyimide (PI-2555, NISSAN
Chemicals) is deposited on the glass plate and spin-coated at 2000 rpm for a duration of 1 minute. After spinning, the polyimide is baked rst at the hotplate at
◦
◦
100 C for 1 min and than in an oven at 205 C for 20 min. When it is cooled, the
glass plate can be cut into pieces of appropriate sizes.
After cutting, the glass pieces are blown with nitrogen to dispose of any unwanted
debris and rubbed with a velvet cloth. We rub the glasses ve times, applying the
same pressure to ensure a homogeneous alignment of polyimide chains.
A LC cell is made of two glasses, treated with polyimide, separated by two 12

µm

thick mylar spacers. Two opposite edges of the cell are sealed with a two-component
epoxy glue. The cell is then lled with the liquid crystal. We used 8CB, which is
in the smectic phase at the room temperature, and therefore quite viscous. That is
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Figure 5.1: Planar cell.
and top view.

(a) Schematic representation shows a planar cell in side

(b) Smectic A texture in a planar cell as observed under crossed

polarizers. Arrow marks the rubbing direction, scale bar 30

µm.

◦
why the cell was lled at a higher temperature, 50 C , where the LC was in isotropic
phase. In this case, the LC was sucked into the cell by the capillary force. When it
was cooled to room temperature, a typical smectic A texture, shown in Fig. 5.1(b),
was observed.
Prior to lling it into the cell, the 8CB was dyed with the Nile Red uorescent
dye.

A small crystal of the dye was mixed inside the LC in the isotropic phase.

After it was dissolved, the sample was put into a centrifuge for any non-dissolved
agglomerates of dye to sediment. If stored in the dark, the sample could be used for
several months without obvious signs of bleaching.

5.1.2 STED optical setup
For the research of stimulated emission depletion in liquid crystals we built the STED
optical setup, shown in Fig. 5.2. The design was based on a STED microscope with a
supercontinuum laser source, presented in [102]. We used a pulsed supercontinuum
laser (Fianium SC-450-PP-HE) with pulses of 150 ps duration, and repetition rate
that is interchangeable between 0.5 and 1 MHz. The laser emits unpolarized white
laser light with a continuous spectrum ranging from blue to infrared. After arriving
to the optical table, the laser beam passes a polarizing beam-splitter and gets divided
into two beams of orthogonal linear polarizations.

For each beam we chose an

appropriate spectral band. For the excitation beam a 20 nm wide spectral band,
centered at a wavelength of 532 nm was selected with a bandpass lter.
For the STED beam we built a wavelength selector with a dispersive prism. The
prism disperses the light, which is then collimated with a cylindrical lens and sent to
a slit. By changing the slit position we can choose the central wavelength, while the
spectral width of the beam can be selected by changing the width of the slit. For the
experiments with the bulk LC sample we used a 20 nm wavelength band, centered
at 705 nm. In later experiments we used dierent wavelength characteristics.
After passing the wavelength selection elements, each beam was coupled into a
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Figure 5.2: Optical setup for the STED experiments.

White light from the laser

is split into two beams of perpendicular polarizations by a polarizing beam-splitter
(PBS). For the excitation beam (green) we choose the wavelength band with a
bandpass lter (F1). The beam passes through a continuous neutral density attenuator (A1) and is coupled into a polarization-maintaining single mode optical ber
(PMSMF1). The light is collimated at the ber output. The STED beam wavelength
(red) is chosen by a dispersing-prism-based wavelength selector by simply changing
position of the slit.

This beam also passes through a continuous attenuator (A2)

and is coupled into the polarization-maintaining single mode ber (PMSMF2) to
be cleaned of higher optical modes.

Collimator C2 is mounted so that it can be

translated along the optical axis and rotated around it. This enables the change of
the optical path and the rotation of the STED beam polarization. After collimation at ber outputs, both beams are joint by a dichroic mirror (D1) that reects
wavelengths shorter than 638 nm.

The beams are carefully aligned and sent into

the microscope through its back port. They are both reected to the sample on a
double edge dichroic mirror (D2) and focused through a 60x water immersion objective. Fluorescence (yellow) is transmitted through the double edge dichroic mirror
(D2) and a bandpass lter (F2) and sent to one of the detectors.

M1, M2, M3,

M4: mirrors, DP: dispersive prism, CL: cylindrical lens, S: shutter, FP1, FP2: ber
ports, MMF: multi-mode ber. Reprinted with permission from [111].

polarization maintaining single mode optical ber.

The function of coupling the

light into the bers is to clean the beams of higher optical modes. Also, the bers
are polarization maintaining, which means they have a dened slow and fast axes. If
the input polarization is aligned with the ber fast axis, the light in the ber stays
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polarized along it. By rotating the ber output we were provided with an ecient
way to rotate the beam polarization, which was used for polarization studies of the
STED eect. The ber output port for the STED beam was mounted on a rotational
stage, which was additionally mounted on rails, so that it could be rotated and moved
along the optical axis. This enabled us to change the optical path of the STED beam
and by this vary the delay time between excitation and STED pulses.
After the beams pass the optical bers, they are combined through a dichroic
mirror with a cuto wavelength of 638 nm. The mirror reects the green beam and
transmits the red one, so they can be nicely merged, aligned and sent forward to
the microscope (Nikon Eclipse Ti). The laser light enters the microscope through
the back port and is reected into the optical path by a carefully selected double
edge dichroic mirror (Beamsplitter HC BS 570, AHF Analysentechnik AG). The
mirror was chosen so that it reects the wavelengths below 560 nm and above 650
nm, which covers both laser beams, while the wavelengths, corresponding to the
maximum uorescence response of the used dye, get transmitted. Figure 5.3 shows
dichroic transmission and Nile Red emission data.
After reecting into the optical path by the dichroic mirror, the beams are focused to the sample through a microscope objective. We used either a water immersion 60x objective (NA=1, CFI Apochromat 60x W NIR by Nikon), a 60x noimmersion objective (NA=0.7, CFI Plan Fluor 60x with glass thickness correction
by Nikon) for temperature dependence experiments, or a 20x objective (NA=0.5,
CFI Plan Fluor 20x by Nikon) in the later experiments with droplets and waveguides.

The uorescence, emitted from the sample, is collected through the same

objective, transmitted through a dichroic mirror to one of the side ports and sent
to the detector.
For imaging purposes we used a color CCD camera (Canon EOS 550D) or a
black and white CCD camera (PL-A741 by Pixelink). Fluorescence intensity and
spectra were measured with a spectrometer (Shamrock SR-500i, Andor), equipped
with a cooled EM-CCD camera (Newton DU970N, Andor). To guide light to the
spectrometer we gathered it at the microscope side port into an optical ber leading
to the spectrometer. When we were performing time-resolved measurements we used

Figure 5.3: Dichroic mirror transmission data and emission spectra of Nile Red in
5CB and 8CB.
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an avalanche photodiode (APD 210, MenloSystems GmbH) and a fast oscilloscope
(Inniium MSO9404A, Agilent Technologies, Inc.) with 250 ps time resolution.

5.1.3 Microscope setup for transistor experiments
In optical transistor experiments we intended to study STED eect on LC droplets.
We started with the just described STED setup and a cell, lled with a dispersion
of LC droplets in water environment. It turned out that while the excitation beam
excited uorescence at the droplet edge, which resulted in WGMs circulating the
perimeter, the STED beam was too intense and worked as optical tweezers, grabbing
the droplet and moving it vertically, instead of just depleting the resonant modes.
That is why we upgraded the setup as shown in Fig. 5.4.

First we added an

electronic microinjector (FemtoJet 4i, Eppendorf ) and micromanipulator (InjectMan
4, Eppendorf ). This enabled us to produce LC droplets on demand. The Nile Red

Figure 5.4: Upgraded microscope setup for optical switch experiments. Micromanipulator and microinjector are added for production of droplets on demand. On
the left side, we upgraded the aquisition port, to enable measurements of spectra
from a certain point on the sample. The location for the measurement is selected by
positioning of the mirror pinhole. With a camera we collect all the light but the one
going to the spectrometer. Similar construction is used for the transmission port.
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doped 5CB liquid crystal was lled into a thin micropipette with 1-2

µm

inner

diameter at the end. The micropipette was connected to an air lled tube. Injection
was controlled by changes of air pressure in the tube. When the micropipette was
sank in plain water, the injected LC formed a nice round droplet that stayed attached
to the tip.

Position of the micropipette could be changed very accurately by a

micromanipulator (motor step size <20 nm). The droplet stayed attached and very
still even when we moved the micropipette around. When the LC was injected into
10 mM solution of SDS in water, the droplet detached from the tip as soon as the
injection was discontinued.

If the LC was injected into the air it did not form a

droplet, rather it wetted the micropipette's outer surface.
Another upgrade that was performed was building two detection ports: one as
an improvement of the left port of the microscope, where spectral measurements
took place, and one as an additional port, enabling detection of the transmitted
light.
In the basic STED setup the spectra were measured by taking uorescent light
from the whole eld of view. The spectra were spatially averaged. As long as the
setup was used with the bulk sample, this was appropriate, as the spectrum was the
same uorescence spectrum in every point of the illuminated sample. But when we
want to measure spectra in the LC droplet, the WGM resonances are piled on top
of the uorescence background. To improve the signal-to-noise ratio it is benecial
to measure the spectrum of light coming from a certain part of the droplet.

We

achieved this by mounting a chromium mirror with an etched pinhole to the place
◦
where an image is formed at the microscope port. The mirror was mounted at a 45
angle. The light that got reected was imaged with a camera, and the light that
got through the pinhole was taken to the spectrometer via an optical ber.

The

whole built port could be translated in two directions. This enabled the pinhole to
be eectively moved around the eld of view and the spectrum could be taken from
any point on the sample.
For the transmission port, we substituted the condenser with a 20x objective
above the sample, followed by a beam-splitter cube. The cube let half of the illumination light to still come to the sample, but more importantly it reected half of
the light coming from the sample out of the microscope optical path. The port is
structured similarly as the previous one, enabling simultaneous imaging and spectral
measurement from a selected point on the sample.

5.1.4 Sample preparation for optical transistor experiments
To prepare the sample for optical transistor experiments we rst thoroughly cleaned
a glass substrate and printed the tapered waveguides with the Photonic Professional
GT (by Nanoscribe GmbH).
The waveguides were designed to measure 45
were smaller - from 5

µm

µm in height, the lateral dimensions
µm at the top. When working

at the glass surface to 2

with 2-photon photo-polymerization, and trying to achieve surface smoothness appropriate for optical applications, this is quite a big volume to print.

Especially

the height of the structure is problematic when using the normal printing mode.
We decided to use dip-in photolitography, developed especially for cases like ours.
Before the focal point, the laser beam only passes the unpolymerized photoresist
that causes no optical distortions.
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The printing procedure is shown in Fig. 5.5.

The waveguides were printed in

horizontal layers. The laser would start printing each layer by drawing its perimeter
(Fig. 5.5(b)).

The layer would then get lled by concentric circles decreasing in

diameter, as shown in Fig. 5.5(c). Each circle was drawn in a single line.To avoid
artifacts, this line started at a randomly selected azimuth for each circle.

When

a layer was nished, the focus was changed and the next layer would start to be
written (Fig. 5.5(d,e)).

To achieve appropriate smoothness, the distance between

the layers was set to 70 nm. This was also the dierence in radii of two consecutive
circles within a layer.

Circular trajectories were specied by points lying 70 nm

apart on the circle in question. After the waveguides were drawn with a laser, the
sample had to be developed. It was sank into the developer for 20 minutes and then
washed with isopropanol. The substrate was gently blown dry with nitrogen.
A glass plate with the printed pillars was then put on the microscope stage,
where a large drop of 2 mM SDS solution in a mixture of water and glycerol (weight
ratio 1:3) was cast on top, as shown in the schematics in Fig. 5.6. A micropipette
was submerged into the medium and its tip was positioned between the pillars.
By applying injection pressure of 2600 hPa for an appropriate amount of time, we
injected a LC droplet. The injection time had to be determined each time a new
micropipette was used or if the distance between pillars was changed.

Usually it

took between 0.15 and 0.6 s to inject a droplet with a diameter corresponding to the
distance between opposite waveguides (usually around 20

µm).

When we retracted

the micropipette, the droplet stayed in place, trapped between the four pillars.

Figure 5.5: Waveguide printing procedure. (a) Image of the coded structure in the
DeScribe software.

(b-d) Software representation of the waveguide printing.

The

laser rst draws the layer at the glass surface and then proceeds further into the
photoresist. Printing of each layer starts at its perimeter. The layer is then lled
with concentric circles. (f ) SEM image of a complete set of four printed waveguides.
Scale bar 10

µm.

µm.

(g) SEM close-up of the sputtered waveguide surface. Scale bar 1

SEM images were taken by dr. Andreja Jelen.
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Figure 5.6: Optical switch sample setup. (a) A drop of water/glycerol/SDS mixture
is deposited on the glas substrate onto which polymeric pillars had been printed.
LC droplet is injected in between the pillars with a micropipette. (b) A close-up on
the optical switch: the waveguides are used primarily for coupling the light in and
out of the microresonator, but also for eciently holding it in place. (c) Schematic
representation of the optical switch functioning. When excitation beam is coupled
inside, we detect WGMs. When also STED beam is present, the WGMs are switched
o. (d) A single droplet could be used as several decoupled switches at once, each
using a dierent pair of oppositely placed waveguides. (e) Four waveguides imaged
through the microscope. Tip of the micropipette is seen on the right. Lower-right
waveguide is positioned at the laser spot position, the upper-left one is at the position
of the pinhole (dark ellipse), through which the light is analyzed. (f ) A LC droplet
has been injected between the pillars.

(g) Excitation beam is coupled inside the

microresonator, exciting the WGMs. Scale bar 20
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5.2 Ferromagnetic nematic droplets
The experiments with ferromagnetic nematic LCs were made in collaboration with
prof. dr. Surajit Dhara from University of Hyderabad, India. We made several experiments, optically studying distortions in ferromagnetic nematic droplets, when
subjected to external magnetic eld, and the eect of these distortions on the whispering gallery modes that resonate within the droplets. The results were published
in [112].
The ferromagnetic nematic we used, was made at the F7 department of our
Institute by Peter Medle Rupnik and doc. dr. Alenka Mertelj, with the ferrimagnetic
platelets produced at the K8 department by prof. dr. Darja Lisjak.
In this section we report the method of production of the ferromagnetic nematic
LC material, including the production of ferrimagnetic nanoplatelets and outline
the sample preparation. Later we describe the mechanical and optical setup that
we used to measure the optical properties of ferromagnetic nematic microresonators
when they were subjected to external magnetic eld. The mechanical part of the
setup was built by Ivan Kvasi¢.

5.2.1 Material and sample preparation
In experiments we used a ferromagnetic nematic sample, prepared with E7 (by Merck
KGaA) as a liquid crystal host.
Scandium-doped barium hexaferrite single-crystal nanoplatelets were hydrother◦
mally synthesized at 240 C as reported in [31, 113]. They had a nominal composi3+
tion of BaFe11.5 Sc0.5 O19 . Doping the barium ferrite with larger ions, such as Sc
or
3+
In , causes the nanoplatelets to have a narrower size distribution while conserving
their magnetic properties [113].
The thickness of the used nanoplatelets was around 5 nm, their diameter was
distributed around a central value of 70 nm with a 38 nm standard deviation. The
nanoplatelets were dispersed in isopropanol and added to the heated LC host in
appropriate quantity to later produce a stable suspension.

The host was in the

isotropic phase. After the solvent has had 24 hours to evaporate, the sample was
quenched to the nematic phase to minimize the aggregation.

If the sample was

cooled slowly, a lot of nanoparticles would aggregate at the nematic-isotropic phase
boundary.
These samples were produced at the F7 department.

For our experiments we

needed to add dye to the LC, to act as an active medium in the droplet WGM
lasers.

We used Nile Red and tried also with the DCM dye (by Exciton) [112].

A very small quantity of the dye was added into the ferromagnetic nematic LC
and thoroughly mixed. We observed a drastic reduction in magnetic response when
the DCM dye was added and we could see that the nanoparticles sedimented to
the bottom of the vial, leaving a bright orange liquid crystal with no response to
magnetic eld. This suggests that the homeotropic anchoring of LC molecules to
the magnetic nanoplatelets was disturbed by the dye. And while the LC alignment
on the nanoplatelets is crucial for the formation of a stable dispersion, it became
unstable and the nanoparticles got excluded from the mixture.
With a small-enough concentration of the Nile Red dye we were able to dye the
LC without signicantly reducing its magnetic response. The sample retained its
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distinctive brownish color, with a slight shift towards red. Still some aggregation
occurred, so we put the LC sample into the centrifuge (5 min at 8000 rpm) before
using it to make droplets.

The dye concentration still had to be optimized.

The

samples of LC we got were to small to determine the actual dye concentrations.
Therefore optimization was performed by trying.

We distributed the sample into

more vials and put dierent amounts of dye inside. We noticed that if the concentration was too big, the nanoplatelets would aggregate and sediment more, and also
bubbles would form when we would illuminate the LC due to high laser light absorption. However, if the concentration of the dye is too small, lasing in the droplets is
not excited. We used the sample with the dye concentration that appeared to give
best results regarding lasing in droplets. The magnetic response of such a sample
remained unchanged for several weeks.
To examine lasing in ferromagnetic LC droplets we prepared a cell, composed
of two non-treated glass plates, separated for 50

µm

by mylar spacers.

Glasses

were cleaned with acetone and isopropanol and blown with nitrogen. A drop of the
viscous medium was put on one glass plate. For the medium we used a 2 % solution
of lecithin in glycerol.
A small amount of the ferromagnetic nematic LC was taken with the tip of a
needle and stirred into the viscous medium to form droplets.

Two mylar spacers

were put next to the material and another, smaller glass plate on top of them,
covering the medium. The cell was sealed all around with a two-component epoxy
glue and left a couple of minutes to dry. One cell was used for no more than two
hours, as we noticed aggregation of nanoparticles at the droplet edge as more time
passed. This could be due to slight dissolving of the LC in the glycerol medium,
which eectively increased the concentration of nanoplatelets at the droplet edge
and resulted in aggregates.

5.2.2 Setup for magnetic eld tuning
This experiment started at the University of Hyderabad, India, where rst images of
distortion in ferromagnetic nematic droplets due to magnetic eld were taken. First
experiments in our lab were done with the same basic setup as the experiments in
India. To check the distortion in the droplet in the magnetic eld of increasing amplitude, we used a magnet, attached to a plastic stick. The cell was mounted on the
microscope stage and the magnet approached it from the side. These measurements
turned out to be very imprecise.
The magnetic eld amplitude was determined from the distance between the
cell center and the magnet. Calibration of the distance vs. magnetic eld density
was measured by a Hall probe. The distance could only be measured with

±1

mm

imprecision. The magnetic eld density changes with the third power of the inverse
distance, so when the magnet is really close to the cell center, only a few millimeters
away, the imprecision translates into a huge inaccuracy in the determined magnetic
eld amplitude.

Also, the magnetic eld was determined as if the north/south

orientation of the magnet, as well as the magnetic eld density at the sample center,
was in the plane of the sample.

Again this worked considerably well when the

magnet was far enough, but when it approached the cell, it had to be positioned
slightly above the cell. The magnetic eld density was in this case not in the cell
plane at all, which further disabled accurate determination of the amplitude of the
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magnetic eld density at the droplet in question.
That is why we used a newly built setup, shown in inset of Fig. 5.7. Basically it
was a custom microscope stage with magnet holders screwed on. With this setup we
were able to apply magnetic eld in two well dened directions: vertically, parallel
to the optical axis of the microscope, and horizontally, parallel to the image plane.
The translation directions are denoted by red and green arrows, respectively.
For applying horizontal magnetic eld as homogeneously as possible, we used
two at permanent magnets mounted on rails. By sliding them along the rails and
thus changing their distance to the center of the sample, we could vary the magnetic
eld between 20 and 100 mT, in steps of 10 mT. With a pair of smaller magnets we
were able to vary the magnetic eld from 8 to 20 mT in steps of 2 mT.
To apply vertical magnetic eld we used a single magnet, centered above the
sample. The magnet had a circular shape with a hole in the center, to pass the illumination light through. This allowed for images to be taken while vertical magnetic

Figure 5.7: Setup for the experiments with ferromagnetic nematic droplets made by
Ivan Kvasi¢. A Q-switched doubled Nd:YAG laser (shown in green), triggered by
the function generator, is used to induce uorescence in the droplets, self-assembled
from a suspension of ferrimagnetic nanoplatelets (Sc-doped BaFe12O19) in E7 liquid
crystal and dyed with Nile Red uorescent dye.

The spectrum of light (shown

in orange), emitted from the droplets, is detected by the spectrometer, and the
images are taken by the camera.

Inset shows a mechanical setup, mounted on

a microscope stage, used for applying the magnetic eld either in vertical or in
horizontal direction. Green and red arrows denote possible direction of movement
of the magnets. Reprinted with permission from [112].
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eld was being applied. We were able to move the magnet vertically along the rails
and thus vary the magnetic eld density from 10 to 100 mT in steps of 10 mT. We
were also able to use a thinner magnet, enabling us to measure in the range between
7 and 20 mT in steps of 2 mT. Since the magnet was centered above the sample,
the magnetic eld lines at the droplet were vertical. Although the magnetic eld
of such a magnet is not very homogeneous, it does not change much on the 20

µm

scale, comparable to the droplet size.
Figure 5.8 shows the qualitative dierence in the polarizing micrographs of a
ferromagnetic nematic droplet in external magnetic eld, when the new mechanical
setup was used instead of the old one. Panels (a-c) show how the elastic distortions
appeared when the droplet was imaged under crossed polarizers while using the
old setup with a magnet on the stick.

The magnetic eld amplitude, and more

importantly magnetic eld direction were not exactly determined.

With the new

setup, we were able to take images of the droplet in horizontal (d-f ) or vertical (g-i)
magnetic eld, with both magnetic eld amplitude and direction much better known.
While in the upper row the elastic distortions seem more dramatic, this is in fact
due to the fact that they were a superposition of the two kinds of distortions shown
in the lower two rows, as the magnetic eld was actually composed of a horizontal
and a vertical component.

Since the distortions due to vertical eld allow much

easier observation, experiments with the old setup appeared more promising, as the
director conguration seemed to change more than it did. With the complexity of

Figure 5.8: Enhanced control in magnetic eld direction qualitatively changed the
results. (a-c) A ferromagnetic nematic droplet in the increasing 'horizontal' magnetic
eld, applied with a magnet on a stick, where magnetic eld value as well as its
direction was poorly controlled. (d-e) A droplet in increasing horizontal eld, applied
with a new mechanical setup, depicted in the inset of Fig. 5.7. (g-i) A hollow magnet
in the new setup enabled us to see the droplets also when they were exposed to the
vertical magnetic eld. Scale bars 20

µm.
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the observed elastic distortions it seemed only reasonable to try and decompose the
behavior to the two orthogonal components to be able to better understand it.
All experiments were performed on an inverted optical polarizing microscope
(Nikon Eclipse TE2000), equipped with a water immersion 60x objective (NA=1,
CFI Apochromat 60x W NIR by Nikon). In experiments we rst took cross-polarized
and lambda-plate images at dierent values of horizontal and vertical magnetic eld.
Images were taken with a CCD camera (Canon EOS 550D). Then we proceeded to
the lasing experiment, using the optical setup presented in the main part of Fig. 5.7.
Lasing in the droplet was excited by an actively Q-switched doubled Nd:YAG
laser (Alphalas, Pulselas-A-1064-500), with a wavelength of 532 nm, pulse length 1
ns, maximum repetition rate 10 kHz and maximum pulse energy 10

µJ.

The laser

was triggered by a function generator, with a repetition rate set to 100 Hz. Laser
light intensity could be modulated by rotating one of the polarizers at the laser
output. Laser beam was expanded to ll the whole back aperture of the objective
and coupled into the microscope optical path by a dichroic mirror.
Fluorescence and lasing spectra of the droplets were measured with an imaging
spectrometer with a 0.05 nm resolution (Andor, Shamrock SR-500i), equipped with a
cooled EM-CCD camera (Andor, Newton DU970N). The spectrometer was triggered
by the same trigger output of the function generator as the laser.

5.3 Passively driven nematic sample preparation
The experiments with the driven nematic sample were done on a polarization microscope. The setting was really simple: A small amount of 8CB liquid crystal was
deposited on a glass substrate with the tip of a needle. The glass plate was positioned on a microscope stage and a drop of water containing the photoinitiator was
cast on top of the LC (see Fig. 5.9(a)). The studied behavior was lmed with the
color CCD camera (Canon EOS 550D).
In later experiments the setting was somewhat changed. First we reversed the
experimental geometry. In this case, the LC was thinly spread on a glass substrate
and a small (2

µl) droplet of water/PI solution was cast on the LC lm.

In the second

case we wanted to have straight boundaries for easier defect dynamics analysis. We
dipped a needle into the LC and drew a straight line across the glass surface. The
water/PI solution was cast at one side of the line (see Fig. 5.9(b)).
For studying the experimental geometry under the confocal microscope, the samples had to be dyed with uorescence dyes. The 8CB was colored with Nile Red.
For dying the water/PI solution we used FITC, a water soluble dye that does not

Figure 5.9: Two congurations of a driven nematic sample. (a) A drop of 8CB is
deposited to the glass substrate with a needle. Aqueous solution of PI is cast over
the drop. (b) LC is spread into a line. Water, containing PI, is cast beside it.
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protrude into the LC.
For analysis of the ow inside the LC we used 1.5

µm

silica micro-spheres (by

Bangs Laboratories, Inc.) as tracers. The colloidal particles were silanized prior to
use. They were put in a vial with a 0.5 wt% solution of DMOAP silane in water.
The vial was put in a sonicator bath for 10 minutes and then into a centrifuge at
13000 rpm for 3 minutes for the colloids to sediment. The upper two thirds of the
solution were replaced by deionized water, the contents were mixed on a vortex
and then the vial was put into the centrifuge again. The procedure was repeated
until foam stopped appearing after mixing. The vial was then put in an oven to
◦
110 C overnight to evaporate all the water. Next day the LC was added to the
microspheres. The dispersion was mixed on a vortex and sonicated before use.
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Chapter 6
Optical transistor - results
The rst topic we address in this thesis is the development of an optical transistor - a
soft matter photonic device used to switch light between on and o states, where the
switching is done by light. We propose to use the principle of stimulated emission
depletion - STED - to achieve this control of light by light. STED is a fast process:
the illuminated excited uorophores can be reversed to the ground state on a subnanosecond timescale. Because the dye molecules are anisotropic and ordered in the
surrounding liquid crystal, we predicted the STED eect also to be anisotropic and
polarization dependent. These characteristics make STED eligible as an interesting
polarization dependent all-optical method of light control with a nanosecond time
resolution.
This Chapter is divided in two parts. In the rst one we present results of the
studies performed to characterize the STED eect in bulk liquid crystals. We tested
its suitability for the task of very fast all-optical control of light.

Results in the

second part describe and characterize the optical transistor we designed.

6.1 STED in bulk samples
A study of STED eect in bulk samples was performed in a 12

µm

thick planar

cell lled with Nile Red dyed 8CB. Since the 8CB is in smectic phase at room
temperature and has quite low temperatures of phase transitions to nematic and
isotropic phase (see Table 4.1 on page 42), we were able to study how the STED
eect depends on the orientational order, governed by the temperature. Most of the
results presented in this section were published in [111].

6.1.1 Fluorescence anisotropy
We rst wanted to characterize the sample in view of uorescence anisotropy. If we
only take a single uorophore, its absorption as well as emission will be anisotropic.
The transition moment for absorption and emission has a certain orientation regarding the uorophore's molecular structure - in a Nile Red molecule it it oriented
along the molecular long axis [114].

When linearly polarized light illuminates a

uorophore, only the component parallel to the transition moment will contribute
to the excitation.

After a uorophore has been excited, it will emit light that is

polarized along its transition moment.
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In a system with many uorophoric molecules, the absorption and emission
anisotropies of the whole sample will depend on how well they are ordered, any
rotational uctuations will decrease the anisotropy.
Fluorescence anisotropy is dened as

r=
where

I||

I|| − I⊥
,
I|| + 2I⊥

(6.1)

is the component of uorescence intensity polarized parallel to the exci-

tation polarization, and the

I⊥

is the component of uorescence intensity polarized

perpendicularly to the excitation polarization. For a planar LC cell we can similarly
dene absorption anisotropy as

rabs =
Here the

Itot (0◦ ) − Itot (90◦ )
.
Itot (0◦ ) + 2Itot (90◦ )

(6.2)

Itot (0◦ )

is the integrated uorescence intensity when the angle between
◦
◦
excitation polarization and rubbing direction is 0 . The Itot (90 ) is the integrated
uorescence intensity when the angle between excitation polarization and rubbing
◦
direction is 90 . We assumed here that the integrated emission intensity is proportional to the absorption.
We measured the anisotropy of absorption

rabs and emission r of Nile Red in a LC.

In the experiment we xed the polarization of the excitation beam that illuminates
the sample.

The sample was mounted on a stage, enabling rotation and heating.

We were able to change the angle between the excitation beam polarization and
the director, while measuring the intensity of uorescence emission, proportional to
absorption. Also, it was possible to heat the sample to the nematic and isotropic
phase, and thus changing the molecular ordering.

In this way we measured the

anisotropy of absorption in a Nile Red/LC sample that is presented in Fig. 6.1.
As expected we found that the absorption anisotropy depends on the molecular
ordering.

From Fig. 6.1 it can be seen that the more the sample is ordered, the

more absorption anisotropy can be observed. In isotropic phase, where the sample
is completely disordered, the absorption is isotropic. When we rotate the sample,
the measured uorescence intensity, proportional to absorption, stays the same. In

Figure 6.1: Absorption anisotropy in smectic A, nematic and isotropic phase. The
less the sample is ordered, the more isotropic is its absorption.
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Figure 6.2: Fluorescence anisotropy
and isotropic phase.

r = (I|| − I⊥ )/(I|| + 2I⊥ )

in smectic A, nematic

Fluorescence emission in smectic and nematic phase is dis-

tinctively anisotropic, whereas in isotropic phase it does not depend on the angle
much.

a nematic phase the absorption doubles when we rotate the sample from the case
when polarization is perpendicular to the director to the case when it is parallel.
In a smectic phase the sample is even more ordered, which shows in an even larger
absorption anisotropy.

The ratio between the parallel and perpendicular case is

almost 3. The absorption anisotropy

rabs

equals approximately 0.37 in the smectic

phase, 0.26 in the nematic phase and is around 0 in the isotropic phase.
Later we measured the anisotropy of uorescence emission

r.

detection we inserted a rotatable polarizer in front of the detector.

For polarized
The sample

was kept xed and the excitation beam polarization was set to be parallel to the
rubbing direction. The measured intensity of uorescence emission in dependence
of its polarization angle is shown in Fig. 6.2. Not surprisingly we found that also
uorescence emission is highly anisotropic in smectic and nematic phases, whereas
in the isotropic phase it is almost isotropic. The uorescence anisotropy

r

is equal

to approximately 0.45 in the smectic phase, 0.34 in the nematic and 0.09 in the
isotropic phase.
After the measurement of anisotropies of absorption and emission we proceeded
to the STED experiments. We had to make sure that excitation and STED beams
were well aligned and had an optical path of approximately the same length before
entering the microscope. In order to observe uorescence depletion, it was crucial
that the pulse of the STED beam arrived to the sample at the same time as the
excitation pulse or later. This was already enough to observe uorescence depletion.
When the shutter in the STED beam was shut, we could observe a bright uorescence emission from the illuminated spot in the sample.

By opening the shutter

we could observe darkening of the spot. By later optimization of the optical path,
STED wavelength range and beam alignment, we could achieve a huge decrease in
uorescence intensity, as shown in Fig. 6.3.
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(a)

(c)

2 µm

2 µm

(b)

(d)

Figure 6.3: Microscope images and uorescence intensity proles of the illuminated
area in a planar cell of 8CB/Nile Red mixture. (a,b) Only excitation beam is illuminating the sample. Its polarization is parallel to the LC director. (c,d) The STED
beam, also polarized parallel to the director, is switched on, which causes a huge
decrease in uorescence emission intensity. Reprinted with permission from [111],
OSA Publishing.

6.1.2 Wavelength optimization
In STED microscopy setups the wavelength of the STED beam is usually optimized
only by considering spectral properties of the dye in use. The microscopes have a
confocal structure - the confocal head is scanning through the sample and in every
spot the uorescence intensity is measured, e. g. with an avalanche photodiode. It is
usually more convenient to have all the light, the laser beams and uorescence, to exit
the microscope together and then get rid of the beams by two consecutive dichroic
mirrors. Each of the two dichroics reects one of the beams while transmitting the
uorescence emission towards the detector.
Our setup was built on a conventional microscope and we wanted to make use
of the microscope ports as they were. That is why we opted for a single dichroic
to reect both beams while transmitting the uorescence towards the microscope
ports, where we could detect it either with a camera or with another detector (see
transmission spectrum in Fig. 5.2 on page 51).

Another constraint was that we

wanted to use Nile Red dye due to its good solubility in liquid crystals and its ability
to order along the director. Therefore we had to nd a dichroic mirror with specic
spectral characteristics and the wavelength optimization was performed considering
the combined spectral properties of the uorescent dye and the dichroic.
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Figure 6.4: Optimization of the STED wavelength. Adapted with permission from
[111], OSA Publishing.

STED eect is said to be most ecient when the STED beam wavelength is at the
red edge of the emission spectrum of the dye. For the Nile Red this would correspond
the the range between 670 and 710 nm.

However, due to the dichroic spectral

response, the STED beam is eciently reected to the sample in the wavelength
range between 670 and 705 nm. At approximately 710 nm there is a peak where
transmission rises to 50 %. The transmission again falls to a few percents when the
wavelength is in the range between 720 and 790 nm, but these wavelengths are too
large to be used with Nile Red.
A wavelength band for the STED beam was selected with a wavelength selector.
By opening the slit appropriately, we chose a 20 nm spectral band. We measured
the uorescence depletion while moving the slit across the laser spectrum. A central
wavelength around 705 nm was found to be optimal, as can be seen in Fig. 6.4.

6.1.3 Optimization of the time delay
When the wavelength was optimized for our sample and setup, we continued to the
optical path optimization. After the uorophore is excited, vibrational transitions
occur in a few picoseconds. Fluorescence lifetime of Nile Red is of the order of 10
ns.

For the STED pulse to be ecient it must arrive to the sample after it has

been excited and relaxed vibrationally to the lowest of the excited states. Since the
excitation and STED pulses have a non-negligible duration of 150 ps, some STED
eect is possible also if the pulses arrive at the same time and even if the STED
pulse is overtaking the excitation pulse by a little.
If the STED pulse is delayed for too much, a considerable amount of uorophores
will have had time to relax by spontaneous emission. STED will only be eective
on those still in the excited state, which will diminish its overall eectiveness.
We optimized the delay between the pulses by changing the optical path of
the STED beam while measuring uorescence depletion.

The output port of the

optical ber that STED beam had been coupled into, was mounted on rails to enable
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Figure 6.5: Optimization of the delay between the excitation and STED pulses.

ξ

is

the ratio between depleted and non-depleted uorescence. Adapted with permission
from [111].

changing the optical path. We could vary the optical path for up to 30 cm, which
corresponds to a delay of approximately 1 ns. For longer delays the rails could be
extended and additional mirrors could be inserted into the optical path. The delay
optimization is presented in Fig. 6.5, where

ξ

denotes the ratio between depleted

and non-depleted uorescence at a certain step of the measurement. Depletion can
in this case be understood as

1 − ξ.

We started the measurement with STED optical path being shorter than the
path of the excitation beam.

The STED pulse arrived to the sample before the

excitation pulse and consequently had no eect on the uorescence. We made measurements of uorescence while slowly prolonging the STED optical path. As the
pulses started to overlap, STED eect became observable. The uorescence got depleted more and more as the STED path was being increased. Note that substantial
depletion was taking place, when STED pulse arrived shortly before the excitation
(negative delay). When we have reached

∼100 ps delay, the depletion was maximal.
∼ 700 ps, which is a signif-

When further increasing the delay between the pulses to

icant portion of the Nile Red uorescence lifetime, the STED became evidently less
ecient, as some molecules have already had emitted uorescent photons before the
STED pulse illuminated them.

6.1.4 Excitation and STED beam power
STED eciency depends on STED beam intensity as well as on the excitation beam
intensity.

Figure 6.6 shows how

ξ,

the ratio between depleted and non-depleted

uorescence, changes when the power of excitation and STED beam is increased.
Average power of the beams was measured before their entry to the microscope at
its back port.
In Fig. 6.6(a) we varied the power of the excitation beam while keeping the
average power of the STED beam constant at 3 mW. While it is clear that almost
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Figure 6.6: STED eect dependence on average power of (a) excitation beam and (b)
STED beam.

ξ

is the ratio of the depleted and non-depleted uorescence. Reprinted

with permission from [111].

over the whole covered range the depletion was constant, we can see that for very
small excitation powers the ratio

ξ

was increased. This was probably due to the fact

that although the STED wavelength was selected at the red edge of the emission
spectrum, it still caused some uorescence excitation.

And since the dierence

between beam powers was 6 orders of magnitude, the uorescence intensities, excited
by the two beams, became comparable. The two contributions could not be detected
separately, so the added uorescence signal, excited by the STED beam, eectively
resulted in the increase of the

ξ

ratio. On the other hand, at high excitation beam

power the sample will get photo-bleached, which should be avoided.

In a bulk

sample that was used in this experiment, the excitation beam intensities needed
for photo-bleaching are hard to reach, as there is a large reservoir of uorophores
diusing around.

However, when dealing with a smaller system, such as a liquid

crystal droplet, the bleaching can become substantial. That is why the excitation
beam power is best to be xed as low as possible, as long as it still provides the
maximum depletion and there is enough uorescence signal to be detected. In our
case that amounted to

∼0.03 µW.

Figure 6.6(b) shows how the ratio

ξ

varies with changing power of the STED

beam. In this case the excitation beam power was kept constant at 0.03

µW while the

STED beam power was being increased. We show two scenarios: one corresponds to
the case when polarizations of both beams were parallel (shown in black), while in the
other conguration (shown in red) the STED beam polarization was perpendicular
to the excitation beam polarization. At all steps of the measurement STED beam
was considerably more eective, when it was polarized along the director and the
excitation beam polarization.
We can see that the ratio

ξ

monotonically decreases when the STED beam power

is increased. Therefore, the optimal STED power is the biggest one we can achieve,
which in our experiment amounted to

∼5 mW. In the literature on STED microscopy

[89, 90, 102, 115] they usually report the use of power densities of the STED beam
2
on the sample to be on the order of 1 to 10 GW/cm . By taking into consideration
the 1 MHz repetition rate, 150 ps length of laser pulses and the 5 mW average
STED power, the pulse power equals

∼ 30 W. If we estimate the STED beam waist
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−8
2
the aected area measures ∼ 2 · 10
cm . The
2
power density is therefore just above 1 GW/cm . For the current setup the best

diameter in the focus to be 1.5

µm,

results should be obtained at the ratio of STED beam power vs. excitation beam
5
power of ∼ 10 : 1.

6.1.5 STED beam polarization
Already in the power dependency measurements we saw that the STED eect is
polarization dependent.

As uorophores are eciently aligned along the uniform

director, there is a big dierence between depletion eciencies when the STED
beam is polarized along or perpendicular to the average direction of LC and dye
molecules.
We measured angular dependency of the STED eect in smectic A, nematic and
isotropic phase. By using polarization maintaining optical bers, we were able to
rotate the STED beam polarization by simply rotating the output ber coupler
around the ber axis. In this way we could have the STED beam polarization at an
arbitrary angle.
We xed the polarization of the excitation beam to be parallel to the rubbing
direction which enabled the highest possible uorescence emission. Figure 6.7 shows
the angular dependence of the STED eect in dierent LC phases.

Depletion is

most eective when STED beam polarization is more or less parallel to the rubbing
direction that corresponds to the excitation beam polarization. On the other hand,
when the STED polarization is more or less perpendicular to the rubbing direction,
depletion is the least eective.
We can also observe dierences between the LC phases. In the smectic A phase
there is the biggest dierence between the most and least ecient depletion, whereas
in the isotropic phase the dierence is the smallest. We can also make an interesting
observation that in the case of STED polarization parallel to the rubbing direction,
the best STED eect can be achieved in the smectic A phase, whereas for the case

Figure 6.7:
show how

ξ,

Depletion dependence on STED beam polarization.

The polar plots

the ratio of depleted and non-depleted uorescence, changes with the

angle between STED beam polarization and excitation beam polarization, which
is aligned with the rubbing direction. In smectic phase the depletion is the most
dependent on the angle, whereas in the isotropic phase it is more isotropic, due to
fast molecular reorientations.
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of STED beam polarization perpendicular to the rubbing direction, uorescence can
be best depleted in the isotropic phase. This can be understood in view of Nile Red
reorientation dynamics in the LC host.
Let us consider a nematic LC phase. Dye and host molecules are prone to thermal
uctuations.

The ordering of their long molecular axes is uctuating around the

average direction - director. In a nematic this is the reason for strong depolarized
light scattering that causes its cloudy appearance. The reorientations in the extreme
case correspond to ipping around the short axis of the molecules, and they are
very fast. The molecular reorientation relaxation rate is in the nanosecond region
[116, 117].
In the isotropic phase the uctuation dynamics is increased. The dye molecules
can reorient signicantly in the 100 ps time window between the arrival of excitation and STED pulse. At the arrival of the excitation pulse, the uorophores aligned
along its polarization will be most eciently excited. By the time the STED pulse
arrives, a notable amount of excited molecules will have reoriented, so the STED
beam polarization, parallel to the excitation beam polarization will not be as efcient as in a nematic, where there are less reorientations. On the other hand, a
perpendicular STED polarization will be evidently more ecient as in the more rigid
nematic phase, as more molecules will have had time to reorient to the perpendicular
arrangement, where STED can deplete them well. In the case of isotropic case the
STED is much less polarization dependent.
The opposite is true for the even more rigid smectic A phase at a lower temperature. Here the reorientations are further slowed down and they hardly take place in
the short 100 ps window. Mostly the excited molecules stay oriented as they were at
the arrival of the excitation pulse. This results in an excellent depletion in the case
of parallel polarizations and low eciency in the case of perpendicular polarizations.
We were also interested in uorescence anisotropy and how it is changed when the
STED beam is applied, either polarized parallel or perpendicular to the excitation
beam polarization. Figure 6.8 shows uorescence anisotropy in smectic A, nematic
and isotropic phase. In all LC phases the overall depletion is more ecient when the
STED beam is polarized parallel to the excitation beam. In the bottom row each
of the measurements is presented normalized to its maximum value. In this case we
can better make out the shapes of the angular dependencies. The Table 6.1 shows
uorescence anisotropy

r,

calculated from the experimental data shown in Fig. 6.8.

The anisotropy changes slightly when STED beam is applied: an increase is seen
◦
and the same

in the case of perpendicular STED polarization (lower intensity at 90

Fluorescence anisotropy r

Sm A

N

I

Nondepleated uorescence

0.44

0.35

0.09

STED polarized parallel to EXC

0.37

0.24

0.02

STED polarized perpendicularly to EXC

0.53

0.41

0.16

Table 6.1: Fluorescence anisotropy

r = (I|| − I⊥ )/(I|| + 2I⊥ )

6.8.
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Figure 6.8: Fluorescence anisotropy

r = (I|| − I⊥ )/(I|| + 2I⊥ ) dependency on STED

beam polarization shown for smectic A, nematic and isotropic phase.

◦
or higher intensity at 0 ) and a decrease in anisotropy that corresponds to parallel
◦
◦
polarization (higher intensity at 90 and the same or lower intensity at 0 ).
The changes in uorescence anisotropy are due to the fact that while STED
decreases all polarizations of uorescence, the uorophores emitting light with polarization parallel to the STED beam get depleted more eciently than the ones
emitting the light polarized perpendicularly to it.

6.1.6 Temperature
Temperature inuences the STED eciency especially in terms of changing the rates
of molecular reorientations. The higher the temperature, the more disordered the
LC molecules get. At high temperatures they uctuate more, with a higher rate of
molecular reorientations.
Figure 6.9 shows temperature dependencies of STED eect at ten dierent angles of STED beam polarization. Again the excitation beam is polarized along the
rubbing direction to ensure maximum uorescence excitation. When STED beam
◦
is polarized parallel to this direction or makes a small angle with it (< 45 ), depletion is more ecient at lower temperatures, in the smectic phase, and loses the
eciency at higher temperatures, especially in the isotropic phase. Usually a jump
in eciency can be observed at nematic-isotropic transition temperature.
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Figure 6.9: Temperature dependency of STED eect at dierent angles of STED
beam polarization. Adapted with permission from [111], OSA Publishing.

◦
At bigger angles (> 45 ) STED is less ecient on the average. When we check
the temperature dependencies, we can observe a decrease of uorescence depletion
when the temperature is increased.

In isotropic phase, when the sample is more

disordered, the depletion is more ecient than in the rigid smectic A phase.
Again these trends can be understood in view of molecular dynamics as explained in the previous subsection. At small angles between the beam polarizations
depletion is more ecient at lower temperatures, where the molecules are more rigid
and less inclined to reorient. At higher temperatures, the molecules uctuate more,
therefore less of them stay oriented in the direction where STED beam can deplete
them eciently.

Bigger angles between beam polarizations mean worse depletion

in general, as the uorescent molecules that got excited are oriented in the direction where STED eect is not too strong.

However, at higher temperatures, as

the uctuations become more prominent at least a part of molecules will reorient
appropriately for the STED beam to turn them o.

6.1.7 Fluorescence pulse formation
In the previous subsections we have shown that one of the rst things in the STED
experiments was to optimize the setup to provide best possible depletion regarding
the STED central wavelength and delay between excitation and depletion pulses.
In the wavelength case the STED beam spectrum was optimized to the Nile Red
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spectral properties. But when we were optimizing the delay, we did not optimize
the depletion mechanism itself, we just optimized the time it started acting, to
achieve best results. At delays larger than the one giving optimal depletion, STED
beam could only switch o the uorophores that have not yet relaxed by the process
of spontaneous emission. By looking at this process in the view of total achieved
depletion it was of course less optimal. But when we looked at this process in time
domain, we gured out that by delaying the STED beam we have obtained a method
for creating pulses of uorescence light of arbitrary durations.
Schematics in Fig. 6.10 show the uorescence and STED processes in time domain.

An excitation pulse causes the uorophores to get excited.

After initial

vibrational relaxations they start relaxing to the band of ground states by emitting
uorescence photons.

The process of uorescence (depicted in (a)) has a typical

timescale of a few nanoseconds. Stimulated emission is a process that happens on
a much faster timescale. So when the STED pulse arrives right after the excitation
pulse, it depletes the excited state before the uorescence takes place (shown in (b)).
However, if the STED pulse arrives to the sample after a considerable amount
of molecules has already relaxed by emission of uorescence photons, it should eciently deplete the uorophores that stayed in the excited state. This should result
in an abrupt termination of uorescence, creating a pulse of uorescence light, whose
duration would correspond to the delay between the pulses (presented in (c)).
Previously time-resolved STED experiments have been performed by other groups,
but in quite a dierent context to ours: in studies of STED imaging with two-photon
excitation [98] and studies of time-resolved uorescence, where STED was used to
modify the excited electronic states [118].

We performed time-resolved measure-

ments of STED eect to show precise control of light by the STED beam, especially
the creation of the uorescent pulses of desired duration.

We delayed the STED

pulse by a variable time, from 100 ps to 6 ns, and monitored the uorescence signal
in time domain. Figure 6.11 shows the results.
A red dotted line shows non-depleted uorescence signal, while the black one
shows the shortened uorescence pulse. We can see that the arrival of STED pulse
really discontinues uorescence emission abruptly. Fluorescent pulses as short as 1
ns can easily be produced. We see no reason why sub-nanosecond pulses would not
be possible to achieve via this method, but in our setup we were limited by the 0.5
ns rise-time of the avalanche photodiode.
By adding further optical elements into the setup, we were able to create a
sequence of pulses of variable durations and with a desired delay. Figure 6.12 shows

Figure 6.10: Schematics of uorescence pulse formation.
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Figure 6.11: Fluorescence pulse formation. Reprinted with permission from [111],
OSA Publishing.

two dierent sequences of two pulses. In the rst sequence, the two pulses are 1 ns
long and separated in time by 2.9 ns. In the second sequence the pulses are longer,
they last 1.9 ns, and are separated by 3.6 ns. The sequences of laser pulses are also
shown. Laser pulses appear longer than the specied 150 ps, but this is due to the
limitation of the photodiode bandwidth.

Their position is unaected and we see

that their delays correspond to delay and duration of pulses in the sequences.
By switching the uorescence o with the STED pulse, we really do deplete the
excited state by stimulated emission, we do not excite the molecules into the so-called
dark states or bleach them. We can see this from the fact that the uorophores are
instantly re-excited at the arrival of the second excitation pulse, which would not
be the case if they had been bleached.
In Fig. 6.12(e) we show the upgrade of the setup shown in Fig. 5.2 on page
51. The newly inserted beamsplitter B1 splits both beams in 50:50 ratio. The new
mirrors M5 and M6 can be moved (along the arrow) to control the delay between the
two uorescence pulses by increasing the optical path of one pair of the excitation and
STED pulses. Beamsplitter BS2 combines the beams back into the common optical
path, but in the process half of the light is lost. Note that both uorescence pulses
within the sequence are of the same length, as the STED pulse delay is controlled
in the part of the optical path before the beams are split, with the position of the
coupler C2.
By inserting one set of beamsplitters and mirrors in the optical path of each
beam (before the dichroic mirror D1), we would be able to create a sequence of two
pulses of dierent durations, since the STED pulse delay could be set independently
of the excitation pulse delay. Had we inserted more sets of beamsplitters and mirrors
into the setup, we would be able to create sequences of several pulses of dierent
durations and delays. For this we would need a more powerful laser, as a lot of light
would be lost during this splitting.
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Figure 6.12: Fluorescence pulse sequence formation. The measured signals include
the detector response. Adapted with permission from [111], OSA Publishing.

6.1.8 Conclusions on STED in bulk samples
In this experiment we characterized our LC system of Nile Red doped 8CB in terms
of its interaction with light. We have shown Nile Red to have an anisotropic uorescence absorption and emission that depend on the LC order in the sample. We
optimized the system in terms of STED wavelength, STED pulse delay, and power
of both beams, to achieve the most ecient uorescence depletion.
We have found that due to the molecular reorientation dynamics STED eect
is polarization and temperature dependent. Depletion is most ecient in the SmA
phase, when the STED beam is aligned parallel to the director and least ecient
when aligned perpendicular to the director, also in the smectic A phase.
We used STED also to produce uorescence pulses.

By delaying the STED

beam, we were able to set pulse duration to a selected value within the uorescence
lifetime.

By further upgrade of the optical setup even pulse sequences of desired

pulse duration and spacing were possible.
We have shown that by using the STED principle, we can achieve ecient control
of light by light on the sub-nanosecond timescale, either in the form of switching
the light on and o completely, or by creating uorescence pulses and sequences of
pulses. These results were published in [111].
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6.2 STED in a LC microresonator
After the studies of STED in liquid crystals in general, where we conrmed that
STED can indeed be used for ecient all-optical control of light, we studied its
eect in a LC droplet.

6.2.1 STED in a self-standing droplet
First we did some preliminary experiments of the STED eect in droplets, dispersed
in a 2 % lecithin solution in glycerol. Figure 6.13 shows spectra of non-depleted and
depleted states in a 20

µm

droplet. In a droplet, shown in Fig.6.13(a), both laser

beams were focused to a spot, marked by X, and the spectra were collected through
a pinhole, marked by a red ellipse.

In this measurement we achieved substantial

switching-o of the WGMs and uorescence in the droplet, depletion
the WGMs was more than 0.85 -

ξ

(1 − ξ)

for

here represents the ratio between depleted and

non-depleted uorescence.
Next, we wished to couple the light in and out of the droplet through waveguides,
for this optical switch to really be useful as a photonic micro-device integrated into
a photonic circuit. We decided to use polymeric 3D-printed tapered optical bers.
Due to a long process of fabrication we wanted the bers to be reusable, so we
wanted to use less viscous environment that wouldn't damage the waveguides at
subtraction. We tried water and water-glycerol mixtures, with the addition of SDS
for homeotropic anchoring.
In a less viscous environment the droplet uctuates a lot. A laser beam (especially the STED beam), illuminating the droplet, also acts as the optical tweezers,
and pushes it out of the focus. Therefore, the droplet had to be additionally xed.
First we were thinking of producing two waveguides, one to couple light in, at
one side of the droplet, and another one to couple light out, at the other side, and
keeping the droplet in place by a micropipette through which it had been inated. In

Figure 6.13: STED in a LC droplet in a 2 % solution of lecithin in glycerol. (a) Image
of the droplet, scale bar 10

µm.

Excitation and STED beam illuminate the droplet

at the X-marked position, spectra are collected through the pinhole at the opposite
droplet edge, marked by a red ellipse.

(b) Spectra of WGMs on a uorescence

background with the STED beam o (red) and on (black). STED attenuates the
WGMs for approx. a factor of 7.
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this case, the droplet would actually remain in contact with the LC reservoir in the
needle. Ination through a micropipette is regulated by changing the air pressure
in the tube. After a droplet has been inated, but is still xed to the micropipette,
some pressure must still be applied to counter the surface tension.

We were not

able to stabilize this pressure precisely enough for the droplet to remain of the same
size, it was all the time growing or diminishing at least slightly.

And in case of

the WGMs, even minimal size changes cause the spectra to change considerably, so
this solution was dismissed as inadequate. Instead, we decided to keep the droplet
steady by positioning it in between four equal waveguides. In our experiments we
used one pair of pillars as actual waveguides, and the other two just as barriers, but
they could just as well be used as an additional optical switch.

6.2.2 Waveguide geometry
To print the pillars, acting as tapered optical bers, we used the technique of twophoton photo-polymerization. The substrate with the micro-pillars was mounted on
the microscope and covered with the medium. A microresonator was realized in the
form of a LC droplet, injected into the medium with a micropipette (as shown in
Fig. 5.6 on page 56). Light was coupled into the waveguides through the microscope
objective. After passing to the thiner part of the ber, the light was coupled inside
the microresonator by the means of the evanescent eld.

Excitation light caused

uorescence inside the microresonator. Due to entrapment of light into a spherical
resonator, whispering gallery mode resonances appeared. The light that got coupled
into the opposite optical ber, was taken to the detectors and analyzed.
Waveguides that we used, had a shape of a cone, nished with a narrow cylin-

Figure 6.14: Schematic representation of waveguide geometries. (a) Tapered ber
design.

θ

is the cone angle,

2R0

is the base diameter.

(b-f ) Schematic images of

waveguide geometries as designed for printing. Angle θ and base diameter 2R0
◦
◦
corresponding to each structure are: 2.7 and 5 µm in (b), 3.5 and 6 µm in (c),
◦
◦
◦
5.5 and 8 µm in (d), 7 and 10 µm in (e), and 9 and 12 µm in (f ).
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drical shape at the top. At the bottom they had to be wide enough to accept as
much light as possible. The conical shape was used to gradually make the waveguide
thinner, increasing the energy density of light inside. In the cylindrical part of the
waveguide the droplet came in contact with the waveguide surface and light was
coupled inside. The cone angle had to be appropriate to enable most of the light
to stay trapped by total internal reection. The hight of the structure was xed to
45

µm.

We printed ve dierent geometries of the waveguides, with the cone angle
◦
◦
varying from 2.7 to 9 , and base diameter changing respectively from 5 to 12 µm,
as shown in Fig. 6.14. The upper, cylindrical, part of the waveguides was the same
in all cases, its diameter was 2

µm.

We characterized coupling of light into such

bers by checking the transmission of light through the ber and leaking from the
bers.
Figure 6.15 shows how the light gets transmitted through the waveguides. The
rst row (i) shows dierent sets of four waveguides imaged with the microscope
objective, focused to the base of the pillars. Through this objective the laser light
is coupled into the waveguides. In the second row (ii) we show the light that gets
transmitted through the waveguides. The microscope objective, coupling the laser
light into the waveguides stays focused to the base of the pillars, whereas the objective on the transmission port, collecting transmitted light, is focused to the top

Figure 6.15: Light transmission through the dierent conical waveguides, with geometries corresponding to the ones depicted in Fig. 6.14. (i) Microscope objective is
focused at the base (marked with A in Fig. 6.14(a)). This objective is later used to
focus laser light to the sample. In row (ii) we show light, transmitted through one
of the waveguides. The light is collected through an objective at the transmission
port, focused at the position C, as marked in Fig.

6.14(a).

The bigger the cone

angle, the less light gets transmitted. Row (iii) shows transmitted laser light at the
height of the top of the waveguide when the beam passes only through air. Scale
bar 20

µm.
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of the waveguides.
a waveguide.

In the third row (iii) we show transmitted light that misses

It only passes glass substrate and air, and is collected through the

objective on the transmission port, focused to the top of the pillars.
We can see in row (ii) that the intensity of the transmitted light drastically
decreases when we use waveguides of bigger radii and cone angles. By taking the
intensity in (a) as a reference, we can estimate from the image brightness that the
transmitted light intensity drops to approximately 0.9 in (b) , 0.8 in (c), 0.6 in (d)
and 0.5 in (e). This is because for bigger cone angles the light will experience a lesser
number of total internal reections. Because of the conical shape of the waveguide,
each subsequent reection happens at a smaller angle. The bigger the cone angle is,
the sooner the reection angle will decrease under the critical angle for total internal
reection and a notable amount of light will get transmitted out of the waveguide
instead of being reected at the surface.
Figure 6.16 shows lambda-plate images of the dierent waveguides at dierent
heights. The outside medium was air. Waveguides were illuminated by polarized
white light from below. Transmitted light was collected with an objective above the
pillars, from where it passed a lambda-plate and an analyzer.

The upper row (i)

shows the waveguides imaged at the top (position C as marked in Fig. 6.14(a)), in
the second row (ii) the waveguides are imaged at the position of the transition from
the conical to cylindrical part (position B denoted in Fig. 6.14(a)) and in the third
row (iii), they are pictured at the base (position A denoted in Fig. 6.14(a)), where
the diameter is dierent for dierent ber geometries.

Figure 6.16:

Lambda-plate images showing leaking of light from the polymeric

waveguides of the ve dierent geometries depicted in Fig.

6.14.

(i) Transmit-

ted light at the top of the waveguides. (ii) Images of the junction of the conical and
cylindrical part. The larger the conical angle, the more light can be seen leaking
from the waveguide. (iii) Base of the pillar, where light enters the waveguide. Scale
bar 10

µm.
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In the second row (ii), where the focus of the image lies at the kink, where the
leaking is most prominent, we can see increase of the leaking light in dependence of
the conical angle, changing from (a) to (e). We can also see that the leaking light is
retarded and therefore seen as blue or yellow. This is due to the Brewster condition,
met by the TM component of EM eld at the surface of the waveguide.

Light,

transmitted at the photoresist/air interface is partly polarized. At Brewster angle
all of the TM polarization is transmitted, whereas only a part of the TE polarization
gets through. This means that after leaking out of the ber the light is not anymore
polarized in the direction of the polarizer. The angle between input polarization and
the polarization of the transmitted light depends on the ratio of transmitted TE and
TM polarization, which changes around the circumference of the ber, as also the
ratio of the incoming TE and TM polarizations changes. Because the light coming
to the lambda plate is at some angle regarding the input polarizer, the 2π retarded
green light is now transmitted through the analyzer and the less or more (depending
on the polarization angle) retarded red or blue light is suppressed, causing blue or
yellow areas in the images.
From the Figures 6.15 and 6.16 it is obvious that the waveguide with the smallest
cone angle is the best for coupling light inside with our objective. That is why in
◦
further experiments we used only waveguides with 2.7 cone angle and 5 µm base
diameter.
Next we wanted to study the coupling of light from the waveguide to the LC
droplet, when the two come into contact. Figure 6.17 shows approaching of the LC
droplet towards the spot where the excitation beam is positioned. Location of the
beam is marked with a white dot. In (a)-(e) there is no waveguide present at the
position of the dot, the beam only travels through the medium, whereas in (f )-(j)
the beam is coupled into a waveguide in a marked position.
The droplet with a diameter of 23

µm

is attached to a micropippete and moved

around with a micromanipulator. In both cases, with and without the waveguide,
we can observe appearance of some uorescence even when the droplet is far away
from the beam location. The beam has a Gaussian shape and even several microns
away from the center there is still enough intensity to excite weak uorescence.

Figure 6.17: Droplet, xed on a micropipette, is approaching the excitation beam,
once shining directly through the medium (a-e), the other time through the waveguide (f-j). Scale bar 20

µm.
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The biggest dierence between the two cases can be seen when we observe how the
emission changes when droplet is moved one nal step: from (d) to (e) and from (i)
to (j), where the droplet is moved less than a micrometer. From (d) to (e) there is
almost no change in the uorescence brightness. The integrated intensity increases
for a factor of 1.1.

This is to be expected as the droplet moves insignicantly

with respect to the beam dimensions.

In the case of the waveguide however, the

move from (i) to (j) results in a big increase of uorescence intensity, the integrated
intensity jumps for a factor of 2.2. The small move causes the droplet to come close
enough to the waveguide for light to get eciently coupled.

Whispering gallery

modes are formed inside the droplet, exciting mostly the molecules at the out-ofplane perimeter.
One might wonder why there is signicant uorescence emission present already
in the (i) case. The coupling from the objective to the waveguide is not optimal,
some of the light misses the waveguide already at the glass/waveguide interface. Here
we have to stress that we use the same objective for imaging and for focusing the
excitation beam. Therefore, if we want the droplet to be in the focus, the laser beam
will be focused in the same plane, while for optimal coupling into the waveguide it
should be focused at the glass/waveguide interface. Due to this improper focusing,
the excitation beam covers a larger area at the glass surface and a lot more light
misses the waveguide as in the case of optimal focusing.

Also some of the light

leaks out from the waveguide. All the light, traveling through the medium instead
of the waveguide, excites the uorescence when it illuminates the droplet, causing
uorescence even when there is no coupling to the waveguide.

6.2.3 Light inside the optical switch
In the optical switch that we built, schematically shown in Fig. 5.6 on page 56, we
have three contributions to the total light eld with dierent positional, temporal
and spectral properties: excitation pulse, STED pulse and uorescence. An excitation pulse is sent into the droplet via an optical ber. It lasts 150 ps. In a LC
material with a refractive index of roughly 1.57 the light within one pulse therefore
illuminates a region of approximately 3 cm in length, provided it travels through the
material in a straight line. In a bulk LC sample this means that a certain spot along
the optical path is being illuminated for 150 ps and the integrated intensity that
illuminates this spot corresponds to the integrated pulse intensity. In the LC droplet
however, the light circles the perimeter and gets trapped inside the microresonator.
Not all the light gets coupled from the waveguide into the droplet, but the one that
does, illuminates a certain point in the droplet a great number of times. Had the
light only been present for the duration of the pulse, it would at the same time illuminate the same spot in the droplet for

N -times, where N = 3

cm/(2π10 µm)

∼
= 500.

In this case the integrated intensity that illuminated this spot throughout the pulse
duration would equal to

N -times

the integrated intensity of the coupled-in portion

of the pulse. However, the light of the excitation pulse, for which the resonance condition is fullled, stays trapped inside the microresonator and keeps circling around.
All the time it excites the uorescence molecules it encounters.
As the STED pulse has the same duration as the excitation pulse, its traveling
through the microresonator is similar. While circling around the droplet circumference it de-excites the uorophores it nds in the excited state. However, because
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the depleted molecules can be instantly re-excited by the still-circulating excitation
light, the STED eciency is decreased.
Fluorescence emission is the contribution we measured and analyzed. The excited
molecules emit uorescence in all directions. The emission, coming to the droplet
surface at a big enough angle will get reected and stay trapped if the resonant
condition is valid.

While the uorescent light circles around the droplet, it also

excites the uorescent molecules, as well as cause stimulated emission, resulting in
WGM resonances. Most of the trapped light will not leak out and be coupled to the
optical waveguide, leading to the detectors. That is why we need very big intensities
inside the microresonator, to see at least some uorescence and WGM signal at the
spectrometer, and this in turn causes very fast bleaching of the dye within droplets.
We have not been able to achieve enough output power to observe the behavior
in time domain, where we would measure only uorescence triggered by a certain
excitation pulse.
One important dierence that comes to mind when comparing the cases of a
bulk LC sample and the LC microresonator is that in the rst one, the stimulated
emission, which STED beam triggers, is spatially separated from the uorescence
light we examine.

The STED beam travels through the sample, taking the stim-

ulated emission photons with it, while the uorescence photons we are interested
in, get emitted in all directions, and we can analyze only those, emitted in the
opposite direction. In the other case, in a LC microresonator, the excitation pulse,
STED pulse, and the stimulated emission it causes, move in the same direction. The
uorescence and WGMs we are interested in, should be present in all planes and
directions of the microresonator, as the uorescence is emitted in all directions. The
plane in which the excitation beam is circling, will of course have a much brighter
uorescence contributions as all the other planes, as most of the excited molecules
lie in this plane to begin with.

However, no direction of uorescence within this

plane is preferred.
When we detect the signal, coupled into a waveguide on the opposite side of the
microresonator as the input waveguide, we are only able to separate uorescence
signal from the laser pulses and STED induced stimulated emission spectrally, with
a uorescence lter.

Had we detected the signal from the input waveguide, the

uorescence would be spatially separated from the laser pulses and STED-caused
stimulated emission.

However, there would be so much more background uores-

cence signal coming to the objective directly from the droplet, instead of through
coupling back into the input waveguide, that we still chose the opposite waveguide
as the output port.

6.2.4 Wavelength dependence
The light that gets coupled into the microresonator, eectively dies out if its wavelength is not resonant, and gets amplied and long-lived when the wavelength is
resonant. This means that after some turns around the microresonator, the whispering gallery mode resonances will appear in the excitation beam, in the STED
beam and in the uorescence spectra. The rst consequence of this fact is the prolonged eect the pulses have, compared to the eect in the bulk sample. The second
one is a specic step-wise wavelength dependence of the STED eect.
We measured how the STED eciency depends on the spectral width of the
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STED beam.

Increasing the spectral width of the STED beam directly increases

the energy within a pulse. As was shown in Fig. 6.6 on page 69, STED eciency
improves with increasing power of the STED beam. That is why we expect eciency
improvement also in the case of increased spectral width. The intensity in the STED
beam does not necessarily increase linearly with the spectral width. This depends
on the spectral properties of the white laser source. In our experiment, the energy
did depend approximately linearly on the pulse width.
In Fig. 6.18 we show how STED spectra of three dierent widths aect the
measured uorescence and WGM signal.

The excitation intensity was the same

in every case. The detected spectra, depleted (red) and non-depleted (green), are
normalized to the maximum value of the non-depleted spectrum. Fluorescence and
WGMs are depleted more and more as the spectral width of the STED beam is
increased from 3.6 nm in (a), to 6.5 nm in (b) and 14.0 nm in (c). The insets show
the STED beam spectra (blue), and WGMs, extrapolated from the uorescence
region (red). In case (a), only one WGM gets coupled to the microresonator, in (b)
roughly two WGMs lye within the STED spectral width, and in (c) ve WGMs get
trapped inside the droplet. The depletion

(1 − ξ)

of the WGMs goes from less than

0.5 in (a), to 0.7 in (b), and to 0.8 in (c).
After coupling the STED light into the microresonator, we expect the intensity
to exhibit step-wise dependency on the spectral width. After the WGM resonances
appear, they contain the majority of the light intensity inside the resonator.

So

when the spectral width increases to enable another WGM to resonate inside the
cavity, there should be a jump in the overall STED intensity inside the droplet. This
should also result in a jump in uorescence depletion.
Figure 6.19 shows the dependence of STED eect on the spectral width of the
STED beam. We can indeed see a great rise in STED eciency when the width is
increased:

ξ

ratio between non-depleted and depleted uorescence decreases, mean-

ing that depletion (1

− ξ)

increases. Indeed, the altogether behavior seems similar

as in bulk samples (see Fig. 6.7(b) on page 70). The exponential decrease can be
attributed to the increasing STED beam power, changing practically linearly with
increasing spectral width. As expected, in the

ξ

data we can also see some steps

stacked on the exponential power dependence. To make them more evident, on the
right axis we show how the number of WGMs within the STED spectrum changes
and the background areas are shaded correspondingly. Since the step-wise dependence is not so evident and exponential decrease seems to prevail, we can conclude
that also the part of the STED spectrum not coupling to the WGMs plays a big
role in depleting the uorescence and the WGMs in the uorescence part of the
spectrum.
Next step in the study of STED in a microresonator would be measurements in
time domain. They would enable us to get a better understanding of processes on a
temporal scale and to compare them to the results in the LC bulk. Unfortunately,
the signal, coupled from the droplet to the waveguide, and then to the detector
through the microscope setup was to low to be measured. In an extreme case, where
the excitation beam was increased to the maximum intensity and the waveguide
geometry was further changed to provide better coupling, we were able to glimpse
the signal for a moment, but then the bleaching was so severe that the droplet almost
instantly turned dark. The time domain measurements therefore stayed a challenge
for the future, as they were not possible without a serious upgrade of the setup.
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Figure 6.18:

Switching o the WGMs in a microresonator by a STED beam of

dierent spectral widths.

(a) Non-depleted and depleted uorescence when the

STED beam spectral width was 3.5 nm as shown in the inset.

Red lines in the

inset show WGMs, extrapolated from the uorescence region. (b) Non-depleted and
depleted uorescence when the STED beam spectral width was 6.5 nm. (c) Nondepleted and depleted uorescence when the STED beam spectral width was 14.0
nm.
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Figure 6.19: STED eect dependence on the spectral width of the STED beam.
Ratio

ξ

of the depleted and non-depleted highest WGM peak in dependence on

the STED spectral width. Shaded areas correspond to the graph on the right axis,
showing the number of WGMs that couple to the microresonator from the STED
beam.

6.2.5 Conclusions on STED in microresonators
By building a complex optical setup, combining it with several elaborate methods,
and making use of advanced photonic principles, we were successful in assembling
an optical switch in a liquid crystal droplet. It consisted of a LC microresonator,
stabilized by four polymeric waveguides, through which two laser beams were coupled into the droplet. The excitation beam would excite the uorophoric molecules,
which would result in uorescence and WGM resonances in the cavity. For switching the WGMs o, STED beam was used. It would deplet the excited states and
therefore inhibit spontaneous emission, switching o the signal in the uorescence
spectral region.
We showed that STED can eciently deplete WGMs in a self-standing droplet
in a viscous environment.

Then we optimized the geometry of the waveguides,

through which we coupled the light in and out of the resonator. We studied how
STED eciency depends on the spectral width of the STED beam and found that
the more WGMs get formed in the droplet by the STED beam, the better they
deplete the WGMs in the uorescence spectral region.
With the microresonator acting as an optical switch we have added another item
to the plethora of soft matter photonic micro-devices. Though still to be worked on,
and with plenty of room for improvement, we have shown that in principle it indeed
does work as devised, switching o the WGMs in a microresonator.
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Chapter 7
Ferromagnetic nematic droplets results
The discovery of ferromagnetic nematic liquid crystals in 2013 [31] attracted a lot
of attention in the liquid crystal community. Research of several dierent aspects
of this material followed, mostly studying the LC conned to a cell [5057, 119].
In our laboratory we have had a history of studying LC dispersions in an immiscible uid. The most commonly studied spherical droplets were shown to act as
microresonators and lasers, tunable by dierent outside parameters: temperature
[7], external electric eld [6], surfactant concentration [10], etc.
This Chapter presents the results on magneto-responsive microlasers made from
a ferromagnetic nematic LC. These results have previously been published in [112].
The Chapter is divided in two sections.

The rst one presents elastic distortions

that appear in a ferromagnetic nematic droplet in a glycerol/lecithin matrix due to
magnetic eld. In the second section we report on results regarding lasing in such
droplets, and how that can be tuned by applying an external magnetic eld.

7.1 Observation of elastic distortions due to magnetic eld
When ferromagnetic nematic droplets are produced by manual mixing of the LC into
the glycerol matrix, they are completely spherical and have a radial conguration
with a topological defect in the center.
particles - aggregates of nanoplatelets.

In most of them we can observe some

These are preferentially positioned in the

droplet center, in the region of weaker LC ordering, although they can also appear
anywhere else in the droplet. The aggregates are greatly reduced in number if the
LC sample is put into the centrifuge prior to use.

Figure 7.1 shows droplets of

various sizes containing aggregates. Cases like the ones shown in panels (f ) and (h)
can be avoided with the use of a centrifuge prior to droplet production. Therefore,
the centrifuge was added into the droplet production protocol.
For experiments we chose droplets that were slightly bigger than 20

µm

and

contained as little aggregates as possible. We rst tested them in horizontal magnetic
eld, i. e. magnetic eld in the image plane.

Figure 7.2 shows a series of images

taken under crossed polarizers while the droplet was being exposed to the magnetic
eld in the image plane, increasing from 20 to 100 mT. Magnetic eld direction is
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Figure 7.1: Ferromagnetic nematic droplets containing dierent aggregates, imaged
under crossed polarizers. (a) A large droplet (46

µm)

containing only a few small

aggregates. (b) A small droplet in a vertical magnetic eld, aggregates can be observed at the droplet edge. (c) An aggregate in the center of the droplet extends to
the right. (d) Even in small droplets we can see elastic distortions due to horizontal magnetic eld.

(e) An unusual thread-like aggregate, only observable in large

droplets. (f ) A droplet containing a grain of dye. (g) A droplet in the vertical magnetic eld, containing several aggregates. (h) A droplet in the horizontal magnetic
eld, containing several aggregates. Scale bar 20

µm.

marked in panel (a). Corresponding lambda-plate images are also shown.
Four dark brushes suggest that the droplet has a radial director conguration
with a topological defect in the center.

Each of the brushes is perpendicular to

the droplet edge. It starts at the droplet surface and continues towards the droplet
center where a radial hedgehog is formed.
Already at the 20 mT, which is the smallest horizontal eld we could apply, we
can see that the director eld in the droplet is slightly distorted. The four brushes
do not appear the same. The ones lying in the direction of the magnetic eld go
further towards the center and are wider as they approach it than the perpendicular
two. As the magnetic eld is increased, we can see that the area around the center
becomes darker, while two bright lobes appear half-way to the left and right to the
center (the left lobe is marked by a white arrow). The horizontal dark brushes get
thinner at positions of the lobes.
We can see a thread-like formation at the center of the droplet. In a radial droplet
there are three possible realizations of a topological defect. It can be formed in the
shape of a point, a ring, or a short string in the so-called split core conguration
[120]. Nanoparticle aggregates tend to populate the disordered regions of the defects
[121, 122]. The aggregate in the center of the droplet in Fig. 7.2 could be a thread
of nanoparticles, sitting in the split-core defect, or a projection of a small ring or a
disk-like cluster od nanoparticles, oriented with a normal parallel to the magnetic
eld.
In lambda-plate images we can see blue and yellow areas near the center. These
tell us something about the orientation of the molecules around the nanoparticle
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Figure 7.2: A ferromagnetic nematic droplet in an increasing horizontal magnetic
eld (in the plane of the sample).

Magnetic eld direction depicted in (a).

As

the eld increases, a bright lobe, denoted by white arrows, appears and becomes
more noticeable. In lambda-plate images the blue- and yellow-colored areas become
larger and more intense, which suggests that the LC indeed reorients when exposed
to magnetic eld.

Scale bar 20

µm.

Adapted with permission from [112], OSA

Publishing.

aggregate. In droplets of these dimensions, it is hard to say what color corresponds
to which orientation, as we cannot be sure of the order of retardation. But we can
say that in all yellow areas near the center, the orientation is the same, and in the
blue areas the molecules are perpendicular to the ones in yellow areas. As we go
further away from the center we can see brighter yellow and blue colors.

This is

probably a lower order of retardation as the droplet dimension is smaller here, and
the colors correspond to dierent orientations as close to the center.
We can see that by increasing the magnetic eld, the colored areas become larger
and more intense. We can also observe the shape and location of these areas - they
◦
are not oriented at 45 , as one would expect for a radial droplet. Instead, near the
center they lie along the vertical brushes, and at the position of the lobes, they
appear as intrusions into the horizontal ones.
Figure 7.3 shows elastic distortions in a ferromagnetic nematic droplet when the
magnetic eld direction is perpendicular to the image plane. A series of images taken
in cross-polarized microscopy technique and corresponding lambda-plate images are
shown for magnetic eld increase from 20 to 100 mT.
At a small magnetic eld of 20 mT we can see four dark brushes emerging
from the center, conrming a radial droplet structure, as well as a series of colored
concentric circles looking like a kind of interference pattern that we don't observe
in droplets at zero eld.

Strangely enough we can see that the structure is not

entirely rotationally symmetric, although the magnetic eld direction doesn't imply
any symmetry breaking as in the case of the horizontal eld. We can see that at the
half-way to the center the left and right brushes are much brighter than the top and
bottom ones. As the magnetic eld increases, the colored circles move away from
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Figure 7.3: A ferromagnetic nematic droplet in an increasing vertical magnetic eld
(out of the image plane).

Magnetic eld direction depicted in (a).

As the eld

increases, concentric circles widen towards the droplet edge. In lambda-plate images
we can see that the remaining areas in the center are uniform in color. Scale bar 20

µm.

Adapted with permission from [112], OSA Publishing.

the center, leaving large areas of uniform colors in the central part. The lambdaplate images indicate that in this area the two-dimensional projection of the director
points in the radial direction.
The observed changes due to increasing magnetic eld denitely show that the
LC director reorients when exposed to it. However, it is impossible to deduce the
exact director eld congurations without proper numerical simulations.
During observations of the system we came across some interesting droplet congurations and their behavior in the magnetic eld. They were avoided in further
lasing experiments, but we mention them here as they might aid in understanding
the director congurations in distorted droplets. Already in Fig. 7.2 we have seen a
thread-like aggregate in the center and guessed about its true conguration. Figure
7.4 shows a droplet with a disk-like aggregate in the center.

We proved this by

changing the magnetic eld direction from vertical to horizontal, causing the aggregate to turn. Seeing it from two sides convinced us about the disk-like shape of
the nanoparticle cluster. As changing the magnetic eld orientation from vertical to
horizontal required a manual removal of one magnet and replacing it with two other
magnets, usually the sample got moved in the process, disabling us to study the
same droplet in both congurations. If we did manage to locate the same droplet
after the eld direction change (as in this case), still we were only able to see the
states before and after the eld direction change, and not the intermediate states. In
the image we can see that the concentric circles actually appear due to the magnetic
eld, as they are not present in zero eld in (a). Panels (b) and (c) show the droplet
in a vertical magnetic eld and in panels (d) and (e) the same droplet is shown in
the horizontal eld. The central aggregate has turned and is now surrounded with
a dark ellipse, the two bright lobes that have previously been mentioned at Fig. 7.2
can also be seen and are in fact much more pronounced here, although the eld only
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Figure 7.4: A ferromagnetic nematic droplet, containing a big disc-shaped aggregate
of nanoparticles. The disc orients with a normal parallel to the magnetic eld. Before
this measurement, the droplet has already been exposed to the vertical magnetic
eld, therefore the disc lies in the plane of the image also at zero eld in (a). (b,c)
Disc is oriented in-plane, we can see elastic distortions characteristic for vertical
eld (concentric circles). (d,e) When horizontal eld is applied, the disc turns outof-plane. Elastic distortions in this droplet seem fairly strong. Scale bar 20

µm.

reaches 20 mT. This shows that although all droplets react to magnetic eld in a
similar way, their responses may vary in intensity due to local nanoparticle concentration, number and size of aggregates, dye concentration, the time the droplet has
spent in the surrounding medium, etc.
The next interesting thing is that in some bigger droplets in horizontal eld
we found really large thread-like aggregates, reaching practically across the whole
droplet.

When we changed the eld direction, the aggregates turned out to be

rings of nanoparticles, aligning with their plane perpendicularly to magnetic eld,
as shown in Fig. 7.5. In these droplets the topological defect was in the shape of a
loop [123], along which the nanoparticle aggregates positioned.
Throughout the experiment a constant horizontal magnetic eld of 15 mT was applied. The magnet for vertical eld application had to approach the sample slightly
from the front side, it could not be left in its rails while the magnets for horizontal
eld application were mounted. That is why we see the ring normal also pointing
a little o the left-right vertical plane.

Also, the values of the vertical magnetic

eld were not measured, as we were mainly interested in the qualitative description
of the behavior.

Panel (e) is darker than the rest, as the illuminating light was

partly blocked by the approaching magnet. When we repeated the experiment with

Figure 7.5: A ferromagnetic nematic droplet, containing a ring-shaped aggregate of
nanoparticles. (a) In horizontal magnetic eld the ring is oriented out-of-plane, only
its projection can be seen. (b-e) When a vertical component of the magnetic eld
is added, the ring starts to turn and becomes visible. Scale bar 20
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Figure 7.6: A turning ferromagnetic nematic droplet in a rotating magnetic eld.
Lambda-plate images show the droplet in a horizontal magnetic eld, rotating
around the droplet center (depicted in white). Aggregates can be observed at the
spots, marked by black arrows, and they seem to be rotating with the magnetic
eld. This talks in favor of the whole droplet actually turning in the presence of the
external magnetic eld. Scale bar 20

µm.

a horizontal magnetic eld set to 100 mT, the ring did not turn. Apparently the
horizontal component of the magnetic eld was too strong in comparison with the
vertical one.
While for the whole time we were talking about the aggregates turning around to
orient appropriately to the magnetic eld, in some experiments it seems like actually
the droplet as a whole turns around to follow the magnetic eld direction change.
This is exceptionally noticeable in droplets containing a large number of small aggregates located all around. Fig. 7.6 shows a droplet with distributed aggregates,
as it is exposed to a magnetic eld, rotating in the image plane. To perform the
experiment, the sample was put in a center of a plexiglas holder brought from India
by prof. Dhara.

At a certain distance from the center there was a carved trench

going all around the sample, where a magnet could be positioned and moved along,
providing a magnetic eld of a constant value but with a variable direction in the
image plane. In the image, the white arrows represent the magnetic eld, while the
black ones point to aggregates that can be seen to rotate with the magnetic eld
direction. The aggregate in the center also turns when the magnetic eld is rotated.
We also found droplets with an aggregate of nanoparticles in the center, which
moved away from the center when the horizontal magnetic eld was applied, as
shown in Fig. 7.7. It translated along the magnetic eld direction and moved further
away when the eld was increased.

Upon turning the eld around, the central

Figure 7.7: A droplet with a movable central defect. The cross-polarized microscopy
images show how a nanoparticle aggregate from the droplet center moves along the
magnetic eld direction, when exposed to it.

When the magnetic eld direction

changes, the aggregate follows it and moves in the opposite direction. Scale bar 20

µm.
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aggregate also followed and moved in the opposite direction. This experiment was
performed on the old setup, where the magnetic eld was applied by approaching
with a magnet on a stick. At high magnetic eld values, the eld direction was not
really in the image plane, which is seen here in panels (c) and (e) as the aggregate
is pulled out of the image plane when following the magnetic eld direction.

7.2 Magnetic eld tuning of WGM lasing
The optical observations we presented in the previous section clearly showed that the
director eld of a ferromagnetic nematic droplet is heavily inuenced by an external
magnetic eld. Although we do not know the actual congurations the director eld
passes, we can see that it changes a lot while the magnetic eld increases.
We expected the droplets to behave as optical microresonators supporting whispering gallery mode lasing. WGM resonances are extremely sensible to small changes
in refractive indices, and the elastic deformations of the director cause exactly that
- changes in eective refractive index due to molecular reorientations.

Therefore,

the observed elastic distortions should be accompanied by changes in the WGM
lasing spectra. We studied whether we can indeed observe WGM lasing from the
dye-doped ferromagnetic nematic LC droplets and if it will respond to magnetic
eld by exhibiting changes of the emission spectrum.
To check for lasing behavior in a droplet, we illuminated it at its edge by 1
ns pulses from the Q-switched laser with a wavelength of 532 nm.

Spectrum of

the emitted light was measured over the whole area as a function of the excitation
energy. The results are shown in Figs. 7.8 and 7.9.
In Fig. 7.8 panel (a) presents an optical micrograph of an illuminated droplet
edge and the emission pattern, when the power of the excitation pulses is low. The
inset shows the whole droplet while being illuminated at its bottom edge. We see
the uorescence emission, but no speckle pattern characteristic for lasing can be
observed, meaning the system is below lasing threshold. The emitted light intensity
has a maximum intensity at the position of the WGM resonances, but is smooth
across the droplet, which is typical for an incoherent light source. This is reected
also in the spectrum, shown in panel (b), with the WGM resonances clearly visible
above the uorescence background, but not yet sharp as in the case of lasing.
Panels (c) and (d) show, how the emission is changed, when the droplet is illuminated with a high power pulse.

In the micrograph we can observe a speckle

pattern, characteristic for coherent emitted light, and in the spectrum we can now
see a set of high-intensity narrow lines at the WGM positions. These talk in favor
of the system being above the lasing threshold.
We show further evidence in favor of lasing in Fig. 7.9(a), where the intensity of
a WGM peak is shown as a function of the excitation pulse intensity. A two-slope
curve, typical for lasing, can clearly be distinguished, with a lasing threshold being
reached approximately at an input energy of 170 nJ. This is the threshold energy for
a particular WGM at a 1 ns pulse, focused to a few micron area at the droplet edge.
Additionally, in the inset we show how the linewidth of this peak changes with the
input energy. A reduction of the linewidth can be observed at

∼170

nJ, which is

again characteristic for lasing. Panels (b) and (c) present typical WGM line below
and above the lasing threshold, respectively. From the line-widths one can assess
the Q-factor under and above the lasing threshold. By passing the threshold, the Q
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Figure 7.8: WGM resonances and lasing from a typical Nile Red dyed ferromagnetic
nematic droplet. (a) Microscope image of the emission pattern at the droplet edge
(whole droplet in the inset) below the threshold for lasing.

(b) Typical WGM

resonance spectrum below the lasing threshold. (c) Microscope image of the emission
pattern at the droplet edge in the lasing regime. Red speckle pattern, characteristic
for coherent light, is marked by an arrow. (d) Typical WGM lasing spectrum above
the lasing threshold. The linewidth is reduced compared to the WGM resonances
shown in (b). Adapted with permission from [112], OSA Publishing.

factor increases from

∼ 4500

to

∼ 9000.

In the case of ferromagnetic nematic droplets the threshold energy is higher that
in droplets of ordinary nematics. This is because a lot of light gets absorbed in the
magnetic nanoplatelets, and at the same time a low dye concentration has to be
maintained, not to cause nanoparticle sedimentation.
After we conrmed lasing in ferromagnetic nematic droplets, we studied the
eect of external magnetic eld on the lasing characteristics.

When a droplet is

illuminated on a spot-like area at the edge, the WGMs are excited mostly in a
certain plane. In our studies the magnetic eld was applied either in-plane of the
WGM circulation or out-of-plane, perpendicularly to the WGM circulation.
Before starting each measurement, we optimized the pump laser power for the
current droplet.

We had to nd an appropriate laser power for the system to be

above the lasing threshold and at the same time the power had to be low enough
not to burn the droplet due to high absorption in the nanoplatelets.
Measurements for the in-plane conguration of the magnetic eld are represented
in Fig. 7.10. Panels (a), (b) and (c) show three dierent experimental realizations
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Figure 7.9: WGM lasing threshold in a ferromagnetic nematic droplet. (a) Intensity
of a WGM peak as a function of the excitation pulse energy. A typical two-slope
lasing curve is observed. The lines are added as guides for the eye, indicating lasing
threshold at

∼170

nJ. The inset shows the linewidth dependency on the excitation

pulse energy. A linewidth reduction can be observed at the onset of lasing. (b) A
WGM line below lasing threshold, Q factor is around 4500. (c) Above the lasing
threshold the WGM linewidth is reduced, Q increases to

∼ 9000.

Adapted with

permission from [112], OSA Publishing.

of the in-plane conguration. In (a) the droplet is illuminated at the left side and
WGMs circulate in left-right vertical plane, as indicated with the red arrows. Vertical direction here corresponds to the out of paper direction and in the experiment
to the direction of the microscope optical axis. The gray arrow marks the magnetic
eld direction, which is in the plane of the sample. In panel (b), the WGMs circulate in the same plane, but the magnetic eld is applied in the vertical direction,
with the round magnet with a hole. In panel (c) we show the conguration, where
the droplet is illuminated at the front side. This excited WGMs in the front-back
vertical plane. Here, magnetic eld is in-plane of WGM circulation only when it is
applied in the vertical direction.
In all cases of in-plane magnetic eld, the wavelengths of the WGM peaks shift
towards blue when the eld is increased and back towards red when we decrease
the eld, as shown in panel (d). We can see that the wavelength change is linear in
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Figure 7.10: Wavelength shift in WGM lasing caused by external magnetic eld
lying in the plane where the WGMs are circulating.

B,

(a-c) Three possible experi-

mental congurations that correspond to the in-plane conguration of the magnetic
eld. In (d) we show magnetic eld dependence of the WGM lasing spectrum for
conguration (b). Congurations (a) and (c) yield comparable results. When magnetic eld is increased, the peak wavelengths move towards the blue part of the
spectrum. The shift is linear in the magnetic eld and almost reversible, the peaks
move for

∼ 1 nm / 100 mT. Reprinted with permission from [112], OSA Publishing.

magnetic eld and almost completely reversible. The small irreversibility is due to
heating caused by absorption of light on the nanoplatelets. The blue-shift for the
in-plane conguration is on the order of 1 nm for the highest magnetic eld of 100
mT, and depends on the droplet size and condition. In electrically tunable WGM
resonators, studied in [6], the WGMs also shifted towards shorter wavelengths, when
the electric eld was pointing in the plane of light circulation. In that case, the shift
was considerably larger - a eld of 2.6 V/µm caused the WGMs to shift for 20 nm.
Out-of-plane magnetic eld conguration could only be realized in one experimental setting, when the droplet was illuminated at the front, resulting in WGMs
circulating in the front-back vertical plane, and the magnetic eld was applied horizontally, as shown in Fig. 7.11(a).
In this case, the wavelengths of the WGM peaks moved towards the red part of
the spectrum when we increased the magnetic eld, and back to blue upon magnetic eld decrease.

Again, the shift is linear with the magnetic eld and almost

reversible. The shift magnitude is a bit more than 1 nm/ 100 mT. In electrically
tunable microresonators, the WGM tunability with the out-of plane magnetic eld is
negligible [79], conrming that the distortions in the ferromagnetic nematic droplets
due to magnetic eld are substantially dierent from the ones exerted by electric
eld in normal nematics.
We also measured the WGM shifts in the in-plane and out-of-plane congurations
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Figure 7.11: Wavelength shift in WGM lasing in external magnetic eld in the outof-plane conguration. (a) Here the magnetic eld is applied perpendicularly to the
plane of WGM circulation. (b) Spectral dependence of the WGM peaks shows that
in increasing magnetic eld they move towards the red part of the spectrum. Again
the shift is linear in the magnetic eld and almost reversible, the peaks move for

∼

1 nm / 100 mT. Reprinted with permission from [112], OSA Publishing.

for the smaller magnetic elds in the range between 7 and 20 mT, to better cover
the range towards 100 mT and to check if in this range also the dependence of shift
appears linear with magnetic eld value. We got the same results, in some cases the
shift was bigger, which we ascribed to the fact that the LC sample was made anew
and could provide droplets with better response.
The sample with ferrimagnetic nanoplatelets has an approximately 4 % lower
birefringence than the pure E7 [124]. The shape of nanoparticles causes disorder in
the director eld. When the sample is exposed to the magnetic eld, the uctuations
are reduced, and the birefringence is increased. The upper boundary for this increase
−6
is estimated around 3 × 10 /mT [124]. The birefringence does not change linearly
with the magnetic eld, rather it starts to saturate at a certain magnetic eld value.
The wavelength shift that can be attributed to the increase of birefringence is small
- within the width of a WGM lasing peak for the magnetic eld increase from 0 to
100 mT. The majority of the wavelength shift is therefore due to distortions caused
by the magnetic eld.
In most cases the wavelength shift (in either conguration) was around 1 nm/
100 mT. The maximal observed shift was when the WGM peaks shifted towards red
for 2 nm, while magnetic eld was increased to 100 mT. The extent of WGM shift
depends on several parameters. The time Nile Red has been mixed inside the LC can
aect the nanoplatelets concentration and therefore elastic distortions. Positioning
of the laser beam on the droplet edge and the number of nanoparticles aggregates
inside can also play a role.
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Figure 7.12: Wavelength shift of WGM lasing in small external magnetic eld up
to 20 mT. The shift is linear in magnetic eld and almost reversible. (a) Spectral
dependence of WGM peaks in the presence of a changing small magnetic eld in
the out-of-plane conguration. As in Fig. 7.11, red-shift can be observed. (b) In the
in-plane conguration we observe a blue-shift, as in Fig. 7.10.

WGM shift caused by the magnetic eld has advantages and disadvantages compared to the wavelength shift due to an electric eld. The shift in our experiment
turned out to be linear in the magnetic eld, instead of quadratic as in the case
of the electric eld. This enables the eect to be noticeable already at small eld
values, which could turn out to be an important benet in the possible applications.
However, the magnitude of the shift due to magnetic eld is much lower than the
one exerted by an electric eld, which was reported to be 20 nm at 2.6 V/µm [6].
The reason for the relatively low sensitivity to external magnetic eld may be in
the fact that the distortions mainly take place in the droplet center, away from the
boundaries, which can also be seen in the polarizing micrographs in Figs. 7.2 and
7.3. The WGMs are localized close to the droplet surface and that is why they are
so poorly aected.

Had we been able to extend distortions closer to the droplet

edge, we could probably achieve larger shift of WGM peaks.

7.3 Conclusions on ferromagnetic nematic droplets
We have made the rst studies on WGM lasing in ferromagnetic nematic droplets
subjected to external magnetic eld.

The eld caused the initially radial direc-

tor conguration to become distorted, which in turn aected spectral properties of
WGMs in a droplet.
WGM laser lines exhibited a wavelength shift of approximately 1 nm/ 100 mT.
The shift was stable, almost reversible and linearly dependent on the magnetic eld,
due to the linear coupling of the nematic magnetization and the magnetic eld. This
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is dierent than in the case of electric eld, where the coupling is quadratic. The
small irreversibility was due to heating of the sample by absorption of light on the
nanoplatelets. The direction of the wavelength shift depended on the experimental
geometry. When magnetic eld was in-plane with the WGM circulation, the spectral
lines exhibited blue shift, whereas in the case of perpendicular magnetic eld, they
shifted towards the red part of the spectrum. The dierent shift direction suggests
the complexity of the distortions, caused by the magnetic eld, which would need
to be analyzed numerically.
The linear response enables detection of small changes of the magnetic eld. A
shift can be detected, when the WGM peak moves more than its linewidth, around
0.1 nm, making the droplet sensitive to 10 mT changes of the magnetic eld. The
overall shift is small though, which limits the usage of a ferromagnetic droplet as a
magnetic eld sensor.
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Chapter 8
Defect formation in a passively
driven nematic - results
This Chapter deals with topological defects in a passively driven nematic. They get
created and annihilated in a LC lm that forms on the surface of a water droplet
when certain chemicals are added.
We rst describe the experimental path that led to the discovery of this interesting behavior. We were trying to stabilize smectic bers [125] to make them
more robust and thus enable them to be featured in photonic circuits, and came
across the interesting behavior of a formation of a LC lm, where topological defects get created. Then we present the basic characteristics that we learned about
the phenomenon, especially regarding the geometry of the experiment.

We later

show analysis of defect motion. Tracers in the form of small colloidal spheres were
added to the LC to study ows in the nematic lm. We study topological defect
creation in the LC lm and suggest a mechanism for it. At last we compare our results to the theoretical ones, obtained from dr. Amin Doostmohammadi from prof.
Julia Yeomans' group in Oxford.

8.1 Smectic structures and their stabilization
When 8CB, a typical smectic A material, is put in water, containing a cationic surfactant CTAB, interesting smectic structures get formed in a solubilization mechanism
[126] as shown in Fig. 8.1.

The structures can be ber-like, spherical, circular or

they can exhibit more exotic shapes. Figures 8.2 and 8.3 show a variety of interesting smectic structures we have observed. Among them are smectic bers, which are
most convenient in terms of soft matter photonics. In Fig. 8.4 we show that they
act as proper optical bers and also support WGM lasing at their perimeter [14].
While their performance as photonic devices is impressive, there is a downside: they
remain very mobile and unstable, as shown in Fig. 8.5.
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Figure 8.1: Smectic drop of 8CB starts forming interesting, mostly ber-like structures when it comes in contact with water containing CTAB surfactant. Area size
0.5 mm.
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Figure 8.2: Smectic ber-like structures in a 85
structure.

µm thick cell.

(b, c) Thick ber-like structures with kinks.

(a) Fiber-like branched

A spherical cap can be

present at the end of the ber. (d) A short ber of two thicknesses. The central line
defect appears twisted in the thicker part. (e) Beads are formed spontaneously on
the ber.
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µm

thick cell. (a) A at

circular structure with a ribbed structure at the perimeter.

(b) A at structure

Figure 8.3: Smectic structures of various shapes in a 85

with a ve-fold symmetry. (c) A regular pattern formed at the glass surface when a
circular structure, similar to the one in (a) is formed. (d) Edge of the LC drop, which
has been left in the water/CTAB solution over night. Instead of smectic structures
only bubbles are left.

Figure 8.4: Waveguiding and lasing in smectic bers. (a) When light is well coupled into the smectic ber, it will be guided along due to total internal reection.
What we see is the uorescence signal excited by the guided light. (b) Due to their
cylindrical shape the bers can act as microresonators and support WGM lasing at
their perimeter. Red speckle pattern, characteristic for lasing, can be observed in
various spots, as well as the leaking of lasing light.
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Figure 8.5: Unstable smectic bers. (a) A ribbed smectic ber before illumination.
(b) When the ber gets illuminated at the spherical cap, light is guided inside.
Guiding is not ideal as the ber is ribbed.

(c) Due to the illumination the ber

starts expelling smaller bers and tiny droplets. We can also see that its shape has
changed and the ber moved. These instabilities are undesirable when trying to use
the bers as photonic devices and couple them into a photonic circuit.

The bers mostly stay connected to the LC bulk, and if this is the case, they
keep growing or shrinking in length, as well as changing positions. If they do get
separated from the bulk, they might appear stable while they are left alone, but when
they are illuminated by a laser they would change shape or even start emitting thin
bers or tiny droplets, as in the case shown in Fig. 8.5. For the bers to be useful
in a photonic circuit, they would need to be stabilized, and this is what we intended
to achieve.
We approached to stabilization in three dierent ways: by cooling the sample,
by polymerizing the LC, and by polymerizing the outside medium.

None of this

methods brought wanted results.
The approach by cooling is shown in Fig. 8.6. Panels (a-c) show an 8CB drop,
◦
slowly cooled towards 0 C. To cool down the sample we used a heating/cooling
cell with a peltier element, connected to a pump and a reservoir of icy water. By
cooling the sample, the bers did become less mobile, but still they underwent
transformations. Mostly the bers were pulled back towards the bulk and formed
larger and rounder structures. When the medium around the LC started to freeze,
the LC structures started to wrinkle very slowly. Although the 8CB should be far in
◦
the crystalline phase when temperatures go under 0 C actually it was still in smectic
phase. With the existing setup we were unable to cool the sample enough for the
8CB to freeze. If we heated the sample back to room temperature it again became
very lively, with bers growing and moving around. As slow cooling to temperatures
◦
below 0 C did not cause the 8CB to freeze, we tried by using another liquid crystal,
12CB, as shown in panels (d-e). This one had to be heated to come into the smectic
phase and then cooled down quickly to freeze. In the smectic phase we were rarely
able to observe bers, big round structures were more often. The 12CB structures
were smooth and appeared similar than in 8CB so we checked them to see how they
behave when cooled down enough to crystallize.

After undergoing the transition

they completely changed shape and lost their smoothness.
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Figure 8.6: Stabilization of smectic structures by cooling. (a) 8CB forms plenty of
bers when in contact with a water/CTAB solution.

(b) When we start cooling

it down, the structures start wrinkling and get pulled back towards the bulk. (c)
When the water medium freezes, all the bers had already disappeared. Although
the temperature is well below the crystal/smectic A transition, the LC is still in
the smectic phase. (d) Smectic material 12CB forms very few bers when heated
into the smectic phase and exposed to CTAB. (e,f ) When we suddenly cool the
sample down, it freezes completely.

Because the cooling is very quick, the ber

does not retreat completely into the bulk, but freezes in place. In the process the
round smooth structures get rough which makes them inappropriate for photonic
applications.

conclusion that the LC cooling is not the right approach for ber stabilization: slow
cooling reduces the ber mobility but it does still not x the shape, whereas fast
cooling and freezing completely changes the shape and smoothness of the smectic
structure, making it useless for photonic applications.
The second approach was to mix the 8CB with a reactive mesogen and some
photoinitiator and try to polymerize the LC, once the bers were formed.

After

exposing the LC mixture to the CTAB solution which resulted in growth of bers
and other structures, the sample was put under a UV light, to trigger polymerization.
Figure 8.7 presents the result. It seems that besides polymerization the light also
triggered ejection of small features and wrinkling of the smectic structures, as after
being exposed to UV the structures were not smooth any more. And although the
light damaged the LC surfaces, it did still not succeed to x them. When we replaced
the outside medium with plain water, the structures were pulled to the bulk and
completely disappeared.
The third approach we tried was to polymerize the water medium after the
bers have been formed.

In principle we wanted to keep the medium based on
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Figure 8.7: Polymerization of smectic structures causes their surfaces to become
rough, making them unt for photonic applications. An arrow marks a ber with
a completely rough surface, small droplets and bubbles that can be observed all
around the image are also the side eect of the illumination.

water, so we decided to use PEGDA hydrogel.

PEGDA (poly(ethylene glycol)-

diacrylate) is a chemical that forms a hydrogel when its water solution is exposed to
UV illumination in the presence of a photoinitiator (PI). The PI causes cross-linking,
making the hydrogel net strong while still quite porous for small molecules, even at
low PEGDA concentration in water. We mixed PEGDA and a small quantity of the
photoinitiator (2-hydroxy-2-methylpropiophenone) into the CTAB solution in hope
of stabilization of the bers, by cross-linking the carrying medium.
We noticed that the LC dissolved in the medium.

We still put the sample

under the UV light after the bers were formed, to polymerize it, but the structures
remained unxed.

We wanted to check how the new components by themselves

aect the LC and therefore did an experiment with the medium consisting only of
water, PEGDA (4 %) and PI (0.4 %), without the CTAB.
A droplet of 8CB was deposited on the glass substrate and covered with the
medium. As soon as the medium covered the LC, the latter took an almost spherical shape, minimizing its surface tension. Then the droplet stayed in this shape,
attached to the surface. With time we could see the LC close to the edges of the
droplet starting to uctuate more, the material became nematic.

At some point,

the LC detached from the substrate. It looked as if the drop oated to the surface
of the outside medium, and when we were able to get it into focus, it looked like it
was completely isotropic.
In the following repeated experiments we could notice an even more interesting
behavior. After minutes of slow transformation from the smectic to nematic phase
(in the almost spherical droplet), suddenly the droplet underwent a kind of explosion.
It suddenly changed shape to a wider one and started vigorously mixing with the
outside medium.

In the outer nematic band we could observe topological defects

forming and annihilating. The behavior is shown in Fig. 8.8. The three approaches
to xing the smectic bers did not work, but instead, we discovered a new and
interesting phenomenon and decided to study it further.
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Figure 8.8:
a

water

LC droplet undergoes a kind of explosion when in contact with

solution

of

methylpropiophenone).

the

PEGDA

hydrogel

and

photoinitiator

(2-hydroxy-2-

(a) When surrounded with a solution, the LC takes an

almost spherical shape, minimizing the surface tension. The LC starts exhibiting
nematic phase at the edge. (b) Suddenly, the drop 'explodes', the nematic region
becomes wider and starts mixing intensly with the outside medium. (c) Almost the
whole drop has transitioned into nematic phase. Under crossed polarizers the behavior appears even more impressive. Scale bars 100

µm.

(dg) Topological defects

are seen to emerge and annihilate in the outer nematic band.
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8.2 Basic experimental characteristics
First we made experiments to see which of the chemical components lead to this
interesting behavior. We did experiments with a water solution of PEGDA alone
and found it had no eect on the LC, while in the case when the medium consisted
only of water and photoinitiator, the eect was the same as in the PEGDA/PI/water
mixture. The LC started to change phase from smectic to nematic from the droplet
edge towards the center. If the 'explosion' occurred, we could observe a lively amelike behavior with topological defect creation in the outer nematic band. Evidently
the PI was the chemical that caused dissolving of the LC.
We performed some experiments in the reversed geometry, where we had a large
area of the glass substrate covered with a LC, and then dropped a small droplet of
PI solution in the center. Again we observed similar behavior with topological defect
creation and annihilation that we show in Fig. 8.9. In this case again the defects
were mainly formed at the isotropic/nematic border and then traveled outwards
towards the smectic part.

Figure 8.9: Topological defect creation in a reverse experimental geometry, where
a drop of PI/water solution is dropped on a LC covered area. Defects can be seen
forming at the edge of the droplet and moving outwards. Scale bar 200

µm.

8.2.1 Excluding the eect of UV light
Given that the PI is a photo-responsive substance, we rst wanted to check whether
the light, illuminating the sample, had some part in the interesting ame-like defectcreating behavior.
We did two experiments.

First we made sure the illumination contained no

light in the UV spectral region that could trigger the PI chemical reaction.

The

experiment was carried under the microscope, covered with a black cloth to avoid
the ambient UV light.

A longpass lter (cuto 550 nm) was introduced into the
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illumination path so that no UV light could arrive from the illumination bulb to
the sample. The behavior we observed was the same as in the case when we were
working without the care to exclude UV light. Still the topological defects would
form and annihilate and the system would appear as lively as in the previous cases.
In the second experiment we forced the PI to chemically react before putting it
in contact with the LC. We prepared a 1 % solution of PI in water in a plastic vial,
transparent to the UV light. We exposed it to UV light for 30 min. A 245 nm UV
light was used to cover the PI absorption peak. Due to UV exposure the solution
became cloudy, but its eect on the LC was the same as without the prior UV
exposure. Therefore we concluded that the behavior we observed was not connected
to the PI reacting chemically due to illumination.

8.2.2 Experiments in a closed cell
In experiments with CTAB, when we were studying smectic structures, we found
that their growth is much more uncontrolled and chaotic if the sample is not enclosed
into a cell.

If it has an open top, strong convection ows are present and they

facilitate violent ber growth, preferentially in the vertical direction. Experimental
conditions are much less controlled and structures completely unstable.
With this experience in mind, we tried to tame the experiments with PI by
enclosing them between two glass plates. We considered two congurations: a 20

µm

cell, where the LC drop is in contact with both of the glass plates and only the

side surface is exposed to the outside medium, and an 85

µm

thick cell, where the

LC drop lies on the bottom glass plate and has the whole upper surface in contact
with the medium. The LC drop was rst sandwiched between the glass plates, then
the PI solution was introduced from the side by the capillary suction, and shortly
after the cell was sealed with a two component glue to discourage any ows within
and keep the PI concentration constant.
In a closed cell the behavior was much less dramatic than in previous cases. In
Fig. 8.10 we show the time-lapse of the experiment in an 85

µm

cell.

After the

droplet was engulfed with the 0.8 wt% PI solution (an air bubble is visible in the
top of the images) we can see the LC phase changing with time as the PI diuses
inside.

We can see the central smectic portion of the drop diminishing.

A band

of nematic phase LC can be seen surrounding it and later even isotropic phase is
formed at the edge, as we can also see in Fig. 8.11. With time the concentration of
the PI inside the LC increases, which results in a less ordered LC.
There is no defect formation at the isotropic/nematic border, but we can see
some topological line defects anchored at the nematic/smectic border and reaching
into the nematic area (marked by arrows).
In the second experiment where we sandwiched the LC into a 20

µm

cell, the

behavior was even slower. Since the LC drop was in contact with both glass plates,
the PI diusion was limited to a very small side area. After 4 min of contact with
the 0.8 wt% solution, only a very narrow band (a few microns from the edge) of a
LC has transitioned into the nematic phase. We did some additional experiments
at dierent PI concentrations, but the results were in all cases slow diusion of PI
into the LC, causing the change in order parameter.
We have learned that the behavior of the LC in the PI solution is very slow,
depending on the experimental geometry, and not turbulent and impressive as in
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Figure 8.10: Time-sequence of the behavior in a closed 85

µm

cell. (a) A drop of

8CB is smeared on a glass plate with the upper surface exposed to air. Scale bar
200

µm.

(b) The cell is lled with a 0.8 % PI solution in water. A bubble is formed

at the top of the image. LC drop is in the smectic phase. (c) After a minute of PI
diusing into the LC, the 8CB at the edge of the droplet has turned into nematic
phase. It can be recognized as the brighter outer band with less distinct features.
(d-h) Subsequent panels show the further changes of LC phases as the PI diuses
inside (shown in dierent imaging techniques). We can see the appearance of the
isotropic phase at the edge (pink in lambda-plate images, black in crossed-polarized
images).

In (f ) we can see that the smectic part has totally disappeared, leaving

nematic and isotropic region.

Figure 8.11: A detailed view from the previous Figure, with marked smectic (Sm),
nematic (N) and isotropic (I) phase in a closed 85

µm

cell due to photoinitiator PI

diusing into the LC. An air bubble is seen at the top of the image.

the case of a sample with an open top. Therefore we concluded that exposure to
air was crucial to achieve the explosive behavior with defect creation, either by
convective ow formation in the sample due to water evaporation, or only by the
fact that there was an air/water interface present.
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8.2.3 Photoinitiator concentration dependence
While the ame-like behavior was hard to understand, the slow behavior we noticed
in closed cell experiments and in the open ones before the 'explosion' took place, was
more basic. It could be attributed to diusion of the PI into the LC. We checked
how the concentration of the PI aects the phase behavior of the 8CB.
We prepared several samples of 8CB liquid crystal with a certain amount of PI
mixed inside. The photoinitiator concentrations were between 1 and 10 wt%. At
◦
a slightly elevated room temperature (25 C ), a typical working condition in our
laboratory, the samples containing 5 wt% of PI or more, were in the isotropic phase.
Samples with PI concentration ranging between 2.5 and 5 wt% were in the nematic
phase, appearing cloudy and white in color.

For PI concentrations smaller than

2.5 wt% the samples remained in the smectic phase, recognized by its increased
viscosity. We show a sequence of samples in Fig. 8.12, with concentrations and LC
phase regions marked.

Figure 8.12: Mesophase dependence on photoinitiator concentration in 8CB. Samples with marked concentrations of PI in 8CB are shown at room temperature. Up
until 2 wt% the mixture stays in the smectic A phase.

As the PI concentration

increases, the order parameter is reduced, resulting in nematic phase for concentrations between 2.5 and 4.5 wt%. For concentrations above 5 wt% the mixture is in
the isotropic phase.
In Fig. 8.13 we show how the phase transition temperatures change with the
PI concentration. We used seven planar cells, each lled with a dierent mixture
of PI in the 8CB. We used concentrations ranging from 0 to 3 wt% in steps of 0.5
wt%. Each cell was placed on the microscope stage, equipped with the hot stage (by
Instec Inc.) that enabled controlled changes in temperature. The temperature was
◦
increased in steps of 1 C . After each increase a two-minute interval was allowed for
the temperature to equilibrate throughout the cell. The nematic/isotropic transition
temperatures of the samples with higher PI concentrations were hard to determine
as the phase transition was not momentous. Islands of isotropic phase formed and at
some point the formation of new islands and enlargement of existing ones stopped.
Only when temperature was further increased the isotropic domains started to grow
again and in the end nally the whole sample got isotropic. The temperatures of
the phase transitions drop with the increase of the PI concentration.
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Figure 8.13: Phase diagram of PI/8CB mixtures showing textures of the LC, positioned with regards to the PI content and temperature. Although the transition
temperatures are not precisely measured, we can see the general behavior. In order
to see the textures, the contrast in the images has been enhanced.
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8.2.4 Confocal imaging
After making sure that the observed phase changes were caused by the PI dissolving
in the LC, we were left to study the 'explosive' behavior and the importance of the
air/water interface. We felt that knowing the three dimensional shape of the sample
with the ame-like behavior would help understand what is going on.
To get the 3D shape of the 'exploded' droplet we imaged it with a confocal
microscope, using the resonant scanner and the 10x objective.

This provided us

with a rather wide eld of view and quite a good temporal resolution, as the scanner
works with a xed frequency of 8000 Hz. The image of an

xy

plane could therefore

be taken well below a second. A time sequence of one plane could be imaged at the
rate of 14 fps, which is enough to follow the defects. However, the 3D imaging still
takes a longer time, as the motor movements in the

z

directions are slow.

For a

whole stack to be imaged one needs around 10 s, depending on the number of slices
in the stack and depending on the wanted resolution in the

xy

plane.

To follow

the defects in three dimensions, one would need to image the whole stacks at the
frame rates above 1 fps. 3D defect tracking is therefore not achievable, but to get an
image of the overall experimental geometry, the confocal microscope seems a very
appropriate tool.
Figure 8.14 shows a confocal image of a droplet imaged before and after the
'explosion'. Previous to imaging, a small amount of LC was deposited on a glass

Figure 8.14: Cross-sections of the LC drop before and after the 'explosion'.

LC

is dyed with the Nile Red dye, dimensions of the imaged volume are 517x517x88
µm3 . (a) Before the drop 'explodes', it takes a nicely rounded shape, minimizing
the surface tension. The vertical cross-sections show the drop to have vertical edges
near the glass substrate. Due to high scattering of the smectic, we can not view the
whole depth of the drop. (b) Vertical cross-sections show an abruptly changed shape
of the drop after the 'explosion' has taken place. In the center, the drop stayed in
contact with the glass surface. Above the substrate, the LC seems to be expelled
outwards. The horizontal cross-section (xy plane) shows behavior 70
glass surface.
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substrate with the tip of a needle and submerged in 1 wt% aqueous solution of PI.
In the image we can see dierent cross-sections through the droplet structure. We
can see that before the explosion, in panel (a), the droplet has almost vertical edges
and its shape is well dened. After the explosion, the LC at the glass surface stays
xed, whereas above the glass it is expelled outwards. It appears that it forms a
lm on the medium surrounding it.
In order to really conrm the suggested experimental geometry, we decided to
dye the water solution of PI, as well as the LC. For the medium we used a water
soluble FITC dye, often used in uorescence microscopy. The LC was dyed with the
Nile Red dye. In Fig. 8.15 we show a droplet of a LC (red), submerged in the FITCdyed outside medium (green). With time, the PI slowly diuses inside, reducing the
order and changing the LC phase from smectic to nematic and then to isotropic.
We see that throughout the phase changes the imaging penetration depth increases
and the signal becomes brighter due to reduced scattering.
Figure 8.16 shows imaging of the 'exploded' droplet in a FITC-dyed medium.
The two-channel imaging was rst performed with a resonant scanner. It resulted
in artifacts at the position of the LC lm, where instead of only the signal of the
Nile Red being present, we could detect a very bright FITC signal exhibiting an
interference pattern (seen in panel (b)). At rst we were not sure if it really was
just an optical artifact due to imaging, or if there really was a source of a bright
FITC signal.

To clarify we returned to imaging the sample with a non-resonant

scanner. This one is much slower, so instead of imaging a whole stack to get a 3D
image of the droplet we decided to image only a certain plane, either a horizontal
or a vertical one. The resulting images of a LC droplet are shown in panels (c-e).
The fringe pattern in the FITC signal that we observed with the resonant scanner,
now disappeared, conrming our guess that it really was an optical artifact.
With this confocal images we have been able to clarify the experimental geometry
and oered a simple explanation for the 'explosion' and the subsequent ame-like
behavior. In the rst phase of the experiment, the LC is submerged within a large
droplet of the outside medium.

The PI diuses inside the LC and causes slow

disordering of the LC. Then, after time passes, so much of the water droplet has
had time to evaporate that its surface lowers considerably and eventually comes in
contact with the LC, exposing it to air.

The surface tension pulls the LC along

the interface. The diusion of PI into the LC lm is much faster than in the bulk,
because during the water evaporation its concentration has grown above the critical
one. The PI has started to get excluded from the solution and formed droplets on
the water surface, creating a large reservoir of the chemical. Therefore, when the LC
lm, in which the PI is highly soluble, stretches on the surface, the diusion becomes
very fast. Due to the high concentration gradient, the PI enters the LC rapidly and
diuses towards the center of the LC droplet, creating strong ows in the LC lm.
These ows are the setting of topological defect creation and annihilation.
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Figure 8.15: Confocal imaging of the LC drop while the PI is dissolving within and
causing the changing of a LC phase. LC is dyed with Nile Red and is represented in
red, PI/water solution is dyed with FITC and is represented with green, dimensions
3
of the imaged volume are 670x670x90 µm . (a) At the beginning of the imaging, the
completely submerged drop is in a smectic phase. Vertical cross-sections are very
dark due to high scattering of the smectic. (b) After 5 minutes the LC in the outer
80

µm

band of the drop has transitioned into the nematic phase. Nematic phase

scatters much less than smectic, therefore we can image deeper into the sample and
nematic areas are brighter. (c) After 8 min only the innermost part is still in the
smectic phase. The bright edge has already transitioned into the isotropic phase,
where scattering is even smaller than in the intermediate nematic band. (d) The
whole drop has transitioned into nematic and isotropic phase.
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Figure 8.16: Confocal imaging of the 'exploded' droplet in a FITC-dyed medium.
Nile Red signal is represented in red, FITC signal in green. (a-c) Images taken with
a fast resonant scanner. Experimental geometry can be seen nicely: above the glass
surface, the LC is expelled onto the water surface. We show the
at the glass surface, 130

µm

xy

cross-sections

above it, where the nematic lm is seen, and at 170

µm,

where an optical artifact can be seen in the FITC signal. Dimensions of the
3
2
imaged volume are 910x910x190 µm . (d) A 400x400 µm image of the smectic part
of the drop just above the glass substrate. The image quality is improved as the
normal scanner is used, this however extensively prolongs the imaging. (e,f ) 400x200
µm2 images of the vertical plane, taken with a normal scanner before and after the
'explosion'. The fringe pattern in the FITC signal is now not present, conrming it
really was an artifact due to optical imaging.
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8.3 Defect tracking
After getting to know the basic system characteristics we proceeded to analyze the
topological defects forming in the nematic lm at the water surface, and their dynamics. Figure 8.17 shows a time sequence of a defect formation and their movement
in the thin nematic lm. We tracked topological defects to get an idea of how they
move. To compare their motion to the underlying motion of the LC, we did some
experiments where we added small colloidal particles to the LC to act as tracers.

Figure 8.17: Time sequence of topological defects formation and dynamics in a thin
nematic lm.

We rst wanted to use a classical particle tracking system to follow the topological
defects. We gured it would be the easiest to use on the movies taken with brighteld microscopy, where the defects appear as black dots. However, with time the
dots tend to change in size and intensity, so the classical softwares, designed to track
the constant-size colloidal particles, lose the defects. This results in very erroneous
trajectory data. Therefore, we tracked the defects manually. In a 20 s bright-eld
movie we measured 115 trajectories, whereas the particle tracking software (Mosaic
plugin for ImageJ) found more than 300. These included several trajectories of the
same defects that were lost and again found during tracking, resulting in completely
wrong defect lifetime distributions. Manual tracking of defects was done by following
each defect from one frame of the movie to the next, and keeping track of these
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positions. This was done for each observed defect from the time it appeared to the
time it disappeared, mostly by annihilation, but sometimes also by just traveling
out of view. The results are shown in Fig. 8.18.
In this manually processed movie the average lifetime of defects was found to
be

1.1 ± 0.6

s and the average traveled path

with absolute velocities in the range of 10 

19 ± 10 µm. The defects were moving
36 µm/s. The absolute velocities were

measured between every two consecutive points in a trajectory as a quotient of the
traveled path and the time elapsed between the frames.
The graphs in Fig. 8.18 show lifetime and velocity distributions for the tracked
defects in the before mentioned movie.

In panel (c) we show a frame from the

analyzed movie. Four defects are marked with white arrows. The LC/water interface
◦
and the N/Sm interface are on average oriented horizontally, at approximately 0
angle.

Trajectories, seen in panel (d), show that the defects were mostly moving

perpendicularly to the interfaces, as can be seen also from the angular distribution

Figure 8.18: Analysis of defect dynamics during a 20 s movie taken in bright-eld
microscopy. (a) Lifetime distribution of the tracked defects. Average lifetime was

1.1±0.6 s.

(b) Distribution of absolute defect velocities between consecutive frames.

(c) A frame from the analyzed movie. Defects can be observed as black spots, four of
them are marked by arrows. Scale bar 20

µm.

(d) Defect velocities within trajecto-

ries, analyzed throughout the movie. (e) Angular distribution of defect movements.
Mostly the defects were moving perpendicularly to the LC/water interface.
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in (e). Direction, perpendicular to the interfaces, corresponds to the

90◦

angle. This

polar plot shows how popular a certain direction was with defects.
In another experiment, where a 20 s movie, taken under crossed polarizers, was
manually analyzed, we found that the defect velocities were much higher, and they

130 ± 35 µm/s.
decreased to 0.7 ± 0.5 s.

had a wider distribution. The average absolute velocity was now
Results are shown in Fig. 8.19. The average defect lifetime

This decrease was smaller than expected due to now much faster movement, meaning
that the defects in this case on average travelled a longer path before annihilating.
We speculate that the major velocity contribution comes from the velocity of
the LC ow, driven by diusion of the PI into the LC. This is proportional to the
concentration gradient, which decreases with time while experiment is under way.

Figure 8.19: Analysis of defect dynamics during a 20 s movie taken in cross-polarized
microscopy. (a) The average defect lifetime is similar as in the previous case. (b)
Absolute velocities are an order of magnitude larger than in the previous experiment.
Also the distribution is wider. The average velocity changes between experiments
as well as during one experiment due to the changing PI concentration gradient
driving the LC ow.

(c) A movie frame.

Bulk smectic drop can be seen in the

upper left corner, water appears black under crossed polarizers. The interfaces lie
◦
◦
approximately at 30 - 45 angle. Scale bar 100 µm. (d) Angular distribution of
defect movements.
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Regarding the angular distribution the defects behave similarly as in the previous case. They mostly move in the same direction, almost perpendicularly to the
◦
LC/water interface. The average angle is about 160 , whereas the normal to the
◦
interface lyes approximately at 140 , meaning that to some small extent they were
also moving along the interface.

8.3.1 Tracking of defects and micro-tracers
In a system, where topological defects are created and annihilated so vividly, one
would expect the LC elasticity to play an important role. However, just by following
the defects we cannot say whether they move only due to the underlying ow driven
by diusion, or also by elastic forces within the LC lm. Probably their dynamics is
a result of both features. To check this we decided to insert colloidal particles into
the LC to evaluate the velocity eld of the underlying ow.
We silanized 1.5
tried with 5

µm

silica microspheres and added them into the 8CB. We rst

µm microspheres, but they were to bulky and did not get lifted into the

LC lm. The smaller microspheres preferred to stay in the smectic part of the LC.
After adding the PI solution, we had to wait for approximately 10 minutes for the
lm to extend enough to host a considerable amount of the microparticles.
In the following we present results of two manually analyzed movies.

In the

rst 25 s long video we measured trajectories of 37 'long-lived' colloids and 236
defects, which are more short-lived.

The measured trajectories are shown in Fig.

8.20, together with a frame of the movie, where defects are marked with yellow
arrows and colloids with red.
Colloids can be traced through long periods of time.

Their trajectories end

when they either leave the eld of view, when they are expelled into the isotropic of
smectic parts of the LC, or when they disappear from focus and are thus impossible
to follow further. Mostly they start when the defects are formed and end with their
annihilation. Strictly speaking the lifetime is only a measure of how long we can
track the defects, not a lifetime in a real sense, since also the defects can disappear
from focus or be expelled into the smectic or nematic regions.

However, in most

cases the measured defect lifetimes do correspond to the actual lifetimes.
Results of the analysis are presented in Fig. 8.21.

The 37 measured colloidal

trajectories consisted of 1758 points altogether and the 236 defect trajectories in
full contained 1545 points.

The defect lifetimes were found to be short, most of

the defects annihilated in times well below a second. The most probable absolute
velocities were comparable, about 25

µm/s,

but the defect velocity distribution was

much wider than the one belonging to the microparticles.
The angular distributions in the insets show, how popular a certain direction
of movement was with defects and colloids. We determined the direction of movement between any two consecutive points within trajectories and weighted it by the
absolute velocity of the translation. We found that the defects move more orderly
than the colloids. They prefer to move perpendicularly to the LC/water interface,
mainly towards the smectic region. Movement with a component to the left seems to
be slightly more frequent than with a component to the right, however, movement
◦
◦
along the LC/water interface (0 and 180 ) is very unpopular. The colloids seem to
have no preferred direction. The components, perpendicular to the interface, either
towards or away from the smectic region, seem to be equally probable. The only
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Figure 8.20: Dynamics of topological defects and microsphere tracers. (a) A frame
from the manually analyzed movie, taken under crossed polarizers.

Defects are

marked with yellow arrows, colloidal particles with red. In the top part we can see
smectic phase, on the bottom, there is the LC/water interface. Both interfaces are
◦
straight and lie at a 0 angle. Scale bar 20 µm. (b) Measured velocities within
trajectories of the defects are shown in black, and those of micro-tracers in red.
Trajectories of defects are straighter and shorter.

Figure 8.21: Analysis of the defect and colloidal dynamics. (a) Distribution of absolute velocities of defects. Inset shows an angular distribution of measured velocities.
90◦ angle is the most popular direction in which the defects travel. (b) Distribution
of absolute velocities of microparticles. The inset shows an angular distribution of
measured velocities of colloidal particles. They appear to move much less orderly
than the defects.
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thing we can see is that the colloids rather move towards the left than to the right.
This preference seems to be much stronger than in the case of defects, suggesting
there is an overall ow to the left.
There are a couple of possible explanations for the dierent angular distributions
of defect and colloidal movements. Either the LC ow is not the only/preferential
driving mechanism for the defects, or maybe they are formed only when the ow is
perpendicular to the LC/water interface.
In the second movie we processed (Fig. 8.22), we tracked 105 defects and 73
colloidal particles.

Here we analyzed a smaller eld of view than in the previous

movie. This means that the colloids would faster leave it and we could not track
them through long periods of time. This resulted in the shorter colloidal 'lifetime',
now comparable to the lifetime of defects.

Also, to have a comparable number

of points for defects and colloids, we now measured a larger number of colloidal
trajectories.
In this experiment the distributions of absolute velocities for both colloids and
defects peaked under 100

µm/s,

again the distribution for defects was wider. The

peak absolute velocities are higher than in the previous experiment, but of the same
order of magnitude. The angular distributions in this experiment seem more alike
◦
for defects and colloids. They both peak at around 300 , defects a little below and
colloids a little above this value. The dierence is that in the case for defects there
◦
is a smaller peak at around 220 , which is practically perpendicular to the LC/water
interface. The second dierence is that in the case of colloids the distribution has
◦
a somewhat smaller peak in the opposite direction from the main peak (at 110 ),
meaning the colloids again move in both directions, whereas the defects move only
in one.
We can conclude that the defects on average don't follow the ow as strictly as
the colloids, they seem to move perpendicularly to the LC/water interface more than
the colloids. Another conclusion is that a great majority of the defect movements
is oriented from the isotropic/nematic border towards the nematic/smectic border.
This is not true for colloids, as they move also in the opposite direction.
The problem is that with these measurements we are only able to get some
statistical velocity distributions over time.

To really understand the movement

of the defects we would need to know the ow velocity eld in real time.
would in principle be possible by increasing the number of tracers.

This

However, the

microparticles are not decoupled from the LC and topological defects, as the latter
spontaneously form in their vicinity. Also, the LC molecules bind perpendicularly
to the particles, making them defect equivalents in view of topology. A considerable
increase of the number of tracers would therefore probably interfere with the defect
formation. The director would use the microparticles as anchors and orient around
them as if there was a defect. This would result in a very high density of topological
defects and their analogs, disrupting the behavior we set out to observe.
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Figure 8.22: Analysis of the defect and colloidal dynamics in another experiment. (a)
A frame of the movie, taken under crossed polarizers. The nematic/smectic interface
◦
is at the bottom of the image, at an angle of −20 . Scale bar 50 µm. (b) Velocities in
all the measured defect trajectories (black) and microsphere trajectories (red). (c)
Distribution of absolute velocities of defects. Inset shows an angular distribution of
◦
measured velocities. 280 angle is the most popular direction in which the defects
◦
travel. Smaller peak can be observed at the 220 . (d) Distribution of absolute
velocities of microparticles.

The inset shows an angular distribution of measured
◦
velocities of colloidal particles. 300 angle is the most popular, but they also move
◦
in the opposite direction (110 angle).

8.4 Point defect formation
When we wanted to study creation of defects, we selected an experiment, where we
could follow the director eld development in time. Also, we wanted the LC/water
interface as well as the nematic/smectic border to be as straight as possible to have
a more controlled experimental geometry.

The defects we observed were without

an exception seen as four-brush entities under crossed polarizers or in lambda-plate
images. Four-brush appearance is characteristic for

±1

defects, and we have never

observed any half-integer defects.
Figure 8.23 shows how the director eld changes with time. At rst, the nematic
lm is very thin, meaning that the colors in these lambda-plate images directly tell
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Figure 8.23: Driven nematic system development in time. Nematic/smectic border
is at the top, where focal conics can be observed in the smectic region. The isotropic
area in the bottom of the images is the PI/water solution. (a) In the thin LC lm
the blue and yellow regions correspond to areas of perpendicular orientations (as
schematically shown in the inset).

(b) Later islands of opposite orientations are

seen to emerge within the domains. (c) The LC lm thickens with time, resulting in
a broader range of colors. Islands within islands can be observed. (d) The complexity
of the director eld increases further as the topological defects start forming and
annihilating. Scale bar 100

µm.

us the molecular orientations. At the beginning the director eld is very simple. We
can observe regions of yellow and blue color corresponding to molecular orientations
presented in the inset in panel (a). Between the regions there is always a thin band
of red, which corresponds to either vertical or horizontal orientations.

Later, as

shown in panel (b), inside the yellow and blue regions, we could observe formation
of islands of perpendicular orientations. As the time went on, the LC lm became
thicker, and new colors, corresponding to higher orders of retardation could be seen.
The behavior became more chaotic and topological defects started to form.
To assess the director eld, we needed an experiment, where we could follow its
development in time, because at the time where defects start forming, the director
eld can appear very chaotic. It is much easier to determine, if there is a base-point,
if we can determine it by following its development from the simple conguration at
the beginning.
First we have taken a look at the experiment in the initial state, where we
observed neighboring regions of yellow and blue. Here and there we were able to
follow a micro-particle, moving inside the LC lm. From these observations we were
able to deduce the velocity eld, as shown in Fig. 8.24.

We found out that the

LC within a lm moves in a circular motion. When we observed the micro-tracer
path, we could see that it moves inwards, towards the smectic region, where a yellow
region on the left meets a blue region on the right. At the opposite junctions, where
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Figure 8.24: Flow and director conguration in the initial experimental state. Where
a yellow region on the left meets a blue one on the right, the LC moves inwards,
toward the smectic region. On the right side of the image we show an assumed director eld conguration inside the convection rolls, which was deduced by following
the experiment to a later time, when defects start to form.

a blue region is on the left and a yellow one on the right, the LC ows outwards,
towards the LC/water interface.

The circular motion appears due to Rayleigh-

Bénard convection, in this case guided by a concentration gradient instead of the
temperature gradient as in the usual case.
On the right side of the image, we show the assumed director eld conguration.
In the initial state of the experiment no topological defects seem to be present, so the
director eld must be continuous. We have assumed that the molecules orient with
the ow, where the velocity is the largest, meaning at the positions of the inward
ows. This assumption was done based on further examination of the experiment
to the time when defects form. Always, there seem to have been a +1 defect in the
shape of a radial hedgehog forming rst, followed by a -1 defect - a hyperbolical
hedgehog.

This guided us to the schematics for the director eld in the initial

experimental stage.
After some time we can observe that inside the yellow and blue regions, islands
of red or even opposite colors form. It looks like in the centers of the regions the
director rotates with the ow. As time passes, even more islands can form, either
one besides the other or even one inside the other, adding to the complexity of the
overall director eld. At this point we start noticing formation of pairs of topological
defects.
Figure 8.25 shows lambda plate images of the defect formation.

Mostly the

topological defects form close to the isotropic/nematic interface and travel towards
the smectic region. They usually form in pairs. This is not to say the two defects get
created simultaneously, usually one defect appears and due to elasticity another one
follows. Mostly the defects annihilate while travelling towards the nematic/smectic
interface, and in majority of cases they annihilate with the defect with which they
appeared in a pair, as that one usually stays the closest one.
In the image we can follow the time sequence of the defect formation when the
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Figure 8.25: Point defect formation is shown in this sequence of lambda plate images.
(a) Neighboring regions of yellow on the left (Y1) and blue on the right (B1) are
formed. Between them the LC ow is directed towards the smectic region above.
(b,c) Inside the primary regions, islands B2 and Y2 are formed, and when the
ow velocity decreases, the neighboring strips of Y1 and B1 are thinned out, until
they disappear completely in (d). A defect, marked with a white arrow, is formed,
followed with a creation of the second one in (e). (f-h) As they move, the defects
come closer to each other until they nally annihilate. Scale bar 30

µm.

overall director eld is already very complex, with yellow and blue regions interchanging closely.

In panel (a) we see two neighboring areas, yellow (Y1) on the

left and blue (B1) on the right (marked by correspondingly colored arrows), moving from the isotropic/nematic interface at the bottom towards the smectic region
above. In panel (b) we can observe formation of islands of dierent orientations (B2
and Y2) within the original two regions Y1 and B1. In (c) the neighboring strips of
original yellow and blue regions Y1 and B1 get thinner and in (d) they disappear,
allowing the secondary blue and yellow regions B2 and Y2 to come in contact. We
can observe the appearance of a topological defect, marked with a white arrow. The
following second defect cannot yet be precisely located. In panels (e)(g) both topological defects can be nicely seen to travel towards the smectic region while closing
on each other. In (h) the defects have just annihilated.
Figure 8.26 shows a schematic view of director during the defect formation timeline, which was assumed after carefully studying several defect creation events, including the one in Fig. 8.25. The topological defects get created at the border of
the convection rolls where the ow is the strongest and directed towards the smectic
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region (upwards). There the director is aligned with the ow, also pointing towards
the smectic region. Red arrows in the image denote ow velocity.
Panel (a) shows the convection rolls, in (b) we can see islands of opposite orientations appearing within the primary regions Y1 and B1. Later, in (c) the outermost
yellow band on the left and blue band on the right start to thin out. We assume
this happens due to non-uniform velocity of the LC ow.

The bands get thinner

in the region where the velocity is reduced. They thin out to the point where they
completely disappear (shown in (d)) and thus the inner islands B2 and Y2 become
neighbors. At the junction of the partly disappeared outside bands and the inner
islands, a +1 topological point defect gets formed. It is accompanied with a -1 defect
forming shortly after, where the ow velocity along the strongest ow line is again
increased.
In numerical tests performed by dr. Amin Doostmohammadi from Oxford [127],
it turned out that full integer
subject to vortex rolls.

±1

defects are to be expected in quasi-2D systems

The 2D Rayleigh-Bénard vortex rolls are imposed by the

concentration gradient of PI, which is dissolved in water and is diusing into the LC.
At the line, where two rolls meet and enhance each other's ow, also the simulation
shows formation of topological defects with winding numbers

±1.

They propose that

Figure 8.26: Schematic view of the defect formation show the presumed director
congurations while the defects are being created. (a) Convection rolls are uniformly
oriented at the beginning. Red arrows symbolize the ow velocity. (b) Secondary
regions with opposite orientations (B2 and Y2) are formed within the primary ones
(Y1 and B1). (c) When the ow velocity is reduced, the neighboring bands of Y1
and B1 get thinner. (d) Secondary regions B2 and Y2 become neighbors and defects
are formed.
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the defect formation is due to shear inhomogeneity. Due to circulatory motion, high
shear is present near the nematic/water interface and nematic/smectic interface,
while in between it goes to zero.

In the high-shear regions the director responds

mostly to ow gradients and in the low-shear regions to the ow itself, so it aligns
along the ow direction.

The defects in the simulations always appeared at the

interface between the high- and low-shear regions.
In the simulations they only studied defect creation in a steady state, which
is not exactly true to the experiment, where the system is actually very far from
being stationary. They used static vortex rolls, with a velocity eld not changing
in time, and this resulted in creation of stationary full integer topological defects.
In our experiments it always seemed that the creation of defects was driven by
changes in ow velocity.

Also, the defects would always move around, along the

vortex roll border. In the experiment it is impossible to decouple the system from
this dynamics, so for now we are unable to say if the mechanism of defect creation,
proposed in the simulation, is actually the same one as observed in the experiments.

8.5 Conclusions on defect formation in a passively
driven nematic
This experiment in a passively driven nematic LC started out as a coincidental
observation in trying to stabilize smectic bers to be usable in a soft-matter photonic
micro-circuit.

As we could observe defect formation and annihilation happening

continuously, we recognized it to be an interesting topic to delve in.
We investigated and determined the experimental geometry, which turned out to
be crucial for the observed phenomenon. A liquid crystal lm, created at the water
surface, hosted the defect-rich behavior as the photoinitiator diused inside the LC,
reducing its ordering and creating an internal ux.
In analysis of defect dynamics we observed the preference of defects to move
perpendicularly to the Sm-N interface.

We saw that in dierent experiments the

average defect velocities can be an order of magnitude dierent, probably due to
dierent concentration gradients. By adding microparticles to the system, we were
able to follow underlying ow separately from the defects. We discovered the velocity
distributions and especially angular distributions to be dierent for tracer particles
and for defects, suggesting that the defects do not move only due to the ow.
We analyzed defect formation and compared it to the theoretical one, numerically
calculated by dr.

Doostmohammadi.

Though there were similarities (full-integer

defects forming in the same regions), the theoretical model was too stationary to
say if the proposed defect formation mechanism was the right one.
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Conclusion
In the thesis we covered three separate sets of experiments in liquid crystal dispersions. First we dealt with optical control of light in a bulk liquid crystal and in a
liquid crystal droplet, acting as a microresonator and a WGM laser. We used STED
mechanism to control light by light in a LC droplet and created an optical switch, a
soft matter photonic micro-device. Another soft matter photonic micro-device was
reported in the second part, where we presented a study on a microresonator and
a WGM laser made of a ferromagnetic nematic liquid crystal in form of a radial
droplet. We exposed the droplet to external magnetic eld and studied the distortions in the director eld and the consequential tuning of the wavelengths of the
WGM laser lines.

The droplet acted as magnetic eld sensor, based on a WGM

laser. In the third experiment we investigated a phenomenon we came across when
trying to stabilize smectic A bers, self-assembled by a smectic liquid crystal in an
aqueous solution with a surfactant. When adding a hydrogel and a photoinitiator
into the medium, the LC exhibited a vivid behavior with topological defects forming,
propelling and annihilating. This was caused by the photoinitiator diusing into the
LC, disordering it, and producing a ow.

We analyzed the defect movement and

delved into point defect formation.
In the optical switch experiment we rst looked into the interaction of a Nile Red
doped 8CB liquid crystal with light. Nile Red is a dye with elongated molecules,
ordering along the director when dissolved in the LC. We have shown that in the
LC phase its absorption and emission are anisotropic. In the isotropic phase, the
dye molecules are completely disordered, so the emission and absorption are not
angularly dependent.

In nematic and smectic phases, the anisotropy depends on

the degree of ordering. We proceeded with system optimization by searching for a
STED wavelength and delay of the STED pulse, at which the STED beam would
most eciently deplete uorescence in the bulk LC sample. We also searched for
the optimal intensity of both laser beams.
depends on polarization.

Later, we studied how STED eect

We have found that the eciency is jointly dependent

on polarization and temperature, as the molecular reorientations play an important
role. STED beam is most ecient at low temperatures, in the smectic phase, when
polarized along the director.

In this case the excited molecules have in majority

been ordered along this direction in the rst place and because of slow reorientations
haven't had the time to reorient in the time between the excitation and STED pulses.
In a nematic phase, less molecules were ordered appropriately in the rst place and
more of the rightly ordered ones have had time to reorient before the arrival of STED
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pulse. STED is least ecient when polarized perpendicularly to the director, in the
smectic phase.

In the bulk LC sample we also used STED for uorescence pulse

creation. This was possible due to ultra-fast sub-nanosecond operation of the STED
mechanism. By delaying the STED pulse with respect to the excitation pulse, we
shut the uorescence down at a desired moment and produced a pulse of an arbitrary
duration (within the uorescence lifetime). By additional upgrade of the setup we
also produced sequences of pulses, where we could arbitrarily choose pulse duration
and inter-pulse spacing.
We have shown ecient control of light by light on a sub-nanosecond timescale
by the means of the STED mechanism. In the second part of the experiment, we
applied this knowledge to develop an optical switch based on a LC microresonator.
First we probed a self-standing droplet in a viscous medium and achieved ecient
depletion of WGM laser lines within. Then we proceeded to a waveguide coupled
microresonator, as would be needed in a photonic micro-circuit.

The polymeric

waveguides were 3D printed by 2-photon photo-polymerization. We optimized their
tapered geometry to get the best light-guiding, and used them to couple light in
and out of the microresonator. We investigated how the STED beam spectral width
aects the switching-o. The wider the STED spectrum, the more light from this
spectrum will resonate inside the microresonator and deplete the WGMs in the
uorescence spectral region.
In the experiment with ferromagnetic nematic droplets, we studied the director
eld distortions in an external magnetic eld. We examined the droplets optically in
vertical and horizontal magnetic eld. The distortions turned out to be too complex
to comprehend based on the cross-polarized and lambda-plate images, so to properly
understand them, we would need numerical simulations.

Through the changes of

the eective refractive index caused by the distortions, the applied magnetic eld
inuences optical properties of the microresonator. More specically, we have found
that magnetic eld aects the WGM laser lines by shifting them towards red or blue
part of the spectrum, depending on the experimental geometry. The shift was almost
completely reversible and linearly dependent on the magnetic eld, and amounted
to approximately 1 nm/100 mT.
In the third experiment we examined an interesting behavior that we observed
while trying to x the bers, made of a smectic liquid crystal 8CB in an aqueous solution of a CTAB surfactant, for them to be useful as optical waveguides
in a soft matter photonic micro-circuit. After unsuccessful attempts to polymerize
or freeze the bers, we tried to xate the medium by adding a hydrogel and an
appropriate photoinitiator, but the latter started to diuse inside the LC, which
resulted in LC melting to the nematic phase and in a diusion guided ow. What
we observed was a ame-like behvior with topological defects being created and
annihilated vividly. The system geometry of a LC lm on a water surface, which
was measured by a confocal microscope, turned out to be vital to the observed behavior. After getting acquainted with the basic characteristics, we analyzed defect
dynamics. We measured their velocity distributions and the angular distributions of
their movements. The defects seemed to be moving mostly perpendicularly to the
smectic-nematic interface. Their most probable velocities could dier substantially
from one experiment to the next, as they depended on the photoinitiator time- and
space-dependable concentration gradient.

To follow the ow separately from the

defects, we added tracer microparticles into the LC. We found that the tracers move
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inward, towards the smectic phase, and outward, towards the nematic-water interface, almost equally, whereas the defects considerably prefer the inward direction.
This can be explained by either the fact that the defects form only when the LC ows
inward, for whatever reason, or that the LC does not move exclusively due to an
underlying diusion guided ow. We concluded the analysis by carefully examining
and describing the defect formation.
The main result of this thesis was the proof-of-principle for a STED based alloptical switch, with sub-nanosecond switching time. While we have already been
able to demonstrate eective switching of WGM lasing inside a LC microresonator,
there is still work to be done to better understand and optimize its performance.
In the future, we intend to study the WGM output in the time domain. Up until
now we were, due to low signal, only able to observe the averaged signal, coming
through the output tapered ber and later coupled into an optical ber leading
to the detectors.

To measure the WGMs in the time domain, the signal-to-noise

ratio will have to be signicantly improved. With these measurements we will be
able to better understand what is happening inside the microresonator and further
optimize the switching eciency. Regarding the ferromagnetic nematic droplets and
WGM lasing within, the remaining challenge is to understand the distortions within
a droplet that appear in the external magnetic eld, which should clarify the reason
for red- and blue-shift for dierent experimental geometries. In the driven passive
nematic experiment we would like to study further the movement of defects and
their coupling to the underlying ow.

One possible step forward is to use tracer

uorescent molecules instead of tracer microparticles, in order to not disturb the
LC ow. Data on the LC ow can then be gained e. g. by single photon detection.
Thus, we might be able to get a more detailed velocity eld of the underlying LC
ow, and compare it with the movement of defects.

In the future, we could also

study spontaneous creation, movement and annihilation of defect loops, which were
sometimes spotted in the thicker part of the LC system. Also, we have made some
preliminary experiments with a cholesteric LC, and although the situation seemed
too chaotic to analyze, in the future, with careful planning of the experimental
details, it could become another interesting system to study and gain new insight
in the spontaneous creation of topological defects in cholesterics.
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Raz²irjeni povzetek v sloven²£ini
Uvod
Teko£i kristali so snovi, ki imajo zaradi anizotropne (pali£aste ali plo²£ate) oblike
molekul zanimive zikalne lastnosti. Kot nakazuje ºe ime, imajo obenem lastnosti
teko£in in trdnin - kristalov: te£ejo kot teko£ine, a so ob tem delno urejeni. Najosnovnej²a teko£ekristalna (TK) mezofaza je nematska faza, v kateri so molekule
urejene zgolj orientacijsko. V primeru pali£astih molekul to pomeni, da osi molekul
v povpre£ju kaºejo v isto smer, lege molekul pa so povsem naklju£ne.

Smekti£ni

teko£i kristali poleg orientacijske ureditve ob£utijo tudi pozicijsko urejanje v eni dimenziji - molekule so urejene v plasti, znotraj plasti pa je njihova lega naklju£na.
Preferen£no usmerjenost molekul v prostoru predstavimo z direktorskim poljem

n

[29]. Teko£i kristali, s katerimi smo izvajali eksperimente, so termotropni, kar pomeni, da je njihova urejenost odvisna od temperature.

S segrevanjem tak teko£i

kristal preide iz kristalne, povsem urejene faze preko TK mezofaz v izotropno fazo,
kjer so molekule orientacijsko in pozicijsko povsem neurejene. Na povr²inah, kjer je
teko£i kristal v stiku z drugo snovjo, se lahko molekule sidrajo planarno - z glavno
osjo v ravnini mejne ploskve, ali homeotropno - z glavno osjo pravokotno na mejno
ploskev. V praksi planarno sidranje na povr²ini zagotovimo s tankim nanosom polimera, katerega molekule usmerimo v dolo£eno smer tako, da povr²ino drgnemo z
ºametom. Homeotropno sidranje zagotovimo s silaniziranjem povr²ine, uporabimo
silan, ki se na veºe pravokotno na povr²ino. Osnovne TK faze in sidranje so prikazani na sliki 1. Zaradi robnih pogojev in vpliva zunanjih polj se direktorsko polje
v prostoru deformira, zaradi £esar pride do topolo²kih defektov - singularnosti, kjer
smer direktorja ni dolo£ena (slika 2). Topolo²ke defekte v dveh dimenzijah opi²emo
1
z ovojnim ²tevilom k , ki je lahko pol-celo ²tevilo. Defekti s k = ± so energijsko
2

Slika 1: Osnovne teko£ekristalne faze in sidranje na povr²inah. (a) Izotropna faza.
(b) Nematska faza. (c) Smekti£na A faza. (d) Planarno sidranje. (e) Homeotropno
sidranje.
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Slika 2: Topolo²ki defekti. Ovojno ²tevilo

k,

ki opi²e defekt v dveh dimenzijah ima

lahko pol-cele vrednosti (a-d). Topolo²ki naboj

q,

ki opi²e defekt v treh dimenzijah

in se v sistemu ohranja, ima celo²tevilske vrednosti (e,f ).

najugodnej²i.

V tridimenzionalnem prostoru so defekti lahko linijski ali to£kasti.

Opi²emo jih s topolo²kim nabojem

q,

ki ima lahko zgolj celo²tevilske vrednosti.

Topolo²ki naboj se v sistemu ohranja.
Teko£i kristali imajo, zaradi velike opti£ne anizotropije in dobre odzivnosti na
zunanje elektri£no polje, ²iroko podro£je uporabe, denimo v TK zaslonih (LCD), TK
ltrih z nastavljivo valovno dolºino, TK laserjih itd. V zadnjem £asu se uporabljajo
tudi v okviru fotonike iz mehke snovi [15]. To je podro£je, kjer ºelimo z uporabo
fotonskih principov in edinstvenih zikalnih lastnosti mehke snovi ustvariti mikronapravice, ki delujejo kot fotonski elementi in bi jih lahko uporabljali v mikro-vezjih
iz mehke snovi.

Nekatere tovrstne mikro-naprave so ºe bile realizirane: kaplji£ni

laser iz teko£ega kristala [6, 7] ali iz biokompatibilnih materialov znotraj ºive celice
[8] in biolo²kih tkiv [9], razli£ni senzorji v obliki TK kapljice [1012], koloidni fotonski kristali [13], vlaknaste smekti£ne strukture, ki delujejo kot opti£na vlakna [14],
generator opti£nih vrtincev [15] itd. Prednost fotonskih elementov iz mehke snovi
je enostavnost in nizka cena njihove izdelave. tevilne izmed zgoraj na²tetih fotonskih elementov lahko pripravimo zgolj z vme²anjem teko£ega kristala v teko£ino, s
katero se le-ta ne me²a. Ob tem zaradi povr²inske napetosti nastanejo kapljice. e
je lomni koli£nik v notranjosti ve£ji od lomnega koli£nika okoli²ke teko£ine, kapljice
delujejo kot krogelni mikroresonatorji za svetlobo, saj le-ta ostane ujeta zaradi popolnega odboja na meji med sredstvoma. Obi£ajno izberemo homeotropno sidranje
na povr²ini, s £imer zagotovimo radialno strukturo kapljice s topolo²kim defektov v
sredini. Defektov prosta povr²ina je pomembna za kvaliteto resonatorja, na defektih
se namre£ svetloba sipa, namesto da bi se lepo odbila.
Lastni na£ini krogelnega mikroresonatorja so "Whispering gallery" na£ini (ang.
whispering gallery modes, WGM-ji), poimenovani po galeriji v kupoli londonske katedrale St Paul's. Ime se je po analogiji s svetlobo iz akustike preneslo in usidralo
tudi na podro£je fotonike. WGM-ji so re²itev Maxwellovih ena£b v sferi£ni votlini.
Vsak na£in je dolo£en s polarizacijo (TE ali TM) in tremi ²tevili:
²tevilo intenzitetnih maksimumov v radialni smeri,
maksimumov vzdolº enega obhoda, in

m,

l,

n,

ki ozna£uje

ki nam pove ²t. intenzitetnih

ki nam pove, kako je nagnjena ravnina

WGM-jev. Svetloba v radialni kapljici se giblje pravokotno na glavno os TK molekul. Zaradi dvolomnosti teko£ega kristala TE in TM polarizacija ob£utita razli£na
efektivna lomna koli£nika.

V tak²ni anizotropni sferi so TE na£ini odvisni le od

no , TM na£ini pa tudi od izrednega ne [6]. Slika 3 prikan
n
zuje svetlobo, ujeto v TK kapljico zaradi totalnega odboja, in spekter TEl in TMl
na£inov.
rednega lomnega koli£nika

V mikroresonator lahko svetlobo pripeljemo z direktnim osvetljevanjem ali pa
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Slika 3: "Whispering gallery" na£ini. (a) Svetloba je zaradi totalnega odboja ujeta
n
n
v mikroresonatorju. (b) Spekter TEl in TMl na£inov v anizotropnem krogelnem resonatorju (no = 1,52, ne = 1,74, nmedij = 1,43, premer mikroresonatorja d = 15µm).
Ponatisnjeno z dovoljenjem Springer Nature Customer Service Centre GmbH: Macmillan Publishers Ltd., Nature Photonics [6] ("Electrically tunable liquid crystal
optical microresonators", M. Humar idr.), copyright (2009).

po opti£nem valovodu prek evanescentnega polja. Ko sta mikroresonator in valovod
postavljena dovolj blizu, da se njuni evanescentni polji prekrivata, pride do sklopitve. Lastne re²itve sklopljenega sistema lahko aproksimiramo z linearno kombinacijo
re²itev posameznih delov [83]. V odvisnosti od materialnih lastnosti in geometrije
sistema je lahko optimalna razdalja med povr²inama mikroresonatorja in valovoda
ve£ja od ni£ [12, 83].
V fotonskem vezju poleg fotonskih napravic in povezovalnih struktur potrebujemo tudi na£in moduliranja signala, tj. svetlobe. V tej disertaciji preu£ujemo uporabo principa deplecije s stimulirano emisijo (ang. stimulated emission depletion,
STED) v ta namen. STED princip, prikazan na sliki 4, je najbolj poznan iz superresolucijske STED mikroskopije, za razvoj katere je Stefan Hell prejel Nobelovo
nagrado za kemijo v letu 2014. Gre za metodo, predlagano leta 1994 [16] in prvi£
realizirano nekaj let kasneje [20, 88], kjer z exscitacijskim laserskim ºarkom v vzorcu
vzbudimo molekule v vzbujeno stanje, s STED ºarkom pa nato povzro£imo stimu-

Slika 4:

Princip deplecije s stimulirano emisijo (STED). (a) Energijski diagram

procesa uorescence tipi£nega uorofora. (b)Energijski diagram procesa stimulirane
emisije.

(c) Prikaz uorescence.

Spontano emitirani fotoni se gibljejo v poljubni

smeri. (d) Prikaz stimulirane emisije. Izsevani foton je po smeri in fazi identi£en
vpadnemu. (e) V mikroskopiji se za vzbujevalni in STED ºarek uporabljata razli£na
intenzitetna prola. (f ) Za opti£no preklapljanje uporabimo ºarka z enakimi proli.
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lirano emisijo. V mikroskopiji se intenzitetna prola ºarkov praviloma razlikujeta
[89, 90]. Na delih vzorca, kjer vzbujenih molekul STED ºarek ne osvetli, bo pri²lo
do spontane emisije - uorescence, kjer pa pride do stimulirane emisije, se molekule vrnejo v osnovno stanje preden bi utegnilo priti do uorescence. Fluorescen£ni
fotoni se izsevajo v poljubni smeri, medtem ko se fotoni, izsevani prek stimulirane
emisije, gibljejo to£no v smeri vpadne STED svetlobe. S pametnim na£rtovanjem
detekcije v prostoru in prola STED ºarka je mogo£e na ta na£in dose£i resolucijo
precej pod uklonsko limito [91103].
V doktorski disertaciji smo STED uporabili za preklapljanje svetlobe v TK vzorcih.

Na osnovi TK mikroresonatorja smo zasnovali opti£ni preklopnik, kamor sta

vzbujevalna in STED svetloba sklopljeni preko polimernega opti£nega vlakna.

V

obarvanem teko£em kristalu se vzpostavi uorescenca, zaradi krogelne oblike kapljice pa pride do WGM resonanc in laserske emisije.

V drugem delu disertacije

smo se ukvarjali s kapljicami feromagnetnega nematika [31] in spreminjanjem valovne dolºine WGM laserske emisije zaradi izpostavljenosti zunanjemu magnetnemu
polju. Le-to v kapljici preuredi direktorsko polje, kar zaradi spremenjenega efektivnega lomnega koli£nika vodi v premik WGM resonanc. V tretjem delu disertacije
smo raziskovali pojav pasivno gnanega nematika, v katerem se tvorijo in anihilirajo
topolo²ki defekti. Na fenomen smo naleteli naklju£no med iskanjem na£ina za stabilizacijo smekti£nih vlaken. Raziskali smo zakaj in kako pride do pojava, preu£ili
geometrijo eksperimenta in analizirali gibanje in nastanek defektov.

Opti£ni preklopnik
STED v planarni TK celici
Na poti proti opti£nemu preklopniku, novi fotonski napravici v obliki TK kapljice,
smo najprej efekt STED-a preu£ili v planarni 12

µm

debeli TK celici, da bi se

prepri£ali, £e je primeren za moduliranje svetlobe v teko£ih kristalih [111]. V TK
celici smo uporabili teko£i kristal 8CB, ki je pri sobni temperaturi v smekti£ni A
fazi in ima nizki temperaturi prehoda v nematsko in izotropno fazo. Teko£i kristal
smo obarvali z barvilom Nile Red, katerega molekule so podolgovate oblike in se
v teko£em kristalu uredijo vzdolº direktorja.

Pokazali smo, da sta absorpcija in

uorescen£na emisija barvila Nile Red v teko£em kristalu odvisni od TK ureditve.
V najbolj urejeni smekti£ni A fazi sta emisija in absorpcija najbolj anizotropni, v
nematski fazi sta anizotropiji ²e vedno precej²nji, ko pa vzorec segrejemo v izotropno
fazo, postaneta tudi absorpcija in emisija (skoraj) izotropni.
Opti£no postavitev za eksperiment s STED-om smo osnovali na sunkovnem belem superkontinuumskem laserju (Fianium SC-450-PP-HE) in se pri tem zgledovali
po postavitvi iz ref. [102]. Iz superkontinuumskega spektra smo, glede na absorpcijski in emisijski spekter barvila Nile Red, s ltrom izbrali spekter zelenega vzbujevalnega ºarka, s premi£no reºo pa spekter STED ºarka. S ²irjenjem in premikanjem
reºe smo lahko optimalno izbrali ²irino in pozicijo spektra STED ºarka za na² sistem
barvila in dikroika s speci£no spektralno prepustnostjo.
Za delovanje STED efekta smo morali zagotoviti, da na vzorec najprej vpade
vzbujevalni sunek, ki vzbudi uoroforne molekule, in ²ele nato sunek STED ºarka.
im je bil z grobo meritvijo opti£nih poti obeh ºarkov ta pogoj izpolnjen, smo ºe
lahko opazili ²ibko deplecijo.

Z nadaljnjo optimizacijo poravnave ºarkov, opti£ne
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Slika 5: Uga²anje uorescence s STED ºarkom. (a) Slika in intenzitetni prol uorescen£ne pike, vzbujene z vzbujevalnim ºarkom. (b) Slika in intenzitetni prol ugasnjene uorescen£ne pike, vzbujene z vzbujevalnim ºarkom in depletirane s STED
ºarkom. Z dovoljenjem prilagojeno po [111], OSA Publishing.

poti in s tem zamika med sunkoma STED in vzbujevalne svetlobe, povpre£nih mo£i
obeh ºarkov in spektra STED ºarka, smo dosegli dobro "uga²anje" uorescence (slika
5).
U£inkovitost deplecije s STED ºarkom je odvisna od njegove intenzitete in od
intenzitete vzbujevalnega ºarka, kot je prikazano na sliki 6. Ob meritvi odvisnosti
razmerja

ξ

med depletirano in ne-depletirano uorescenco od intenzitete vzbujeval-

nega ºarka smo povpre£no mo£ STED ºarka pustili konstantno (3 mW). Pri zelo
majhnih intenzitetah vzbujevalnega ºarka STED efekt postane neu£inkovi.
merje

ξ

Raz-

naraste, deplecija (1-ξ ) pa potemtakem upade. Razlog je verjetno v tem, da

STED ºarek, kljub spektralni legi na rde£em repu uorescen£ne emisije, zaradi velike
intenzitete vzbuja nekaj uorescence. e je vzbujevalni ºarek zelo atenuiran, postaneta signala ne-depletirane uorescence in uorescence, vzbujene s STED-ºarkom,
primerljiva. Deplecija zato v tem obmo£ju efektivno ni tako u£inkovita. Pri velikih
intenzitetah vzbujevalnega ºarka barvilo hitro bledi, zato je smiselno uporabljati
najmanj²o intenziteto, ki ²e zagotavlja maksimalno deplecijo (1 − ξ ) in hkrati dovolj
velik signal za detekcijo. V slede£ih eksperimentih smo uporabljali vzbujevalni ºarek s povpre£no mo£jo 0,3

µW.

Nara²£anje mo£i STED ºarka predvidljivo povzro£i

Slika 6: Odvisnost deplecije od mo£i (a) vzbujevalnega in (b) STED ºarka. U£inkovitost je mo£no odvisna tudi od polarizacije STED ºarka. Z dovoljenjem prilagojeno
po [111], OSA Publishing.
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nara²£anje deplecije (torej padanje razmerja
mo£no odvisna od polarizacije STED ºarka.

ξ ).

Opazimo lahko, da je u£inkovitost

e je le-ta vzporedna s polarizacijo

vzbujevalnega ºarka, lahko ob najve£ji povpre£ni mo£i STED ºarka (∼
pade za faktor

∼ 12,

5

mW)

ξ

v primeru pravokotne polarizacije je ta faktor manj²i od 3.

Izvedli smo ²e meritev odvisnosti STED efekta od kota med polarizacijama vzbujevalnega in STED ºarka ter od temperature vzorca in s tem TK ureditve. Vi²ja
kot je temperatura, bolj molekule uktuirajo in hitreje se reorientirajo. Vzbujevalni
ºarek je polariziran v smeri drgnjenja, da pri dani intenziteti dobimo najve£ji signal.
Kot smo opazili ºe pri meritvi odvisnosti od mo£i, je deplecija bolj²a pri manj²ih
◦
◦
kotih med polarizacijama ºarkov (0 -20 ). V smekti£ni fazi razmerje ξ pade celo do

∼ 0,06 (deplecija 1−ξ je v tem primeru kar ∼ 0,94). Opazimo lahko, da pri majhnih
kotih razmerje ξ s temperaturo nara²£a, pri velikih pa pada. Pri nizkih temperaturah, sploh v smekti£ni fazi, so molekule urejene precej togo in se nerade reorientirajo.
V kratkem £asu med laserskima sunkoma se le malo molekul reorientira, ve£ina zadrºi svojo orientacijo, in STED sunek jih uspe²no vrne v osnovno stanje. Vi²ja kot
je temperatura, bolj molekule uktuirajo. V izotropni fazi so reorientacije bistveno
hitrej²e, v £asu med laserskima sunkoma se reorientira precej²nje ²tevilo molekul.
Teh STED sunek ne more tako uspe²no vrniti v osnovno stanje. Pri ve£jih kotih
◦
(> 45 ) je skupen STED u£inek slab²i, vidimo pa lahko, da je najslab²i (velik ξ )
prav v togi smekti£ni A fazi, kar govori v prid pojasnila z molekularno dinamiko.

Slika 7: Odvisnost razmerja

ξ

depletirane in ne-depletirane uorescence od tempera-

ture in kota med polarizacijama vzbujevalnega in STED ºarka. Vzbujevalni ºarek je
polariziran v smeri drgnjenja. Z dovoljenjem prilagojeno po [111], OSA Publishing.
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Slika 8: Nastanek uorescen£nih sunkov poljubnega trajanja z zamikanjem STED
sunka. Z rde£o je narisan ne-depletiran signal. Z dovoljenjem prilagojeno po [111],
OSA Publishing.

Zdaj polarizacija STED ºarka objema velik kot z molekulami, ki ostanejo v za£etni
orientaciji, torej te slabo depletira. Takih molekul je najve£ prav v smekti£ni fazi.
Reorientiranime molekulame, katerih je ve£ pri vi²jih temperaturah, s polarizacijo
STED ºarka zdaj objemajo majhen kot, zato jih le-ta laºje depletira.
Poleg preklapljanja uorescence s STED ºarkom smo ugotovili, da lahko z njim
tudi ustvarimo uorescen£ne sunke poljubnega trajanja (znotraj ºivljenjskega £asa
uorescence). Ob optimizaciji zamika med sunkoma vzbujevalnega in STED ºarka
smo STED sunek zakasnili toliko, da je bil po £asu povpre£en signal depletirane
uorescence najmanj²i.

e smo zamik pove£ali, je povpre£en signal narasel.

V

tem primeru je STED sunek osvetlil vzorec ²ele v trenutku, ko se je znatno ²tevilo
molekul ºe zrelaksiralo v osnovno stanje prek oddaje uorescen£nega fotona. V povpre£ju je bila deplecija zato slab²a. e pa to dogajanje pogledamo na nanosekundni
skali, opazimo, je le-ta samo za£ela kasneje delovati in smo z zamikanjem STED
sunka pravzaprav ustvarili uorescen£ni pulz. Slika 8 prikazuje uorescen£ne sunke
razli£nih trajanj, z rde£o £rtkano £rto je prikazan ne-depletiran signal. Ustvarimo
lahko sunke dolºine 1 ns, verjetno pa bi lahko tudi kraj²e, vendar smo bili pri tem
omejeni z odzivnim £asom detektorja 0,5 ns. Z dodatkom nekaj opti£nih elementov
v postavitev smo lahko ustvarili tudi zaporedje uorescen£nih sunkov poljubnega
trajanja in s poljubnim zamikom med njimi.
Pokazali smo, da z uporabo STED principa lahko u£inkovito manipuliramo svetlobo s svetlobo samo, bodisi s preklapljanjem med stanjema "priºgane" in "ugasnjene" uorescence, bodisi z ustvarjanjem uorescen£nih sunkov poljubnega trajanja.
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STED v TK mikroresonatorju
V obarvani radialni kapljici teko£ega kristala se zaradi osvetljevanja z vzbujevalnim
ºarkom pojavi uorescenca, na njen zvezni spekter pa so naloºene dobro opazne £rte
WGM resonanc. Ker ima teko£i kristal ve£ji lomni koli£nik od okoli²kega medija, je
svetloba v notranjosti ujeta prek popolnega odboja. Najprej (slika 9) smo opazovali samostoje£o kapljico obarvanega teko£ega kristala 5CB v glicerolu z dodatkom
lecitina (2 wt%), ki je poskrbel za homeotropno sidranje na povr²ini.
Ko smo pokazali, da STED uspe²no zatemni WGM resonance v kapljici, smo
ºeleli svetlobo v kapljico in iz nje pripeljati po opti£nem vlaknu, da bi bilo na²e
opti£no stikalo res uporabno kot fotonska mikro-napravica. Postavitev je prikazana
na sliki 10. Odlo£ili smo se za valovod, ki se koni£no zoºi do premera 2
tem tankem cilindri£nem delu je nato sklopljen z mikroresonatorjem.

µm.

Na

Preizkusili

smo ve£ geometrij z razli£nimi koti zoºevanja in se na podlagi meritev sklapljanja
svetlobe v valovod odlo£ili za kon£no izbrano obliko. Polimerne stebri£aste valovode
smo natisnili z metodo dvo-fotonske fotolitograje (s komercialnim sistemom Photonic Professional GT, Nanoscribe GmbH). Ker je proces tiskanja dolgotrajen, smo
ºeleli uporabiti okoli²ki medij, ki bi omogo£al njihovo ve£kratno uporabo. Glicerol
je preve£ viskozen in je ob spiranju stebri£ke odnesel s seboj, voda pa je premalo
viskozna, zato so kapljice v njej preve£ uktuirale. Uporabili smo me²anico vode in
glicerola v razmerju 3:1 in ji dodali surfaktant SDS, ki je poskrbel za homeotropno
sidranje. Kapljico teko£ega kristala smo z mikropipeto vbrizgali med ²tiri polimerne
stebri£ke. S £asom vpihovanja smo dolo£ili njeno velikost tako, da je kapljica ravno
nasedla med ²tiri valovode, ne da bi se ob tem deformirala. Za sklopitev mikroresonatorja v sistem smo uporabili par nasproti stoje£ih stebri£kov, preostala dva sta
sluºila kot stabilizatorja kapljice, da je le-ta ostala na mestu. Po potrebi bi ju lahko
uporabili tudi za lo£eno stikalo znotraj istega mikroresonatorja, moºno bi bilo celo
postaviti v krog ve£ parov stebri£kov - vsak od njih bi lahko sluºil za lo£eno opti£no
stikalo.

Slika 9:

Samostoje£a kapljica 5CB v glicerolu - mikroresonator.

(a) X ozna£uje

mesto osvetljevanja z vzbujevalnim in STED ºarkom, rde£a elipsa pa luknjico, skozi
katero zajemamo signal. Merilo 10
uorescence z WGM resonancami.

µm.

(b) Spektra ne-depletirane in depletirane

STED zatemni WGM resonance pribliºno za

faktor 7.
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Slika 10: Postavitev opti£nega preklopnika. (a) Shema postavitve. (b) Geometrija
◦
koni£nega valovoda. Po preizku²anju smo se odlo£ili za kot θ = 2,7 in premer

2R0 = 5 µm.

(c) SEM slika natisnjenih polimernih valovodov.

(d) Kapljica teko£ega kristala nasede med ²tiri stebri£ke.

Merilo 10

µm.

(e) V principu lahko

vsak par nasproti si stoje£ih stebri£kov uporabimo za lo£eno stikalo znotraj iste
kapljice. (f ) Shema delovanja opti£nega preklopnika. Vzbujevalni ºarek, sklopljen v
mikroresonator, vzbudi WGM-resonance, ki jih prek izhodnega valovoda zaznamo
z detektorjem.

e je v kapljico sklopljen tudi STED ºarek, ta depletira WGM-

resonance - opti£no preklopi signal. (g) Mikroskopska slika ²tirih valovodov tik pred
vbrizganjem kapljice.

Temna elipsa zgoraj levo je luknjica v zaznavni ravnini na

izhodu mikroskopa, skozi katero zajemamo signal.
stebri£ki.

(h) Kapljica je stabilizirana s

(i) Vzbujevalni ºarek je sklopljen v mikroresonator skozi valovod desno

spodaj. V kapljici je vzbudil WGM resonance. Merilo 20
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Slika 11: Sklopitev kapljice - mikroresonatorja z valovodom. Kapljico s konico mikropipete pribliºujemo lokaciji vzbujevalnega ºarka, ozna£eni z belo piko. Merilo 20

µm.

(a-e) arek sveti direktno skozi okoli²ki medij. (f-j) arek potuje po valovodu.

Slika 11 prikazuje kapljico, ki jo s konico mikropipete pribliºujemo fokusu vzbujevalnega ºarka, ozna£enega z belo piko. V zgornji vrstici ºarek sveti direktno skozi
okoli²ki medij, v spodnji pa je na ozna£eni lokaciji stebri£ek, skozi katerega potuje
ºarek. Stebri£ek ne deluje idealno, vidimo, da kar nekaj svetlobe pu²£a v okolico,
saj vzbuja uorescenco tudi, ko je kapljica dale£ od stebri£ka (g,h). Ker smo ºeleli
slikati kapljico je mikroskopski objektiv fokusiran v ravnini kapljice, za optimalno
delovanje valovoda, pa bi moral biti laserski ºarek fokusiran na dnu stebri£ka. Kakorkoli, primerjava spremembe intenzitete uorescence v zadnjem koraku, iz (d) v
(e) oziroma iz (i) v (j), pokaºe, da ta mali korak v zgornjem primeru sploh ne igra
vloge, intenziteta uorescence ostane nespremenjena, saj je korak v primerjavi z
dimenzijo ºarka skoraj zanemarljiv. V spodnjem primeru pa povzro£i velik skok v
intenziteti (za faktor 2,2), saj kapljica in valovod prideta dovolj blizu, da se njuni
evanescentni polji prekrijeta.
Svetloba, sklopljena v mikroresonator, s£asoma zamre, £e zanjo ni izpolnjen resonan£ni pogoj, £e pa je njena frekvenca resonan£na, se oja£i.

Po nekaj preletih

resonatorja zato pride do WGM resonanc. Te so prisotne tako v spektralnem obmo£ju uorescence kot tudi v spektrih obeh laserskih ºarkov.

Posledi£no je efekt

sunkov vzbujevalnega in STED ºarka podalj²an, pri£akujemo pa tudi stopni£asto
odvisnost deplecije od ²irine spektra STED ºarka.

Na sliki 12(a,b) so prikazani

spektri ne-depletiranega in depletiranega signala iz mikroresonatorja za dve razli£ni
²irini spektra STED ºarka. Slednji je prikazan v manj²em okencu, skupaj z WGM
resonancami, ekstrapoliranimi iz uorescen£nega obmo£ja. V primeru (a) spekter
STED ºarka pokriva eno samo WGM resonanco, v primeru (b) pa kar pet resonanc.
Po nekaj preletih resonatorja v njem kroºi bolj ali manj le ²e svetloba ujeta v WGM
nihajne na£ine. Deplecija (1-ξ ) s ²irino spektra mo£no nara²£a: od manj kot 0,5 v
primeru (a) naraste do 0,8 v primeru (b). Graf (c) prikazuje odvisnost razmerja
od spektralne ²irine STED ºarka. Razmerje

ξ

ξ

smo izra£unali kot koli£nik intenzitete

depletiranega in ne-depletiranega signala najvi²jega WGM vrha. Z oranºno barvo
je prikazano ²tevilo WGM resonanc znotraj STED spektra.
razmerja

ξ

Stopni£asto padanje

ni zelo o£itno, eksponentno padanje je posledica linearnega nara²£anja

energije STED ºarka s ²irino spektra.
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Slika 12: Delovanje opti£nega preklopnika v odvisnosti od ²irine spektra STED ºarka.
(a) Depletiran in ne-depletiran signal WGM-jev pri ²irini spektra STED ºarka 3,5
nm. (b) Depletiran in ne-depletiran signal WGM-jev pri ²irini spektra STED ºarka
14,0 nm. (c) Odvisnost razmerja

ξ

za najvi²ji WGM vrh od ²irine STED spektra.

Osen£ena obmo£ja ustrezajo grafu na desni osi, ki prikazuje ²tevilo WGM na£inov
v kapljici, nastalih iz svetlobe STED ºarka.
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Dokazali smo princip delovanja opti£nega preklopnika, osnovanega na TK kapljici
- mikroresonatorju in principu deplecije s stimulirano emisijo, ki smo ga uporabili
za efektivni nadzor svetlobe s samo svetlobo. V prihodnosti ºelimo sistem ²e bolje
okarakterizirati, predvsem z meritvami v £asovni domeni.

Magnetno upravljanje WGM resonanc v kapljici feromagnetnega nematika
Brochard in de Gennes sta leta 1970 napovedala, da bi lahko koloidna suspenzija feromagnetnih nanodelcev v teko£em kristalu delovala kot feromagnetni teko£i kristal
[30]. Eksperimentalno so tak teko£ kristal uspeli ustvariti ²ele leta 2013 [31]. V nematski teko£i kristal so dispergirali nanoplo²£ice barijevega heksaferita, dopiranega
s skandijem (Sc

3+ ),

obdelane tako, da se je teko£i kristal na njihovi povr²ini sidral

homeotropno. Dobili so teko£i feromagnet s spontano magnetizacijo vzdolº direktorja. V eksperimentu smo raziskovali vpliv zunanjega magnetnega polja na kapljice
takega feromagnetnega nematika in na njihove opti£ne lastnosti. Eksperiment smo
izvedli v sodelovanjem s prof.

dr.

Surajitom Dharo z univerze v Hyderabadu v

Indiji.
Kapljice TK me²anice E7 z dispergiranimi nanoplo²£icami smo z iglo vme²ali v
2% raztopino lecitina v glicerolu. Zaradi lecitina v okoli²kem mediju so imele kapljice
radialno konguracijo direktorja s to£kastim defektom v sredini, pod prekriºanimi
polarizatorji smo opazili zna£ilen £rn kriº. Najprej smo pod mikroskopom preverili,
kako na kapljice in njihovo TK ureditev vpliva zunanje magnetno polje. Opazovali
smo vpliv horizontalnega polja v ravnini vzorca in vertikalnega polja, ki deluje v
smeri opti£ne osi mikroskopa.

Zaradi polja smo v kapljici lahko opazili elasti£ne

deformacije, prikazane na sliki 13.

V primerjavi z deformacijami, ki so posledica

delovanja zunanjega elektri£nega polja [6], so te bistveno bolj zapletene. eprav jih
nismo znali pojasniti, lahko z gotovostjo trdimo, da se direktorsko polje v kapljici
med nara²£anjem magnetnega polja zelo spremeni. Te spremembe se odraºajo tudi
v spremembi efektivnega lomnega koli£nika v kapljici - mikroresonatorju.

WGM

resonance so izjemno ob£utljive na spremembe lomnega koli£nika, zato smo sklenili
preveriti, £e jih lahko uravnavamo z magnetnim poljem.
Najprej smo preverili, £e v kapljici feromagnetnega nematika sploh pride do laserske emisije. Izbrali smo kapljico, v kateri je bilo £im manj agregatov nanoplo²£ic,
in jo na robu osvetlili z laserskim sunkom, dolgim 1 ns, z valovno dolºino 532 nm.

Slika 13: Distorzija v kapljici feromagnetnega nematika zaradi zunanjega magnetnega polja.

(a,b) Horizontalno magnetno polje (v ravnini slike, ozna£eno z belo

pu²£ico). (c,d) Vertikalno magnetno polje (iz ravnine slike). Merilo 20
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µm.

Slika 14: Prag za lasersko emisijo v kapljici feromagnetnega nematika. (a,b) Slika
uorescen£ne emisije in spekter pod pragom. (c,d) Nad pragom opazimo zna£ilen
interferen£ni vzorec, v spektru pa ozke visoke £rte. (e) Meritev intenzitete najvi²je
WGM resonance v odvisnosti od energije vzbujevalnega sunka. Zlom krivulje pri 170
nJ nakazuje prehod v lasersko delovanje. (f,g) Spekter WGM resonance pod in nad
pragom za lasersko emisijo. Z dovoljenjem prilagojeno po [112], OSA Publishing.
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Ob nara²£anju intenzitete osvetljevalnega laserja smo merili spekter izsevane svetlobe na celotnem obmo£ju.
lasersko emisijo.

Slika 14 prikazuje dogajanje pod in nad pragom za

Na mikroskopski sliki (a) vidimo uorescen£no emisijo na robu

kapljice, kjer je le-ta osvetljena z vzbujevalnim ºarkom.

V spektru (b) so ºe vi-

dni maksimumi, ki ustrezajo pozicijam WGM resonanc, a vrhovi ²e niso ostri kot
v primeru laserske emisije. Na slikah (c) in (d) vidimo, kako se emisija spremeni,
ko intenziteta vzbujevalnega sunka preseºe prag za lasersko emisijo. Na mikroskopski sliki se pojavi interferen£ni vzorec, tipi£en za koherentna svetila, v spektru pa
se na mestu WGM resonanc pojavijo ozke laserske £rte.

Na sliki (e) je prikazan

graf meritve laserskega praga za posamezno (najvi²jo) WGM resonanco. Opazimo
lahko, da intenziteta resonance nara²£a najprej po£asi, nato pa se premica zlomi in
intenziteta za£ne nara²£ati hitreje. Taka zlomljena krivulja je zna£ilna za laser. Na
mestu zloma je prag za lasersko emisijo, in ko je ta preseºen, preide sistem v laserski
na£in delovanja. V okencu je prikazana ²e ²irina WGM £rte. Meritev je sicer precej
raztresena, kljub temu pa je jasno videti padec pri energiji praga (∼170 nJ). Zoºenje
£rte, zna£ilno za prehod v lasersko delovaje, je razvidno tudi iz primerjave slik (f )
in (g).

Ko je preseºen prag, se Q faktor pove£a iz

∼ 4500

na

∼ 9000.

Prag je v

kapljicah feromagnetnega nematika vi²je kot pri obi£ajnem nematiku, saj se veliko
svetlobe absorbira v nanoplo²£icah.
V eksperimentu smo lahko realizirali ²tiri razli£ne postavitve magnetnega polja in
to£ke osvetlitve, ki so prikazane na sliki 15(a-d). To£ka osvetlitve je dolo£ala ravnino
kroºenja WGM svetlobe, ujete v resonator.

Slika 15:

Zgolj konguracija (b) je efektivno

Premik WGM laserskih £rt v kapljici feromagnetnega nematika zaradi

zunanjega magnetnega polja. (a-d) Razli£ne eksperimentalne konguracije magnetnega polja in to£ke osvetlitve. Le konguracija (b) je efektivno druga£na od ostalih, daj tam magnetno polje kaºe pravokotno na ravnino kroºenja svetlobe, ujete v
WGM-je. (e) Premik WGM resonanc zaradi nara²£ajo£ega in padajo£ega magnetnega polja. Kapljica je v konguraciji (c). (f ) Premik WGM resonanc proti modri
v konguraciji kapljice (b). Z dovoljenjem prilagojeno po [112], OSA Publishing.
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druga£na od ostalih, saj tam magnetno polje deluje v smeri pravokotno na ravnino
kroºenja svetlobe. Ob nara²£anju magnetnega polja smo opazili premik laserskih £rt,
v ve£ini primerov okoli 1 nm / 100 mT, kot je razvidno tudi iz slike 15(e,f ). Premik
valovnih dolºin je sorazmeren z jakostjo magnetnega polja in reverzibilen. Zanimivo
je, da za konguracijo (b) pride do premika proti rde£i (f ), za ostale konguracije
pa proti modri (e). Meritev (e) je bila izvedena v konguraciji (c). Za razumevanje
tega bi bilo potrebno z numeri£nimi simulacijami podrobno raziskati direktorsko
polje v kapljici in njegove distorzije v zunanjem magnetnem polju. Ker je premik
linearno odvisen od magnetnega polja, je zaznaven ºe pri majhnih vrednostih letega. Velikost premika je sicer majhna v primerjavi s premikom zaradi elektri£nega
polja, kjer poro£ajo o

∼

20 nm / 2,6 V

µm-1
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[6].
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Pasivno gnan nematik in nastanek topolo²kih defektov v njem
V tretjem delu disertacije smo raziskovali pojav spontanega tvorjenja in anihilacije
defektov v lmu pasivno gnanega teko£ega kristala. Na pojav smo naleteli naklju£no,
med eksperimentom s smekti£nimi vlakni.

e teko£i kristal 8CB v smekti£ni A

fazi oblijemo z vodo, ki vsebuje surfaktant CTAB, se na njegovi povr²ini za£nejo
tvoriti smekti£na vlakna kot na sliki 16(a) [125, 126].

Lahko so povsem gladka,

lahko pa vsebujejo kolena, se zaklju£ijo s kapico (slika 16(b)), opazimo pa lahko
tudi diskaste in kroglaste strukture. Na sliki 16(c) je prikazano smekti£no vlakno,
ki deluje kot opti£ni valovod, v pre£ni smeri pa njihov okrogli presek deluje kot
resonator (slika 16(d)), v katerem lahko pride do WGM laserske emisije [14]. Vlakna
so zelo ob£utljiva, na sliki 16(e-g) je prikazano, kako vlakno zaradi osvetlitve z
laserjem za£ne bruhati drobna vlakenca, poleg tega pa s £asom tudi samo precej
spremeni obliko in lego.
bilo nujno stabilizirati.

Da bi bila tovrstna vlakna uporabna v fotoniki, bi jih
Zaenkrat nam to ²e ni uspelo, smo pa med posku²anjem

stabilizacije z zamreºenjem okoli²kega medija naleteli na zanimiv fenomen.
V vodo s surfaktantom smo dodali PEGDA hidrogel in fotoiniciator. Ob osvetlitvi z ultravijoli£no svetlobo naj bi tak okoli²ki medij tvoril gel. V na²em primeru se
to ni zgodilo, verjetno zaradi surfaktanta v vodi. Poleg tega je kaplja teko£ega kristala ob stiku z vodnim medijem najprej zavzela kroglasto obliko zaradi povr²inske
napetosti (slika 17(a,d)), nato pa po dolo£enem £asu "eksplodirala" - okrog kaplje
se je formiral pas teko£ega kristala, v katerem so nastajali in se anihilirali topolo²ki
defekti (slika 17(b,c,e)). To plamenom podobno dogajanje je lahko trajalo ve£ deset
minut. Na pogled je bilo zelo podobno dogajanju v aktivnem nematiku, kjer se delci
sicer premikajo zaradi lastne aktivnosti, in v katerem prav tako kontinuirano nastajajo in se anihilirajo topolo²ki defekti. Ugotovili smo, da do "eksplozije" pride, ko
se gladina okoli²kega vodnega medija zaradi izhlapevanja toliko zniºa, da TK kaplja

Slika 16: V vodni raztopini surfaktanta CTAB smekti£ni teko£i kristal 8CB tvori
vlaknaste strukture.

(a,b) Vlakna so lahko povsem gladka, lahko imajo kolena,

se zaklju£ijo s kapico, opazimo pa tudi diskaste in v£asih krogelne strukture.

(c)

Smekti£no vlakno vodi svetlobo. (d) Okrogel presek vlakna zagotavlja geometrijo
WGM resonatorja, kjer lahko pride do laserske emisije. (e-g) Smekti£na vlakna so
zelo nestabilna. V mediju se premikajo in preoblikujejo. Osvetljevanje z laserjem
lahko sproºi bruhanje drobnih vlakenc. Merilo na vseh slikah 40
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µm.

Slika 17: "Eksplozija" TK kaplje, obdane z vodno raztopino fotoiniciatorja. (a) TK
kaplja smektika 8CB v teko£ini zaradi povr²inske napetosti zavzame obliko s £im
manj²o povr²ino.

(b) Po preteku nekaj minut, ko se gladina vode zniºa in pride

TK kaplja v kontakt z njo, pride do "eksplozije". Fotoiniciator, ki prehaja v kapljo
zmanj²a TK ureditev in povzro£i prehajanje v nematsko fazo. (c) Slika kaplje pod
prekriºanimi polarizatorji.

irok pas na obodu je TK lm na povr²ini vodnega

medija. V njem prihaja do kontinuirane tvorbe in anihilacije topolo²kih defektov.
(d) TK kaplja pred "eksplozijo" (rde£a) v navpi£nem preseku, slikana s konfokalnim
mikroskopom. (e) Navpi£ni presek TK kaplje po "eksploziji", teko£i kristal (rde£a)
na povr²ini vode (zelena) tvori lm. Merilo na vseh slikah 100

µm.

pride z njo v stik. Teko£i kristal se razleze po povr²ini vodnega medija - nastane tanek lm. PEGDA pri pojavu nima nobene vloge in smo ga v slede£ih eksperimentih
opustili, za dogajanje je bil klju£en fotoiniciator. Ta je v vodi precej slab²e topen kot
v teko£em kristalu. Ob izhlapevanju se izlo£a iz vode in na povr²ini tvori kapljice. Iz
vodnega medija fotoiniciator prehaja v teko£i kristal v obliki povr²inskih kapljic in z
difuzijo. V teko£em kristalu zmanj²uje urejenost in povzro£a prehod v nematsko in
izotropno fazo. Difuzija fotoiniciatorja v teko£em kristalu hkrati povzro£a tokove,
zaradi katerih pride do tvorbe topolo²kih defektov.
Analizirali smo dinamiko topolo²kih defektov in ugotovili, da se v razli£nih ponovitvah eksperimenta lahko defekti gibljejo tudi z za faktor 10 razli£nimi povpre£nimi
hitrostmi. Verjetno do tega pride zaradi £asovno odvisnega koncentracijskega gradienta fotoiniciatorja, ki ºene tok v teko£em kristalu, in ga v eksperimentu nismo
uspeli dolo£iti. Da bi ocenili, ali se defekti gibljejo zgolj zaradi toka teko£ega kristala ali tudi zaradi elasti£nega privlaka, smo v teko£i kristal vnesli 1,5

µm silikatne

mikro-kroglice. S sledenjem tem kroglicam smo ºeleli dobiti informacijo o tokovih v
teko£em kristalu. Ro£no smo izvedli sledenje topolo²kim defektom in mikro-delcem
v

∼20-sekundnem

intervalu dolo£enega eksperimenta. Slika 18 predstavlja primer

tovrstne analize. Ugotovili smo, da so povpre£ne hitrosti defektov in mikro-delcev
podobne, je pa porazdelitev hitrosti delcev vedno oºja od porazdelitve hitrosti defektov. Tudi kotne porazdelitve hitrosti se razlikujejo. Defekti se gibljejo preteºno
od zunanjega tanj²ega roba lma (oz.

od meje med izotropno in nematsko fazo)

proti debelej²emu delu lma in meji med nematsko in smekti£no fazo, mikro-delci
pa se gibljejo tudi v nasprotni smeri. Defekti toku ne sledijo tako striktno kot mikrodelci. Njihovo gibanje je gotovo posledica prispevka zaradi toka in prispevka zaradi
elasti£nih sil, saj porazdelitve absolutnih hitrosti niso enake. Da bi bolje razumeli
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Slika 18: Analiza gibanja topolo²kih defektov in mikro-kroglic. (a) Slika TK lma,
spodaj je meja med izotropno in nematsko fazo, zgoraj med nematsko in smekti£no A fazo. Rumene pu²£ice ozna£ujejo defekte, rde£e pa mikro-delce. Merilo 20

µm.

(b) Porazdelitev absolutne hitrosti in kotna porazdelitev hitrosti defektov. (c)

Porazdelitev absolutne hitrosti in kotna porazdelitev hitrosti mikro-kroglic.

gibanje defektov, bi morali poznati celotno hitrostno polje, za kar bi potrebovali bistveno ve£jo gostoto mikro-delcev. Ker ti tudi sami v teko£em kristalu predstavljajo
topolo²ki defekt, ob veliki gostoti spet ne bi mogli lo£iti med gibanjem zaradi toka
in gibanjem zaradi elasti£nih sil. Prav tako bi njihova prisotnost verjetno vplivala
na dinamiko tvorjenja defektov. Za celostno meritev hitrostnega polja, ki bi dala
bolj²e odgovore o gibanju defektov, bi si morali zamisliti drug na£in merjenja.
Raziskali smo ²e tvorbo defektov. Vedno smo opazili zgolj celo²tevilske defekte,
ki jih pod prekriºanimi polarizatorji prepoznamo kot £rn kriº. Konguracijo direktorja je bilo najlaºje razbrati iz slik z lambda-plo²£ico. Na za£etku eksperimenta, ko
je lm zelo tanek, ima direktor preprosto strukturo, ki jo je lahko dolo£iti, ko kasneje
pride do tvorbe defektov, pa je direktorska struktura ponavadi ºe zelo kompleksna.
Takrat jo najlaºje dolo£imo, £e smo direktorju sledili skozi £as od preprostej²e konguracije.

Slika 19 prikazuje nastanek para defektov z ozna£enimi rumenimi in

modrimi podro£ji, ki ustrezajo v okvir£ku prikazanim smerem direktorja. Na podlagi podrobnega preu£evanja tega in drugih podobnih dogodkov smo narisali shemo
nastanka para defektov, ki jo prikazuje slika 20. Topolo²ki defekti nastanejo na meji
med dvema konvekcijskima tokovnima zankama, in sicer tam, kjer je tok najmo£nej²i in te£e proti debelej²emu delu lma (proti meji med nematsko in smekti£no
fazo).

Tam je direktor poravnan s tokom.

Znotraj obmo£ja tokovne zanke je di-

rektor najprej uniformen (v celoti modra oz. rumena barva), nato nastanejo oto£ki
z nasprotno orientacijo (B2, Y2). Ob meji se pasova obmo£ij Y1 in B1 stanj²ata,
dokler nazadnje ne izgineta in nastane par topolo²kih defektov. Predvidevamo, da
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Slika 19:

Nastanek para topolo²kih defektov.

(a) Nastaneta obmo£ji Y1 in B1,

kjer je direktor uniformen. Na meji je tok te£e navzgor, proti debelej²emu delu TK
lma. (b,c) Znotraj obmo£ij Y1 in B1 nastaneta oto£ka z nasprotnima orientacijama
direktorja, Y2 in B2. Ko se hitrost toka zmanj²a, se pasova obmo£ij Y1 in B1 vmes
stanj²ata in nazadnje izgineta. (d) Na mestu, kjer se pasova Y1 in B1 prekineta,
nastane topolo²ki defekt.

(e) Takoj za tem nastane ²e drug defekt.

(f ) Skupaj s

tokom se defekta premikata proti debelej²emu delu TK lma. Merilo 30

Slika 20:

Shemati£en prikaz nastanka para defektov.

µm.

Obmo£ja Y1, B1, Y2, B2

ustrezajo tistim iz slike 19. Rde£e pu²£ice poenostavljeno ozna£ujejo hitrost toka.
(a) Za£etna preprosta konguracija direktorskega polja z obmo£ji tokovnih zank.
(b) Znotraj obmo£ij se formirajo oto£ki z obratno orientacijo direktorja. (c) Zaradi
zmanj²ane hitrosti na meji med obmo£jema Y1 in B1, se pasova teh obmo£ij ob meji
stanj²ata. (d) Pasova izgineta in nastane par topolo²kih defektov.

do tega pride zaradi ne-uniformne hitrosti.
Nastanek defektov smo primerjali z numeri£nimi testi, ki jih je izvedel dr. Amin
Doostmohammadi z univerze v Oxfordu [127]. V kvazi-2D sistemu tokovnih zank, ki
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nastanejo zaradi koncentracijskega gradienta, je tudi simulacija pokazala nastanek
para topolo²kih defektov z nabojema +1 in -1. Do formacije defektov je v simulaciji
pri²lo zaradi nehomogenosti striga, in sicer na meji med obmo£jema z veliko striºno
napetostjo, kjer direktor sledi gradientu toka, in majhno striºno napetostjo, kjer se
preteºno poravna kar s samim tokom. V simulaciji so nastanek defektov ²tudirali v
stacionarnih tokovnih zankah, zato so tudi defekti po nastanku mirovali, kar je dale£
od eksperimentalnih dejstev. V eksperimentih so se defekti namre£ vedno premikali,
njihov nastanek pa je bil vedno povezan s spremembami hitrosti.

Zaradi tega je

teºko re£i £e je predlagani mehanizem nastanka defektov res pravi.

Zaklju£ek
V doktorski disertaciji smo raziskovali tri lo£ene probleme s podro£ja teko£ekristalnih disperzij.

Pokazali smo, da v teko£em kristalu lahko svetlobo u£inkovito

upravljamo s svetlobo, in sicer z uporabo principa deplecije s stimulirano emisijo.
To znanje smo uporabili za razvoj opti£nega stikala na osnovi mehanizma STED, ki
smo ga zasnovali kot kombinacijo TK kapljice, ki deluje kot mikroresonator, ter polimernih valovodov, po katerih vodimo signal v kapljico in iz nje. Pokazali smo princip
delovanja takega opti£nega preklopnika, ki deluje s £asi preklapljanja manj²imi od
nanosekunde. V prihodnosti ºelimo preu£iti preklapljanje ²e v £asovni domeni, s £imer bomo bolje razumeli samo dogajanje v mikroresonatorju, kar bo verjetno lahko
vodilo do nadaljnjega izbolj²anja u£inkovitosti preklopnika.
V drugem delu smo se ukvarjali s kapljicami feromagnetnega teko£ega kristala.
Raziskovali smo, kako zunanje magnetno polje vpliva na konguracijo direktorja v
taki kapljici. Prek spremembe efektivnega lomnega koli£nika lahko z magnetnim poljem vplivamo na pozicijo WGM resonanc. Pokazali smo, da se WGM laserske £rte
pod vplivom polja premaknejo pribliºno za 1 nm/ 100 mT. Premik je reverzibilen
in linearno sorazmeren z magnetnim poljem, smer premika pa je odvisna od eksperimentalne geometrije.

To nakazuje na kompleksnost distorzij zaradi magnetnega

polja, ki bi jih v prihodnosti ºeleli numeri£no analizirati. Zaradi linearnega odziva
je feromagnetna nematska kapljica ob£utljiva na majhne spremembe polja,

∼

10

mT, za realno uporabo kot magnetni senzor pa je verjetno premik WGM resonanc
v kapljici premajhen.
V tretjem delu disertacije smo raziskovali nastanek in gibanje topolo²kih defektov
v lmu teko£ega kristala, ki nastane na povr²ini vode z dodanim fotoiniciatorjem.
Pokazali smo, da zaradi difuzije fotoiniciatorja v smekti£ni teko£i kristal pride do
zmanj²anja ureditve, ki vodi v fazni prehod. Ugotovili smo, da zaradi koncentracijskega gradienta fotoiniciatorja v nematskem lmu pride do tokov, ki so klju£ni
za nastanek topolo²kih defektov. Za razliko od eksperimentalnih sistemov aktivnih
nematikov, smo v na²em sistemu pasivno gnanega nematika vedno opazili tvorbo
celo²tevilskih (±1) defektov.
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